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Abstract

Visual input mediates the structural and functional refinement of synapses in the
developing visual system. Proper wiring of this circuitry is dependent on new gene transcription
that occurs in the post-synaptic cell following stimulus-evoked neuronal activity and presynaptic
neurotransmitter release. Post-synaptic calcium influx through voltage-gated calcium channels
and glutamate-gated receptors activates signaling cascades that turn on transcriptional regulators
in the nucleus, which subsequently initiate the transcription of a later wave of genes that are
important for synaptic maturation and refinement. However, in the visual system, the identity
and function of these waves of gene expression are incompletely understood. The findings in
this dissertation elucidate the genes that are induced in the mouse dorsal lateral geniculate
nucleus (dLGN) of the thalamus upon exposure to visual stimuli, and elucidate the way in which
one candidate gene mediates the appropriate connectivity and refinement of the retinogeniculate
synapse—the connection between retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) to thalamocortical relay (TC)
neurons.
We hypothesized that genes that are induced by visual experience in post-synaptic TC
neurons might be likely candidate regulators of retinogeniculate synaptic refinement. To test this
hypothesis, we first performed whole-tissue and single-nucleus RNA sequencing (snRNA-seq)
of the dLGN following one week of dark rearing from postnatal day (P)20 to P27, which spans
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the vision sensitive period of retinogeniculate synapse refinement, and subsequent exposure to
light. The results of our snRNA-seq identified hundreds of significantly upregulated genes in
excitatory TC neurons after dark rearing and light exposure. We focused our study on a highly
induced gene in TC neurons, Tnfrsf12a, which encodes the cell surface pro-inflammatory
cytokine receptor TNF receptor superfamily member 12a, referred to as Fn14. Genetic ablation
of Fn14 results in structurally smaller and an increased number of functionally weak RGC inputs
relative to wild-type mice at P27, suggesting that Fn14 expression is critical for proper functional
and anatomical wiring of the retinogeniculate synapse during the vision sensitive period. These
findings indicate that visual experience induces the transcription of genes that are critical for
normal refinement of the retinogeniculate synapse.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The proper development of many organisms is dependent upon appropriate sensory input
during experience-sensitive critical periods. For instance, graylag geese hatchlings instinctively
bond with the first moving organism that they see and hear (Lorenz 1935). Neuroethologist
Konrad Lorenz found that they would follow him or even a moving red ball instead of their
mother during these formative moments, resulting in improper imprinting of infant geese to
either humans or inanimate moving objects rather than their actual mother. Decades later, David
Hubel and Torsten Wiesel, discovered that there, too, was a key developmental window during
the first few months of a kitten’s life that was important for the normal establishment of circuitry
in the visual cortex. Early monocular deprivation of the kitten resulted in marked structural and
functional defects; cells in visual cortex that normally would have responded to visual input from
the deprived eye instead responded to that of the open eye, causing the territory occupied by cells
responsive to input from the open eye to overtake that of the sutured eye (Wiesel and Hubel,
1963). Such changes in ocular dominance columns upon monocular deprivation were also
demonstrated in juvenile macaques (Figure 1.1; Hubel et al., 1977). These landmark discoveries
instigated a multitude of studies in the following decades in search of the molecular mechanisms
of neural plasticity underlying such experience-dependent phenomena.
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Figure 1.1 Ocular Dominance Columns in V1 from the Deprived Eye Shrink in Response to
Monocular Deprivation. Adapted from Hubel et al., 1977. Autoradiographs of layer 4c of
occipital cortex from a 4.5-year-old macaque following monocular deprivation for six months at
2.5 years of age reveal normal ocular dominance columns (Left). Tritiated proline injected into
the open eye is shown by light bands, whereas dark bands indicate regions that receive input
from the closed eye. Monocular deprivation of a juvenile macaque from 2 weeks to 18 months
of age causes a 47% decrease in the width of columns from the deprived eye (Right). Scale =
1mm.
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1.1 Neuronal Activity Induces Programs of Gene Expression
The initial discovery that stimulus-evoked neuronal activity induces programs of gene
transcription resulted from studies demonstrating that membrane depolarization causes calcium
influx through L-type voltage-sensitive calcium channels, and the subsequent transcription of the
proto-oncogene c-fos in neuronally differentiated PC12 cells within minutes (Greenberg et al.,
1986). This rapid activation of c-fos in different organisms and brain regions was later shown to
occur in response to a variety of other stimuli, such as membrane depolarization-inducing
extracellular potassium chloride levels, seizures, and drugs, in vitro and in vivo (Hope et al.,
1992, Morgan et al., 1987, Sheng and Greenberg, 1990). Other immediate early genes (IEGs)
that are transiently activated upon neuronal activity-induced membrane depolarization often
encode transcription factors, such as Npas4 that bind to regions of DNA to mediate the
transcription of genes. Unlike the induction of c-fos, Npas4 in neurons is induced selectively by
calcium influx and not by neurotrophic factors. Activation of Npas4 is critical for the
appropriate development of inhibitory synapses, by regulating the later expression of Brainderived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) in cultured hippocampal neurons and in organotypic slices
(Lin et al., 2008). This early activation of transcription factors within minutes of neuronal
activity that then regulate the expression of cell type-specific later response genes (LRGs)
important for synapse development and function has emerged as a common molecular
mechanism for proper wiring of neurons in the nervous system (Mardinly et al., 2016; Spiegel et
al., 2014). Mutations of some of these activity-dependent synaptic regulators have been
proposed to result in neurological disorders, such as Timothy syndrome and Rubenstein-Taybi
syndrome, highlighting the importance of elucidating regulatory mechanisms that mediate the
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proper expression of known synaptic genes and the discovery of new genes important for
synaptic development and refinement (Ebert and Greenberg, 2013).

1.2 Propagation of Calcium Signals to the Nucleus
In neurons, activity causes the influx of extracellular calcium, which is typically in the
millimolar range outside of the cell, or the release of calcium from internal stores (Emptage et
al., 1999). The typical nanomolar levels of cytoplasmic calcium allow neurons to quickly
respond to intracellular accumulation of calcium ions following depolarization of the postsynaptic cell. In addition to the L-type voltage sensitive calcium channels discussed previously,
the entry of calcium occurs through additional glutamate-gated ionotropic receptors: N-methylD-aspartate (NMDA) receptors and subsets of α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methylisoxazole-4propionic acid (AMPA) receptors (MacDermott et al., 1986; Jonas and Burnashev, 1995).
Several features of the L-type voltage-sensitive calcium channel are important for the
activation of the calcium signal necessary for gene expression. For example, early work from
Dr. Richard Tsien’s laboratory and other groups in ventricular myocytes of cardiac muscle in the
guinea pig showed that the L-type channel, which are high-voltage activated, had large single
channel conductances for calcium and exhibited long lasting currents that inactivated more
slowly relative to T-type calcium channels, which are low-voltage activated, that had tiny single
channel conductances (about two to three fold picoSiemens smaller) and exhibited transient
currents (Bean, 1989; Mitra and Morad, 1986; Nilius et al., 1985; Nowycky et al., 1985;
Plummer et al., 1989). In addition, experiments from Dr. William Catterall’s laboratory revealed
that L-type voltage sensitive calcium channels are clustered in proximal dendrites and somata of
pyramidal neurons in the hippocampus, allowing for convenient spatio-temporal transduction of
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the calcium signal to the nucleus (Westenbroek et al., 1990). Various proteins have been found
to associate with the C-terminus of L-type voltage sensitive calcium channels, including the
calcium-binding second messenger protein calmodulin. Binding of incoming calcium to
calmodulin activates the Ras/mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) signaling cascade, which
subsequently activates transcription factors in the nucleus such as the cyclic adenosine
monophosphate response element binding protein (CREB) and the myocyte enhancer factor-2
(MEF2) (Dolmetsch et al., 2001).
Calcium influx through NMDA receptors is also important for activation of gene
expression. For instance, activation of postsynaptic EphB receptor tyrosine kinases by their
ligand ephrinB2 results in Src activation, subsequent phosphorylation of the NR2B subunit of the
NMDA receptor, and eventual activation of both CREB and c-fos in primary cortical neurons
(Takasu et al., 2002). Furthermore, a variety of proteins have been reported to interact with
NMDA receptors that can activate gene expression, including protein kinase A (PKA) and the
CREB phosphatase PP1 (Westphal et al., 1999). However, the efficacy of the NMDA receptor
to activate gene expression is dependent on the age of neurons, at least in the hippocampus;
robust activation and phosphorylation of CREB occurs in young, one-week old hippocampal
cultures, whereas activation of phosphatases such as PP1 in older, two-week old neurons limits
CREB phosphorylation and activation (Sala et al., 2000). Another reason for the decreased
regulation of gene expression by NMDA receptors in older neurons is the developmental switch
in subunits that occurs in most NMDA receptors of central neurons. These heterotetrameric
receptors that are made up of NR1 and NR2 subunits undergo a developmental change from NR1
and NR2B dominant receptors to ones that are more NR1 and NR2A dominant (Carmignoto and
Vicini, 1992; Hestrin, 1992), which are thought to underlie changes in the decay kinetics of the
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excitatory post-synaptic currents (EPSCs) mediated by NMDA receptors. That is, receptors
containing NR2A subunits have shorter deactivation time constants and remain open to pass
cations such as Ca2+ for shorter periods of time than those containing NR2B subunits (CullCandy et al., 2001). This reduced calcium influx through older, NR2A containing NMDA
receptors may make them less likely to regulate gene expression.
Although evidence for AMPA receptor-mediated-specific gene expression remains
relatively scant due to the predominance of calcium-impermeable AMPA receptors in the mature
central nervous system, some studies have found that calcium-permeable AMPA receptors that
lack the GluR2 subunit are able to directly regulate gene expression through activation of
Ras/ERK signaling pathways and eventual CREB phosphorylation in cortical neurons (Tian and
Feig, 2006). Additionally, inhibition of AMPA receptors with the selective AMPA receptor
antagonist 2,3-Dioxo-6-nitro-1,2,3,4-tetrahydrobenzo[f]quinoxaline-7-sulfonamide (NBQX)
robustly potentiated the activity-dependent transcription of the IEG Arc in cultured rat cortical
neurons through a G protein signaling pathway; however, this induction of Arc was also found to
be dependent on relative activation of both AMPA and NMDA receptors (Rao et al., 2006).

1.3 Activity-Dependent Maturation of Excitatory and Inhibitory Synapses
Neuronal activity, or lack thereof, modulates the number and strength of excitatory
synapses during development. For instance, blockade of synaptic transmission for two days in
various cultured neurons results in an increase in the strength of all excitatory synapses onto an
excitatory neuron, whereas increasing activity by blocking inhibitory synapses decreases the
strength of all excitatory synapses (Turrigiano et al., 1998). In slices of rat visual cortex, a
similar homeostatic mechanism is present; the frequency of AMPA receptor-mediated miniature
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excitatory post-synaptic currents (mEPSCs) in layer 4 and layer 2/3 increases during the second
and third postnatal weeks, while amplitudes of mESPCs decrease, due to increases in activity
from eye opening and increases in synaptogenesis. Dark rearing during this period for just a few
days prevents this decrease in amplitude (Desai et al., 2002).
One mechanism through which this synaptic scaling may work is through the differential
regulation of certain activity-dependent genes. Many genes that are activated by transcription
factors such as fos, Npas4, and CREB, are ones that are important for synapse development. For
instance, cpg15, whose expression encodes a glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)-anchored
membrane protein, has been found to promote the growth of dendritic arbors, elaboration of
presynaptic retinal axons, and insertion of functional AMPA receptors in optic tectal cells of
Xenopus laevis (Cantallops et al., 2000; Nedivi et al., 1998). Arg 3.1 or Arc is another gene that
is induced rapidly upon neuronal activity whose protein product is localized in dendrites, reduces
AMPA receptor-mediated currents, and accelerates the endocytosis of GluR2 subunit-containing
AMPA receptors through its interaction with endophilin 3; Arc knockout mice exhibit
significantly increased surface expression of AMPA receptors (Chowdhury et al., 2006; Rial
Verde et al., 2006).
As briefly introduced earlier, the induction of Npas4 has recently been found to be
critical for the activity-dependent regulation of inhibitory synapse development (Lin et al.,
2008). In the mouse hippocampus, Npas4 differentially regulates inhibition in a domain-specific
manner: it promotes the number of inhibitory synapses that are formed on cell bodies, while
decreasing the number of inhibitory synapses formed on apical dendrites of CA1 pyramidal
neurons (Bloodgood et al., 2013). Recent work has found that Npas4 works in a cell-type
specific manner. In excitatory neurons of the visual cortex, Npas4 induces a program of later-
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response genes that promote the formation of inhibitory synapses onto excitatory neurons.
However, the late response gene program activated by Npas4 in somatostatin-positive inhibitory
neurons promotes the formation of excitatory synapses onto inhibitory neurons (Turrigiano 2014;
Spiegel et al., 2014). Thus, transcription factors that are activated in multiple cell types can
differently modulate gene expression according to a homeostatic logic of dampening excitation
within a circuit (Figure 1.2).
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Figure 1.2: Npas4 dampens excitation in the mouse visual cortex through the activation of
cell-type specific gene expression programs. From Spiegel et al., 2014. Some late-response
genes that are transcribed following activation of Npas4 are shared between excitatory and
inhibitory neurons, such as Nptx2, while other late-response genes are selectively expressed in
excitatory neurons, such as Bdnf, or selectively expressed in inhibitory neurons, such as Frmpd3.
In excitatory neurons, the neurotrophin BDNF promotes the formation of inhibitory synapses on
excitatory neurons. In inhibitory neurons, scaffolding molecules such as Frmpd3 are proposed to
promote the formation of excitatory synapses on inhibitory neurons. While Npas4 is expressed
and activated in both excitatory and inhibitory neurons, it can differentially activate distinct gene
programs in these cell types to achieve homeostatic restriction of excitation in the mouse visual
cortex.
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1.4 Restriction of Synapse Number by Activity-Dependent Transcription
In addition to the maturation and formation of excitatory and inhibitory synapses,
activity-dependent mechanisms are also crucial for the elimination and refinement of existing
synapses in the nervous system. Calcium signaling-induced dephosphorylation and activation of
the MEF2 family of transcription factors, for instance, is necessary for this restriction of
excitatory synapse number. In cultured hippocampal neurons, knockdown of the MEF2A and
MEF2D results in an increase in the number of colocalized synapsin-1 and PSD-95, markers for
pre-synaptic and post-synaptic proteins, respectively. Loss of these MEF2 family members also
leads to a significant increase in the number of spontaneous miniature excitatory post-synaptic
currents (mEPSCs) and re-expression of an RNAi-resistant of MEF2 reverses such effects,
indicating that proper activity-dependent regulation of the MEF2 transcription factors negatively
regulates excitatory synapse number (Flavell et al., 2006).
Two candidate genes that exhibit decreased expression following MEF2 knockdown
include Arc and synaptic Ras guanosine triphosphatase activating protein (synGAP) (Flavell et
al., 2006). The endocytosis of AMPA receptors by Arc is one potential mechanism by which
MEF2 may mediate synapse elimination. SynGAP typically associates with NMDA receptors,
and neurons cultured from synGAP knockout mice exhibit premature formation of spines and
synapses, with mature spines that are significantly larger in knockout relative to wild-type
neurons (Vazquez et al., 2004). While these putative MEF2 targets may be indirect effects due
to several days of altered transcription, Arc has since been validated as an activity-regulated, and
MEF2-regulated gene by genome-wide microarray data (Flavell et al., 2008). This analysis has
revealed several other intriguing MEF2 target genes: c-jun N-terminal kinase (Jnk), which
regulates removal of AMPA receptors at the synapse, and Homer1a, which disassembles
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scaffolding complexes in post-synaptic densities (Sala et al., 2003; Zhu et al., 2005).
Interestingly, not all MEF2 target genes encode proteins that are consistent with a model of
MEF2 acting as a master regulator of only genes that are necessary for synaptic weakening or
elimination. Another subset of MEF2 target genes encodes proteins that are synaptogenic:
adenylyl cyclase 8, which promotes synaptic strengthening through calcium-dependent cyclic
AMP production, and leucine-rich glioma-inactivated 1 (Lgi1), which promotes insertion of
postsynaptic AMPA receptors (Fukata et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2003). This regulation of genes
by MEF2 with seemingly antagonistic functions may be particularly important in certain
synapses during developmental phases where some presynaptic inputs are eliminated while
remaining ones are strengthened (Chen and Regehr, 2000).

1.5 Developmental and Experience-Dependent Synapse Elimination and Refinement
The loss of MEF2 associated with an increase in number of excitatory synapses in
hippocampus or nucleus accumbens results in deficits in learning and memory or cocaineinduced increases in spine density, respectively, suggesting that appropriate activity-dependent
elimination and refinement of synapses are important for behavioral plasticity (Barbosa, 2008;
Pulipparacharuvil et al., 2008). To better understand these refinement mechanisms in vivo or ex
vivo, many laboratories have characterized accessible model systems, in particular the
neuromuscular junction, the cerebellar climbing fiber to Purkinje cell synapse, and the
retinogeniculate synapse of the visual system (Chen and Regehr, 2000; Hashimoto et al., 2009;
Hashimoto and Kano, 2013; Hong and Chen, 2011; Nguyen and Lichtman, 1996; Sanes and
Lichtman, 1999). Each of these synapses displays hallmarks of refinement, such as the
competitive maintenance of a subset of inputs at the expense of others. Of these circuits, the
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retinogeniculate synapse is unique in its well-characterized temporally segregated responsiveness
to both spontaneous activity, and patterned sensory experience (Hooks and Chen, 2006, 2008).
For this reason, the retinogeniculate pathway has emerged as an increasingly useful model of
postnatal circuit development.
The retinogeniculate synapse mediates the transfer of information about the visual world
from retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) to excitatory thalamocortical relay neurons of the dorsal
lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN) of the thalamus, a central brain structure that processes visual
information and relays it to the visual cortex. In mice, retinogeniculate refinement occurs largely
over the first postnatal month (Guido, 2008; Hong and Chen, 2011). The best-studied phase of
refinement is the spontaneous activity-dependent process of eye-specific segregation that starts at
birth and continues into the second postnatal week. During this period, ipsilateral and
contralateral retinal afferents segregate into distinct anatomical domains (Pfeiffenberger et al.,
2005; Schmidt and Tieman, 1985; Sretavan and Shatz, 1986). This process relies upon the
engulfment of synapses by microglia via a complement cascade-dependent mechanism, and by
astrocytes through the Mertk and Megf10 receptors (Chung et al., 2013; Schafer et al., 2012;
Stevens et al., 2007). Early postnatal stages of retinogeniculate refinement have also been shown
to require class I MHC molecules and pentraxins NP1 and 2 (Bjartmar et al., 2006; Corriveau et
al., 1998; Lee et al., 2014).
Subsequent to eye-specific segregation, the number of synaptic connections between
RGCs and thalamic relay neurons continues to decrease as the remaining synapses increase in
strength. Between about P10 and P20, this decrease in synapse number is due to spontaneous
activity that propagates from the retina to the dLGN (Figure 1.3; Hooks and Chen, 2006;
Torborg and Feller, 2005; Ziburkus and Guido, 2006). By contrast, between about P20 and P30
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the further refinement of synaptic connections in the dLGN is dependent upon visual experience
(Figure 1.3; Hooks and Chen, 2008). Though this later stage has not been as thoroughly studied,
a few molecules have been implicated in the vision-sensitive phase of refinement: the
transcription factor MeCP2, the AMPAR auxiliary subunit Stargazin, and the metabotropic
glutamate receptor mGluR1 (Louros et al., 2014; Narushima et al., 2016; Noutel et al., 2011;
Schafer et al., 2016). Yet, the expression of these molecules does not appear to rely upon sensory
experience, and whether they are specifically important for experience-dependent aspects of
refinement compared to concurrent processes that do not require experience remains to be
elucidated.
To identify such activity-dependent molecules in the visual system, several groups have
used unbiased strategies to determine differential gene expression programs over various periods
during development. For instance, monocular enucleation of mice for four days at various
postnatal ages (P14, P20, P42, and P100) and subsequent analysis of RNA hybridized to
microarrays have revealed genes downstream of MAP kinase signaling at all ages whose
expression in the visually deprived hemisphere of visual cortex is significantly different than that
in the hemisphere corresponding to inputs from the open eye, including Bdnf, the immediate
early gene Ier2 and the dual-specificity MAP kinase phosphatase Mkp1 (Majdan and Shatz,
2006). Microarray analysis of primary visual cortex from chronically dark reared mice (from
birth until P27) and monocularly deprived mice (from P11 or P23 until P27) has demonstrated
that distinct gene expression programs are induced depending on the mode of visual deprivation.
For instance, dark rearing results in the significant downregulation of parvalbumin, and the
homeostatic upregulation of genes necessary for synaptic structure and function, such as Nrxn1,
Syn2, Syt1, and Gria1, whereas monocular deprivation upregulates genes involved in neuronal
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growth and degeneration, such as the genes encoding an Igf1 binding protein Igfbp5 and an
interferon- and cytokine-responsive transcriptional activator Stat1 (Tropea et al., 2006). A more
recent approach utilized RNA sequencing of dLGN and ventral LGN (vLGN) at various
developmental timepoints (P3, P8, P12, and P25), focusing on transcripts that were significantly
enriched in dLGN compared to vLGN after eye opening. One of these dLGN-enriched genes
encodes the synaptic adhesion molecule LRRTM1, which regulates the size of presynaptic
retinal ganglion cell inputs to postsynaptic relay neurons and the number of retinal axons that
converge on relay neuron dendrites (Monavarfeshani et al., 2018). These studies suggest that the
comparison of differentially upregulated and downregulated gene programs in visually deprived
and non-deprived animals or different brain regions may elucidate important molecular
mechanisms of activity- and experience-dependent synapse rewiring and plasticity, to be further
discussed in Chapter 2.
Additional insights into mechanisms of refinement in the brain have been garnered from
the study of the climbing fiber to Purkinje cell synapse in the cerebellum, which also
undergoes a robust phase of activity-dependent refinement during postnatal development
(Boehm et al., 2006; Patten and Ali, 2009; Kano et al., 1995). A well-characterized role for
mGluR1 in cerebellar refinement indicates that some mechanisms are likely shared between
refinement in the cerebellum and in the dLGN (Kano et al., 1997). To this point, the fact
that the immediate early gene encoding Arc is induced during activity-dependent refinement
of the climbing fiber synapse, and that, following its induction, Arc is required for synapse
elimination in the cerebellum, provides some of the best evidence that activity-dependent
molecules promote synaptic refinement in the brain (Mikuni et al., 2013).
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Figure 1.3: Schematic of functional postnatal retinogeniuclate synapse development.
Adapted from Hong and Chen, 2008. Before eye opening, young postnatal mice have many
presynaptic retinal ganglion cell axons (lines) that synapse onto each relay neuron (box). These
retinal inputs are weak, represented by the relatively small circles that resemble retinal boutons
with few release sites. After eye opening occurs at approximately postnatal days 13 through 15,
some retinal inputs are eliminated, while remaining ones are strengthened. This refinement is
schematized here by the decrease in the number of lines, and the increase in size of the circular
presynaptic boutons. The period from P20 to P27 is a vision sensitive period of synaptic
refinement; mice that are housed in total darkness during this week have retinal inputs that fail to
strengthen and eliminate appropriately.
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Chapter 2

Visual Experience-Dependent Expression of Fn14
Is Required for Retinogeniculate Synapse Refinement

2.1 Abstract
Sensory experience influences the establishment of neural connectivity through
molecular mechanisms that remain unclear. Here, we employ single-nucleus RNA sequencing to
investigate the contribution of sensory-driven gene expression to synaptic refinement in the
dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus of the thalamus, a region of the brain that processes visual
information. We find that visual experience induces the expression of the cytokine receptor Fn14
in excitatory thalamocortical neurons. By combining electrophysiological and structural
techniques, we show that Fn14 is dispensable for early phases of refinement mediated by
spontaneous activity but that Fn14 is essential for refinement during a later, experiencedependent period of development. Refinement deficits in mice lacking Fn14 are associated with
functionally weaker and structurally smaller retinogeniculate inputs, indicating that Fn14
mediates both functional and anatomical rearrangements in response to sensory experience.
These findings identify Fn14 as a molecular link between sensory driven gene expression and
vision-sensitive refinement in the brain.
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2.2 Background and Significance
Neurons in the developing brain assemble into circuits through the formation and
remodeling of synaptic connections. Following their initial assembly, synapses undergo an
extensive period of refinement during which they are strengthened, remodeled, or eliminated
based upon their level of activity, such that stronger synapses are retained while weaker synapses
are eliminated (Riccomagno and Kolodkin, 2015; Vonhoff and Keshishian, 2017). This synaptic
refinement is influenced by spontaneous, intrinsically driven neural activity during early
postnatal life and is remarkably sensitive to sensory experience later in postnatal development
(Andreae and Burrone, 2018; Katz and Shatz, 1996; Leighton and Lohmann, 2016; Penn et al.,
1998; Wiesel and Hubel, 1963). Whereas a significant number of proteins have been described to
mediate earlier stages of synapse formation, comparatively few molecular regulators of later
stages of postnatal synaptic refinement have been identified. In particular, the molecular
mechanisms by which sensory experience drives synaptic refinement are not yet well
understood.
One challenging aspect of the identification of molecules that regulate synaptic
refinement is the dependence of this process upon properly timed, physiologically relevant
patterns of neuronal activity. Therefore, synaptic refinement is most effectively studied within
the context of an intact circuit (Hashimoto and Kano, 2013; Sanes and Lichtman, 1999). Toward
this end, the retinogeniculate pathway in which retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) synapse onto
excitatory thalamocortical (TC) neurons of the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN) of the
thalamus has emerged as a useful model for studying postnatal circuit development (Hong and
Chen, 2011). The retinogeniculate synapse undergoes distinct postnatal phases of refinement that
first rely upon spontaneous retinal activity between birth and postnatal day (P)20 and
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subsequently require visual input (Hooks and Chen, 2006, 2008). The temporal segregation of
these phases provides a unique opportunity to disentangle experience-dependent mechanisms
from those driven by spontaneous activity that have been more extensively investigated.
Therefore, in the present study, we investigate the mechanisms underlying the experiencedependent phase of synaptic refinement in the dLGN, specifically during the vision-sensitive
period between P20 and P30.
How might sensory input drive this vision-sensitive phase of retinogeniculate refinement
at the molecular level? Decades of work across many brain regions have shown that neuronal
activation, such as that mediated by sensory experience, has both short-term and long-term
effects on synaptic connectivity. For example, in the short-term, protein phosphorylation and
neurotransmitter receptor trafficking can scale synaptic strength and efficacy on the order of
seconds to minutes (Turrigiano, 2012; Zucker and Regehr, 2002). However, long-term changes
that result in a persistent remodeling of synapses, like those that occur during refinement, rely
upon the induction of gene expression programs in the nuclei of activated neurons (West and
Greenberg, 2011). These transcriptional programs include immediate early genes (IEGs), such as
Fos, Egr1, and Npas4, that encode broadly expressed transcriptional regulators and are induced
within 1 hr of neurotransmitter release onto a postsynaptic neuron (Bloodgood et al., 2013; Lin et
al., 2008; Malik et al., 2014). These transcription factors then bind cis-regulatory elements across
the genome to drive the expression of late response genes (LRGs), whose protein products can
function at synapses to regulate neuronal connectivity (Mardinly et al., 2016). Whereas these
prior studies have been conducted primarily using mouse cortical tissue, they raise the possibility
that similar sensory-driven gene programs in the mouse dLGN might encode postsynaptic
mediators of vision-sensitive retinogeniculate refinement. However, coordinated experience-
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dependent gene expression in the mouse dLGN had not yet been fully characterized, and whether
induced genes are critical for vision-sensitive refinement remained to be determined.
In the present study, we applied whole-transcriptome single-nucleus RNA sequencing
(snRNA-seq) to characterize the genes that are acutely induced in excitatory TC neurons in
response to visual stimulation during the vision-sensitive period of synaptic refinement in the
dLGN. Among the hundreds of experience-dependent genes identified, the cell surface proinflammatory cytokine receptor fibroblast growth factor-inducible 14 (Fn14) is the most robustly
induced. We focused our subsequent analysis on the function of Fn14 for several reasons,
including its high level of inducibility, selective expression in excitatory neurons, subcellular
localization to the cell surface, and relatedness to the tumor necrosis factor (TNF) receptor
superfamily of molecules that bind ligands known to mediate synaptic composition and strength
and have the ability to remodel tissues in response to injury or disease (Burkly, 2014; Steinmetz
and Turrigiano, 2010; Stellwagen and Malenka, 2006). Using a combination of molecular,
electrophysiological, and ultrastructural techniques to compare retinogeniculate development in
wild-type (WT) and Fn14 knockout (KO) mice, we found that Fn14 is largely dispensable for
spontaneous activity-dependent refinement at P13 and P20 but is required for vision-sensitive
refinement between P20 and P27. Taken together, our experiments demonstrate that Fn14 is a
sensory-dependent regulator of functional and structural refinement of the retinogeniculate
synapse that serves as a molecular link between experience-dependent gene expression and
synaptic refinement in the brain.
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2.3 Results
Sensory-Driven Gene Expression in Neurons of the dLGN
To test our hypothesis that genes induced by visual experience contribute to the visionsensitive component of retinogeniculate refinement, we sought to characterize the experiencedependent transcriptome in neurons of the dLGN. Toward this end, we employed a previously
used method to synchronize vision-dependent gene expression by rearing mice in the dark for
several days and then re-exposing them to light. Although this manipulation is non-physiological
for the mouse, it provides a robust stimulation paradigm for the detection of experiencedependent genes (Mardinly et al., 2016). One obstacle to analyzing experience-dependent
transcription in vivo is the recent finding that multiple cell populations in the brain—including
excitatory and inhibitory neurons, glia, and vascular cells—mount cell-type-specific gene
programs in response to sensory stimulation (Hrvatin et al., 2018). Therefore, to avoid obscuring
the cell type specificity of vision-dependent gene expression, we sequenced the dLGN at singlecell resolution.
WTC57BL/6Jmice were dark reared during the vision-sensitive period of
retinogeniculate refinement between P20 and P27 (late dark reared [LDR]) and then re-exposed
to light for 0 (unstimulated condition), 1, or 8 hr (Figure 2.1A). These time points were chosen to
allow for the detection of both immediate-early genes (IEGs) (1 hr) and late-response genes
(LRGs) (8 hr). As expected, this paradigm induced robust changes in gene expression, including
an increase in the levels of the well-described IEGs Fos and Npas4 as measured by whole-tissue
RNA-seq, qPCR, fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), and immunofluorescence (Figures
2.1B, 2.1C, and 2.2A–2.2F). Consistent with the conclusion that these changes accurately reflect
acute, activity-driven increases in gene transcription, analysis of chromatin accessibility by assay
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for transposase-accessible chromatin (ATAC)-seq on dLGN tissue following 3 hr of visual
stimulation identified open chromatin at activity-dependent enhancers surrounding the Fos locus
(Figure 2.2G; Buenrostro et al., 2015; Su et al., 2017).
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Figure 2.1: Single-Cell Transcriptomics of the dLGN following Visual Stimulation.
(A) Schematic of the experimental paradigm in which mice were dark reared during the visionsensitive period of refinement and then re-exposed to light for 0, 1, or 8 hr. RNA from single
nuclei of the dorsal LGN (dLGN) was sequenced via inDrops.
(B) Confocal images of FISH on coronal dLGN sections from mice late dark reared between P20
and P27 and then re-exposed to light for 0 or 1 hr. Sections were probed for the excitatory
neuron marker Vglut1 (red) and the activity-dependent immediate early gene Fos (green). The
scale bars represent 5 mm.
(C) Quantification of the number of individual Fos mRNA molecules per Vglut1-positive
neuron, as shown in (B). Unpaired t test is shown.
(D) Expression pattern of the excitatory neuron marker Slc17a6 across all cell clusters. The scale
is 0–125 transcripts per cell (log2).
(E) Expression pattern of the inhibitory neuron marker Gad1 across all cell clusters. The scale is
0–54 transcripts per cell (log2).
(F) Bar graphs displaying the specificity of excitatory and inhibitory markers within each cell
population. (Left) Expression of the excitatory marker Slc17a6 is shown. (Right) Expression of
the inhibitory marker Gad1 is shown. y axis shows normalized mean transcript count per cell.
(G–J) Scatterplots comparing gene expression, displayed as log10 values of transcripts per cell,
in neuronal subpopulations of mice stimulated for 1 or 8 hr of light (y axes) versus unstimulated
0 hr controls (x axes).
(G) Excitatory neurons at 1 hr, (H) inhibitory neurons at 1 hr, (I) excitatory neurons at 8 hr (inset
shows higher magnification for comparison of Fn14 induction with other genes), and (J)
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Figure 2.1 (Continued):
inhibitory neurons at 8 hr. Genes upregulated by at least 1.5-fold; false discovery rate (FDR) <
0.05 shown in red. Genes downregulated by at least 1.5-fold; FDR < 0.05 shown in blue.
****p < 0.0001. All error bars represent SEM.
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Figure 2.1 (Continued):
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Figure 2.2: Light re-exposure paradigm induces sensory-driven gene expression
in the dLGN.
(A) Mice were subjected to late-dark-rearing (LDR) and brains were harvested from
unstimulated controls in the dark or following re-exposure to light for one or eight hours. Wholetissue RNAseq was performed on microdissected dLGNs. Heatmap columns display fold
changes in gene expression between stimulated and unstimulated conditions. Rows represent all
significantly changed genes (FDR < 0.05) at either one or eight hours of light compared to
unstimulated controls. Genes were sorted by geometric-mean fold change across conditions.
Color scale, compressed frequency distribution of fold changes of all significantly upregulated.
genes between stimulated and unstimulated conditions.
(B-D) qPCR quantification of immediate early gene expression in the dLGNs of stimulated mice
normalized to Gapdh expression. (B) Fos; (C) FosB; (D) Npas4.
(E) Confocal images of Fos immunostaining in coronal dLGN sections from normally reared
(NR) mice at P27 or age-matched mice subjected to LDR followed by reexposure to light for the
number of hours indicated. dLGN is outlined. Scale bar, 200 μm.
(F) Quantification of the percentage of Fos+ neurons at each time point, as shown in (E).
(G) Regions of open chromatin in DNA from the dLGNs of mice following LDR and three hours
of re-exposure to light, denoted by ATAC-seq peaks (red) overlapping with previously described
activity- dependent enhancers proximal to the Fos locus (blue shading). Scale bar, 20 kb.
Statistical significance for all analyses determined by one-way ANOVA followed by Dunnett’s
test. * = p < 0.05; ** = p < 0.01; **** = p < 0.0001. All error bars represent S.E.M.
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Figure 2.2 (Continued):
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Having confirmed that this paradigm induces sensory-driven changes in gene expression,
we subjected mice to LDR and visual stimulation, microdissected the dLGNs, and isolated the
nuclei for snRNA-seq. Previous studies have shown that RNAseq of individual nuclei as opposed
to whole cells preserves a larger number of neurons across multiple subtypes, minimizes the
effects of cell dissociation on gene expression, and enriches transcripts for those that are being
actively transcribed in vivo (Habib et al., 2017; Lacar et al., 2016). Therefore, in the current
study, whole-transcriptome RNA sequencing was performed on individual nuclei that were
captured and barcoded using a recently developed technique termed inDrops (Figure 2.1A; Klein
et al., 2015; Zilionis et al., 2017).
After sequencing, nuclei were classified by cell type as previously described (Macosko et
al., 2015; Satija et al., 2015) and gene expression in 8,398 excitatory TC neurons and 4,987
inhibitory interneurons (identified by expression of Slc17a6 and Gad1, respectively) was
assessed (Figures 2.1D–2.1F). Transcript levels across all genes were compared between the 1 or
8 hr time point and the unstimulated condition (Qiu et al., 2017), and differentially expressed
genes were identified based upon at least a 1.5-fold difference with a false discovery rate (FDR)
< 0.05. This strategy identified both up- and downregulated genes at each time point (Appendix
1).
Overall, 43 genes were upregulated in excitatory neurons and 16 in inhibitory neurons at
1 hr, and 233 genes were upregulated in excitatory neurons and 157 in inhibitory neurons at 8 hr
(Figures 2.1G–2.1J). Previous studies in mouse visual cortex have shown that the early gene
programs mounted in response to sensory stimulation overlap across neuronal subtypes, and the
late-response programs are more neuronal subtype specific (Hrvatin et al., 2018; Spiegel et al.,
2014). However, we find that in the dLGN, only four of the early-response genes induced in
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excitatory and inhibitory neurons overlap: the IEGs Egr1 and Nr4a1; the circadian transcription
factor Per1; and an uncharacterized gene Fam13c (Figures 2.1G and 2.1H). By contrast, the
broadly expressed IEG Fos was highly induced in excitatory neurons, but not in inhibitory
neurons, and the gene encoding the postsynaptic scaffold component Homer1 was selectively
induced in inhibitory neurons, but not excitatory neurons.
Because IEG transcription factors have been proposed to function as regulators of lateresponse activity-dependent gene programs, the observation that some IEGs are shared between
excitatory and inhibitory neurons while others are activated selectively in a neuronal subtypespecific manner in the dLGN suggests that the late-response programs within these neuronal
populations might also include both shared as well as neuronal subtype-specific genes.
Consistent with this prediction, the late-response gene programs induced in excitatory and
inhibitory neurons following 8 hr of re-exposure to light showed a moderate degree of overlap,
with 45 genes shared between the two datasets and 300 genes displaying a neuronal subtypespecific pattern of induction (Figures 2.1I and 2.1J). Shared genes of interest include the
neuropeptide Vgf, which is among the most highly induced genes in both cell types and has
known roles in synaptic plasticity downstream of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) and
CREB activation (Lin et al., 2014, 2015). Additionally, the chemokine Cx3cl1 (fractalkine),
which is thought to regulate brain development and neuroinflammation, is also induced in both
excitatory and inhibitory neurons (Arnoux and Audinat, 2015). The induction of these genes in
both neuronal populations suggests that they may be involved in experience-dependent functions
within both subtypes, including shared aspects of synapse development and remodeling.
Our observation that the late-response gene programs in excitatory and inhibitory neurons
display overlap was unexpected based on recent findings in the visual cortex, where late-
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response programs are nuanced and subtype specific (Hrvatin et al., 2018). This difference may
reflect a unique feature of thalamic or dLGN circuit wiring. For example, excitatory and
inhibitory neurons in the dLGN both receive driving input from RGCs, through which they each
inherit their receptive field properties, as well as modulatory input from layer VI of visual cortex
that sharpens these features (Weyand, 2016). These observations suggest that the anatomical and
physiological context of a neuron may significantly influence its late-response gene program.
Nevertheless, we note that many genes are induced in one neuronal subtype, but not the other.
For example, the non-canonical Notch ligand Dlk2 is highly induced in excitatory neurons, and
the RNA-binding protein Pcbp4 is selectively induced in inhibitory neurons. Overall, this atlas of
single-cell transcriptomics provides a useful resource for future studies investigating visual
experience-dependent gene expression in the dLGN.

Identification of Fn14 as a Candidate Regulator of Vision-Sensitive Refinement
Although inhibitory neurons in the dLGN receive the same patterned activity as their
neighboring TC neurons and excitatory and inhibitory neurons display some overlap in LRG
expression, inhibitory neurons are different from TC neurons in that they do not undergo a
developmental process of synaptic refinement (Seabrook et al., 2013). For this reason, we
speculated that molecular regulators of sensory-driven synaptic refinement in TC neurons would
include LRGs that are highly induced by experience selectively in TC neurons and not
interneurons. Thus, we next focused our attention on an LRG that is specifically induced in
dLGN excitatory neurons.
The most highly induced gene after 8 hr of visual stimulation that is selective to
excitatory neurons encodes the cell surface pro-inflammatory cytokine receptor TNF receptor
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superfamily member 12a, or Tnfrsf12a (Figure 2.1I). The protein encoded by Tnfrsf12a, referred
to as Fn14, promotes tissue remodeling in non-neural systems, such as skeletal muscle, in part by
driving inflammatory gene expression through nuclear factor kB (NF-kB) activation (Brown et
al., 2003; Burkly, 2014; Meighan-Mantha et al., 1999; Wiley and Winkles, 2003). Fn14 has also
been shown to mediate actin remodeling by engaging the cytoskeletal regulator Rac1, suggesting
that Fn14 might regulate retinogeniculate refinement by effecting vision-dependent changes in
synaptic architecture (Tanabe et al., 2003). Although little was known about Fn14 expression or
function in the brain, we hypothesized that, following its induction by sensory experience, Fn14
might remodel synaptic connections between RGCs and excitatory neurons of the dLGN.
Consistent with this possibility, RNA-seq of whole-tissue dLGN by previously described
strategies (Figure 2.3; Gray et al., 2014; McCarthy et al., 2012) shows that Fn14 is most highly
expressed between P20 and P27, when visual input is required to refine the retinogeniculate
circuit.
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Figure 2.3: Transcriptional dynamics across postnatal dLGN development.
(A) Timeline of postnatal synaptic refinement in the dLGN and schematic of the experimental
paradigm.
(B) Heatmap displaying transcriptional dynamics in the developing dLGN. Columns display fold
changes between successive time points in developmentally upregulated genes in normally
reared (NR) mice. Rows represent all significantly changed genes (FDR < 0.05). Genes sorted by
geometric-mean fold change across samples. Color scale, compressed frequency distribution of
fold changes of all significantly upregulated genes between successive time points.
(C) Relative RNAseq expression levels for Fn14 (arbitrary units) in whole-tissue dLGN samples
from NR mice over developmental time course, mean +/- S.E.M.
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We validated the sensory-driven induction and developmental expression profile of Fn14
by qPCR (Figures 2.4A and 1.4B) and further found by western blotting of dLGN extracts that
Fn14 protein is upregulated around 8 hr following re-exposure of LDR animals to light, with
Fn14 protein expression peaking between 24 and 48 hr after light exposure (Figures 2.4C and
2.4D). Western blotting also revealed a 60% decrease in Fn14 protein expression at P27
following LDR compared to normally reared (NR), age-matched controls, indicating that visual
stimulation not only acutely upregulates Fn14 expression but also is required for the proper
expression of Fn14 in the dLGN during development (Figures 2.4E and 2.4F). Similarly, probing
dLGN lysates from animals at different postnatal ages revealed a protein expression pattern that
is correlated with Fn14 mRNA expression, with Fn14 protein expression increasing significantly
at P16 and remaining high through the vision-sensitive period between P20 and P27 (Figures
2.4G and 2.4H).
We next employed multiplexed single-molecule FISH to characterize the regional
distribution of Fn14 in coronal brain sections from P27 mice following LDR and re-exposure to
light for 8 hr. Low-magnification confocal microscopy revealed that Fn14 is expressed in the
thalamus and selectively enriched in the dLGN but is undetectable in other brain regions,
including visual and auditory cortices and hippocampus (Figure 2.5A). This expression profile is
consistent with RNA-seq datasets from the visual cortex that show little Fn14 expression in
cortical excitatory neurons, even after visual stimulation (Hrvatin et al., 2018).
FISH allows for the simultaneous localization of up to three mRNA markers, enabling
this strategy to identify cell type(s) that express and induce Fn14 in the dLGN. Although our
snRNA-seq analysis revealed robust induction of Fn14 in excitatory neurons, but not inhibitory
neurons, our single-cell analysis included only a small number of non-neuronal cells. Thus, we
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could not rule out the possibility that Fn14 is also expressed in non-neuronal cells. To further
characterize the cell type specificity of Fn14, we probed P27 dLGN sections for (1) Fn14; (2)
one of several excitatory TC neuron markers, including Vglut1 and Stmn2; and (3) markers of
each of the other five predominant cell populations in the dLGN, including inhibitory
interneurons (Gad1 and Gad2), astrocytes (Aldh1l1), oligodendrocytes (Olig1), vascular
endothelial cells (Cldn5 and Pecam), and microglia (P2ry12 and Cx3cr1).
Consistent with the snRNA-seq data, we found that, in response to light stimulation at the
8 hr time point, the vast majority of Fn14-expressing cells (97%) also expressed high levels of
the excitatory TC neuron markers Vglut1 and Stmn2 (Figures 2.5Ba and 2.5C). Very few Fn14expressing cells expressed Gad1 (interneurons; Figure 2.5Bb), Olig1 (oligodendrocytes; Figure
2.5Bc), P2ry12 (microglia; Figure 2.5Bd), Cldn5 (endothelial cells; Figure 2.5Be), or Aldh1l1
(astrocytes; Figure 2.5Bf; quantification in Figure 2.5C). High-magnification confocal imaging
of the sections confirmed that Fn14 is induced by light stimulation selectively in excitatory TC
neurons (Figures 2.5D and 2.5E). Similar patterns of Fn14 expression were observed at the time
points flanking the vision-sensitive period of refinement in NR mice, with Fn14 enriched in TC
neurons at P20 and P27 (Figure 2.5F).
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Figure 2.4: Developmental and Experience-Dependent Expression of Fn14 mRNA and
Protein.
(A) Validation by qPCR of Fn14 mRNA induction in the dLGN of mice re-exposed to light
following late dark rear (LDR), normalized to Gapdh expression.
(B) Validation by qPCR of Fn14 mRNA expression in the dLGN across postnatal development
in normally reared (NR) mice, normalized to Gapdh expression.
(C) Western blot of dLGN lysates from mice following LDR and re-exposure to light, probed for
Fn14. GAPDH, loading control.
(D) Quantification of Fn14 protein in the dLGN following re-exposure to light, as shown in (C).
(E) Western blot of dLGN lysates from NR and LDR mice at P27. Blot was probed for Fn14.
GAPDH, loading control.
(F) Quantification of Fn14 protein in dLGN of NR and LDR mice, as shown in (E).
(G) Western blot of dLGN lysates from mice at multiple time points across postnatal
development, probed for Fn14. GAPDH, loading control.
(H) Quantification of Fn14 protein levels across postnatal development, as shown in (G).
Statistical significance was assessed by one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s test except for (F),
which was determined by unpaired t test. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; ****p < 0.0001.
All error bars represent SEM.
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Figure 2.4 (Continued):
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Figure 2.5: Fn14 Expression Is Enriched in Excitatory TC Neurons of the dLGN.
(A) Low-magnification confocal images of Fn14 (green) and Vglut1 (red) mRNA expression and
DAPI (blue) in (a) dLGN (outlined), (b) visual cortex, (c) auditory cortex, and (d) hippocampus.
The scale bars represent 200 mm.
(B) High-magnification confocal images of FISH for Fn14 (green) and molecular markers for all
major cell types in the dLGN (red). White squares, insets, below (left to right: molecular marker,
Fn14, and merge). (a) Vglut1, (b) Gad1, (c) Olig1, (d) P2ry12, (e) Cldn5, and (f) Aldh1l1 are
shown. The scale bars represent 10 mm. The inset scale bars represent 4 mm.
(C) Quantification of the percentage of Fn14-expressing cells labeled with listed cell type
markers, as shown in (B).
(D) High-magnification confocal images of individual TC neurons in the dLGN ofWTmice
following LDR and re-exposure to light or unstimulated controls (0 hr). TC neurons express
Vglut1 (red) along with Fn14 (green). The scale bar represents 5 mm.
(E) Quantification of Fn14 mRNA molecules per TC neuron at each time point, as shown in (D).
(F) Confocal images of FISH for Fn14 (green) and Vglut1 (red) in NR animals at P20 and P27,
the time points flanking the vision-sensitive period. The scale bars represent 10 mm.
Statistical analyses: one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s test. ***p < 0.001; ****p < 0.0001. All
error bars represent SEM.
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Figure 2.5 (Continued):
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Fn14 Regulates Pre- and Postsynaptic Morphology
The experience-dependent and developmental upregulation of Fn14 expression in TC
neurons during postnatal refinement suggested that Fn14 might regulate neuronal or synaptic
structure in the dLGN. To address this possibility, we performed Golgi and electron microscopy
(EM) analysis of the dLGN in WT and Fn14 KO mice, which have been well studied outside of
the nervous system (Jakubowski et al., 2005). We confirmed that Fn14 KO mice lack Fn14
mRNA and protein in the brain (Figures 2.6A–2.6D). Further, Fn14 KO mice appear normal and
have weights and brain sizes similar to those of WT mice, and the gross anatomy of the dLGN as
well as general synaptic staining patterns are indistinguishable in Fn14 KO and WT littermates
(Figures 2.6E–2.6I).
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Figure 2.6: Validation of Fn14 KO mouse and molecular tools for detection of Fn14.
(A,B) Immunoprecipitation of Fn14 was performed in parallel in whole brain lysates from adult
WT (+/+), heterozygous (+/-), and Fn14 KO (-/-) littermates using a commercial antibody against
the c-terminus (Cell Signaling Technologies, 4403s)(A) or our own polyclonal antibody against
the extracellular domain of Fn14 (1074)(B and C). Blots were probed for Fn14 (1074).
(C) Western blot of whole brain lysates from WT (+/+) and Fn14 KO (-/-) littermates probed for
Fn14. GAPDH, loading control.
(D) Confocal images of FISH for the TC neuron marker Stmn2 (red) and Fn14 (green) in dLGN
sections from mice following late-dark-rear (LDR) and eight hours of re-exposure to light.
Bottom, Fn14 KO section. Top, Fn14 WT section. Scale bar, 20 μm.
(E) Photograph of P27 Fn14 KO and WT littermates side by side.
(F) Body weights did not significantly differ between WT and Fn14 KO mice over various ages
of development: P12-15 (labeled as P13, left), P26-28 (labeled as P27, middle), and P30-35
(labeled as P33, right). Mann-Whitney two-tailed test. n = P13 WT: 4 mice, P13 KO: 6 mice;
P27 WT: 5 mice, P27 KO: 15 mice; P33 WT: 17 mice, and P33 KO: 11 mice. Medians,
interquartile range (box), and 10-90th percentile (whiskers) are plotted.
(G) Confocal images of the dLGN of WT (left) and Fn14 KO (right) mice immunostained for
retinogeniculate inputs (VGLUT2, green), corticothalamic inputs (VGLUT1, red), and DAPI
(blue). Scale bar, 15 μm.
(H) Quantification of area of dLGN occupied by VGLUT2-positive inputs, normalized to WT.
Unpaired t-test.
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Figure 2.6 (Continued):
(I) Quantification of area of dLGN occupied by VGLUT2-positive inputs, normalized to WT.
Unpaired t-test.
ns = p > 0.05. Error bars represent S.E.M.
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Figure 2.6 (Continued):
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Analysis of dendrite and spine morphology of excitatory TC neurons by Golgi staining
revealed that dendritic complexity and total spine density were the same in Fn14 KO and WT
littermates at P27 (Figures 2.7A, 2.8A, and 2.8B; Sholl, 1953). However, we detected significant
differences in spine morphology: spines were 37% longer and 11% more narrow in the KO
compared to WT (p < 0.0001 and p < 0.01, respectively; Figures 2.7A–2.7C). We next classified
spines by assigning them to traditional morphological categories, such as mushroom, stubby, or
thin- and filopodia-like spines, and found that Fn14 KO mice had a trend toward fewer
mushroom spines (p = 0.06), significantly more thin spines (p < 0.0001), and significantly fewer
stubby spines (p < 0.0001) than WT littermates (Figures 2.8C, 2.8D, and 2.8E). Because thin
spines are more prevalent early in development and often do not contain postsynaptic machinery,
they are thought to be less mature, and mushroom spines are the predominant spine type in the
mature brain and are therefore thought to represent mature synapses (Berry and Nedivi, 2017).
Thus, our data suggest that retinogeniculate connectivity is less mature in the Fn14 KO mouse.
We next analyzed the ultrastructure of retinogeniculate connections by performing singlesection transmission EM. In particular, we assessed whether the ultrastructural properties of
retinogeniculate inputs were different in Fn14 KO and WT mice. Measurement of the area of
RGC boutons, identified by morphological parameters (See Methods) (Colonnier and Guillery,
1964; Guillery and Colonnier, 1970), and postsynaptic density (PSD) length by EM revealed
that, although PSD length was unaffected by the loss of Fn14, retinogeniculate boutons were
36% smaller in the Fn14 KO dLGN than in the WT (Figures 2.7F, 2.7G, and 2.8D; p < 0.01).
This change in RGC terminal structure and the maintenance of smaller spines in Fn14 KO mice
may reflect a less mature retinogeniculate synapse.
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Figure 2.7: Fn14 Regulates Pre- and Postsynaptic Morphology.
(A) Bright-field images of Golgi-stained dLGN neurons. The scale bars represent 25 mm. The
inset scale bars represent 3.5 mm.
(B) Cumulative frequency distribution (percentage) of spine length in WT and Fn14 KO neurons
at P27. WT, blue; KO, orange.
(C) Cumulative frequency distribution (percentage) of spine head diameter in WT and Fn14 KO
neurons at P27.
(D) Cumulative frequency distribution (percentage) of filopodia and thin spine density in WT
and Fn14 KO neurons at P27.
(E) Cumulative frequency distribution (percentage) of stubby spine density in WT and Fn14 KO
neurons at P27.
(F) Electron micrographs of dLGN sections from WT and Fn14 KO mice at P27.
Retinogeniculate boutons are shaded in blue and purple. The scale bars represent 500 nm.
(G) Cumulative frequency distribution (percentage) of bouton area (mm2) at P27.
(H) Electron micrographs of retinogeniculate boutons and associated PSDs at P20 and P27 in
WT and Fn14 KO mice. Arrows, individual PSDs adjacent to morphologically identified
retinogeniculate boutons. The scale bars represent 500 nm.
(I) Quantification of retinal PSDs per mm2 in WT and Fn14 KO mice at P20 and P27. Fn14 KO
dLGNs contain 39% more PSDs than WT at P27. Two-way ANOVA and Bonferroni correction
are shown.
(J) Confocal images of the dLGN following array tomography for the retinogeniculate
presynaptic marker VGLUT2 (red) and the postsynaptic marker PSD-95 (green). The scale bars
represent 200 nm.
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Figure 2.7 (Continued):
(K) Fn14 KO mice maintain significantly more colocalized synaptic puncta than WT mice.
Unpaired t test is shown.
(L) A greater percentage of VGLUT2 puncta in the KO is associated with PSD-95. Unpaired t
test is shown.
(M) Electron micrographs of the dLGN of WT and Fn14 KO mice at P27 in NR or LDR mice.
Arrows, individual PSDs adjacent to retinal inputs. The scale bars represent 500 nm.
(N) Retinal PSDs per mm2 across all conditions. Two-way ANOVA and Bonferroni correction
are shown.
Statistical significance of differences between cumulative frequency distributions determined by
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test; other statistical analyses given above. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p <
0.001; ****p < 0.0001. Error bars represent SEM.
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Figure 2.7 (Continued):
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Figure 2.8: Morphological parameters unaffected by loss of Fn14.
(A) Sholl analysis of dendritic morphology in TC neurons of WT and Fn14 KO mice at P27. ns =
p > 0.05. Mann-Whitney U test at each intersection.
(B) Cumulative frequency distribution (%) of total spine density in WT and Fn14 KO neurons at
P27.
(C) Cumulative frequency distribution (%) of mushroom spine density in WT and Fn14 KO
neurons at P27.
(D) Cumulative frequency distribution (%) of PSD length at P27.
(E) Electron micrographs of non-retinal boutons, defined by small size and absence of a large
pale mitochondrion, and associated PSDs at P20 and P27 in WT and Fn14 KO mice. Red arrows,
individual PSDs. Scale bar, 500 nm.
(F) Quantification of non-retinal PSDs per μm2 adjacent to inputs likely projecting from visual
cortex in WT and Fn14 KO mice at P20 and P27. 2-way ANOVA and Bonferonni Correction. **
= p < 0.01.
For (B-D), significance determined by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. ns = p > 0.05. All error bars
represent S.E.M.
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Figure 2.8 (Continued):
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Retinogeniculate terminals are large, and each terminal makes multiple contacts with
postsynaptic structures on both excitatory and inhibitory neurons in the dLGN (Hamos et al.,
1985; Rafols and Valverde, 1973). To begin to clarify whether loss of Fn14 from postsynaptic
neurons alters the number of structural PSDs that are apposed to retinogeniculate boutons, we
assessed PSD number in our electron micrographs at P20 and P27. Fn14 KO and WT animals
had the same number of PSDs apposed to retinogeniculate boutons at P20 (0.073 PSDs/mm2
versus 0.067 PSDs/mm2; p > 0.05). Interestingly, upon analyzing the number of PSDs in the
dLGNs of Fn14 KO and WT mice at P27, we found that, in WT mice, the number of PSDs
apposed to retinogeniculate boutons decreased by 55% (0.067–0.025 PSDs/mm2; p < 0.01)
across the vision-sensitive period, and although this decrease also happened in Fn14 KO mice, it
was not statistically significant (0.073–0.05 PSDs/mm2; p > 0.05; Figures 2.7H and 2.7I). As a
result, there was a significantly higher number of PSDs in the KO compared to the WT at P27.
This finding is consistent with the results of an analysis by array tomography, which showed that
the number of colocalized VGLUT2/PSD-95 puncta was greater in the Fn14 KO dLGN than in
WT at this age (Figures 2.7J–2.7L).
To assess whether the difference in synapse maturation between WT and Fn14 KO
neurons might reflect an experiencedependent defect in the refinement of postsynaptic structures,
we also analyzed the number of PSDs in Fn14 KO and WT mice at P27 following LDR, a
paradigm that is known to result in impairments in vision-sensitive refinement. Compared to NR
WT mice at P27, LDR of WT mice led to an approximately 2.6-fold increase in the number of
PSDs directly apposed to presynaptic retinal terminals (0.025 PSDs/mm2 versus 0.066
PSDs/mm2; p < 0.001; Figures 2.7M and 2.7N). However, NR Fn14 KO mice had nearly the
same density of retinogeniculate PSDs as Fn14 KO mice reared under LDR conditions,
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suggesting that, in the absence of Fn14, light-dependent changes in the number of postsynaptic
specializations do not occur (0.056 PSDs/mm2 versus 0.061 PSDs/mm2; p > 0.05; Figures 2.7M
and 2.7N). Taken together, these findings indicate that Fn14 restricts the number of PSDs in a
vision-dependent manner.

Fn14 Does Not Regulate Early, Spontaneous Activity-Driven Remodeling of the
Retinogeniculate Synapse
Golgi and EM studies identified significant differences in pre- and postsynaptic
architecture in the dLGNs of Fn14 KO compared to WT mice. To determine whether these
structural changes reflect impairments in synaptic function and/or the progression of functional
refinement, we performed acute slice electrophysiology on the dLGNs of WT and Fn14 KO mice
around the time of eye opening (P12–P15), when Fn14 is first upregulated (Figures 2.3, 2.4B,
2.4G, and 2.4H). Using a parasagittal acute slice preparation that preserves many of the (RGC)
axons of the optic tract (Chen and Regehr, 2000), we recorded excitatory postsynaptic currents
(EPSCs) in a whole-cell voltage-clamp configuration from TC neurons as the optic tract was
stimulated at increasing intensities (Figure 2.9A). Synaptic strength was assessed by measuring
the peak EPSC amplitude evoked by minimal stimulation to isolate the response of a single RGC
(single fiber amplitude). Additionally, maximal EPSC amplitudes were determined by
stimulating the optic tract at intensities of at least 50 μA to recruit all convergent RGC inputs in
the slice. Changes in retinogeniculate convergence, i.e., the number of RGCs that synapse on a
TC neuron, were estimated using the fiber fraction (FF) ratio, which enumerates the contribution
of a single RGC to the total retinal synaptic drive that a neuron receives in these acute slices (FF,
single fiber EPSC amplitude/maximal EPSC amplitude; See Methods; Hooks and Chen, 2006;
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Litvina and Chen, 2017). AMPA receptor (AMPAR)- and NMDA receptor (NMDAR)-mediated
responses were selectively measured by holding the cell at two different potentials: -70 mV to
isolate inward AMPAR-mediated EPSCs due to Mg2+ block of the NMDAR at this potential and
+40 mV to reveal outward currents comprised of a fast, transient AMPAR-mediated current and
a more slowly activating and decaying NMDAR-mediated EPSC. We validated these two
components of the EPSC by testing their pharmacological sensitivity to the NMDAR antagonist
3-((R)-2-Carboxypiperazin-4-yl)-propyl-1-phosphonic acid (R-CPP) and the AMPAR-selective
antagonist 2,3-Dioxo-6-nitro-1,2,3,4-tetrahydrobenzo[f] quinoxaline-7-sulfonamide (NBQX), as
previously described (Figure 2.9B; Chen and Regehr, 2000).
We found that at P13, Fn14 does not play a significant role in retinogeniculate synapse
refinement. All electrophysiological parameters measured at this time point were equivalent and
statistically indistinguishable in WT and Fn14 KO mice, including single fiber EPSC amplitudes,
maximal EPSC amplitudes, AMPAR/NMDAR ratio, FF, and decay kinetics of the EPSC
(Figures 2.10A–2.10E). Furthermore, although Fn14 expression is upregulated prior to the onset
of the vision-sensitive period of refinement (Figure 2.4), all the aforementioned measurements
taken at P20 were also unaltered in Fn14 KO mice (Figures 2.9C–2.9G).
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Figure 2.9: Retinogeniculate synaptic connectivity is normal in P20 Fn14 KO mice.
(A) Image of acute brain slice preparation showing anatomy of the dLGN (top) and schematic of
our recording configuration (top and bottom).
(B) Representative recording demonstrating pharmacological sensitivity of EPSCs to glutamate
receptor antagonists at -70 mV (bottom traces) and +40 mV (top traces). Addition of the
NMDAR-selective antagonist (R)-CPP to the bath reveals the rapidly rising and decaying
AMPAR component of the EPSC (blue traces), more prominent at +40 mV due to Mg2+ block
of the NMDAR at -70 mV. Further addition of the AMPAR-selective antagonist NBQX to the
bath abolishes the EPSC entirely. Black and red arrows indicate the time and amplitude of the
maximal NMDAR EPSC and maximal AMPAR EPSC, respectively. n = 6 cells.
(C) AMPAR-mediated single fiber strengths (left) and maximal EPSC amplitudes (right) at -70
mV are equivalent in WT and Fn14 KO mice at P20.
(D) NMDAR-mediated single fiber strengths (left) and maximal EPSC amplitudes (right) at +40
mV are equivalent in WT and Fn14 KO mice at P20.
(E-G) The AMPAR/NMDAR ratio (E), fiber fraction (F), and decay kinetics of the EPSC at -70
mV (G, left), and at +40 mV (G, right) are also not significantly different in P19-P21 WT and
Fn14 KO mice.
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Figure 2.9 (Continued):
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Figure 2.10: Retinogeniculate Synaptic Connectivity Is Normal in P13 Fn14 KO Mice.
(A) Example recordings from P13 WT (top) and P13 Fn14 KO (bottom) mice demonstrating
appropriate synaptic connectivity in Fn14 KO mice. Recordings show overlaid AMPARmediated inward currents at -70 mV and AMPAR- and NMDAR-mediated outward currents at
+40 mV from the same cell. Scale bars indicate 0.5 nA, 10 ms. EPSCs were evoked with
incremental increases in optic tract stimulation, and their peak amplitudes are plotted
to the right of each recording. Arrows, single fibers. y axis, current (nA). x axis, stimulus
intensity (mA) plotted on a log10 scale.
(B) AMPAR- and NMDAR-mediated single-fiber strengths (top) and maximal EPSC amplitudes
(bottom) are not significantly different between WT and Fn14 KO mice. Mann-Whitney U test; p
> 0.05.
(C–E) AMPAR/NMDAR ratio (C), fiber fraction (D), and decay kinetics of the EPSC at -70 mV
(E, left and middle) and at +40 mV (E, right) are also not significantly different in P12–P15 WT
and Fn14 KO mice.
For (B), n (WT) = 31 single fibers from 5 mice; n (KO) = 33 single fibers from 8 mice. For (C)–
(E), n (WT) = 24 cells from 5 mice; n (KO) = 30 cells from 8 mice. ns, p > 0.05; Mann-Whitney
two-tailed test. Box, 25%–75% interquartile range; whiskers, 10%–90% interquartile range.
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Figure 2.10 (Continued):
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Developmental Synaptic Refinement during the Vision-Sensitive Period Requires Fn14
Whereas retinogeniculate refinement during the first three weeks of life appears largely
Fn14-independent, it remained to be determined whether Fn14 might regulate synaptic
refinement later in development, when Fn14 expression is upregulated by visual experience and
structural changes in retinogeniculate connectivity in the KO emerge (Figure 2.7). To assess the
progression of refinement across the vision-sensitive period, we next compared FF values at P20
and P27 in Fn14 KO and WT mice. RGC inputs were eliminated in WT mice over this
developmental period as indicated by a three-fold increase in the FF from P20 to P27 (0.06–0.18;
p < 0.001). By contrast, the FF does not significantly change between P20 and P27 in Fn14 KO
mice (0.09–0.13; p > 0.05; Figure 2.11D). As a result, the FF is significantly lower in KO mice
at P27 than WT littermates, indicating that, although developmental refinement in Fn14 KO mice
proceeds normally until P20, further synaptic refinement across the vision-sensitive period does
not occur.
We next asked whether Fn14 regulates other developmental changes in retinogeniculate
connectivity in addition to RGC input elimination. Previous work has shown that, in addition to a
reduction in the number of retinogeniculate inputs, the strength of remaining individual RGC
single fibers increases over development. Indeed, our results confirm that, in WT mice, unitary
EPSCs at the retinogeniculate synapse strengthen as mice develop from P20 to P27 (Figures
2.11A, 2.11B, and 2.12D; Chen and Regehr, 2000; Hooks and Chen, 2006). This is reflected by
three-fold increase in the AMPAR-mediated EPSC from P20 to P27 in WT mice. Notably, we
find that this developmental increase in AMPAR-mediated single-fiber EPSC amplitude fails to
occur in Fn14 KO mice (Figures 2.11A and 2.11B). By contrast, the amplitudes of maximal
AMPAR-mediated EPSCs were equivalent in WT and Fn14 KO mice (Figure 2.11C), suggesting
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that total retinal drive to a particular TC neuron (contributed by the number of inputs and the
total sum of their individual strengths) is unaltered upon loss of Fn14. Taken together, these
experiments suggest that Fn14 regulates both retinogeniculate input number and synaptic
strength during the vision-sensitive period of synaptic refinement.
We next investigated whether the changes observed in Fn14 KO mice are indicative of
general synaptic dysfunction due to delayed brain development or rather reflect a direct and
specific role for Fn14 in retinogeniculate refinement. In support of a direct role, we found that
the aberrant synaptic remodeling seen in the dLGNs of Fn14 KO mice is not due to total
developmental stagnation, gross anatomical defects, or general synaptic dysfunction, as several
properties of retinogeniculate development and synaptic function are normal in Fn14 KO mice.
For instance, the similar median FFs and number of retinal PSDs of Fn14 KO and WT mice at
P20 suggest that refinement up to the start of the vision-sensitive period in Fn14 KO mice occurs
relatively normally (p > 0.05; Figures 2.9F, 2.7H, and 2.7I). Furthermore, the number of nonretinal synapses largely arising from visual cortex in our electron micrographs is similar inWT
and Fn14 KO dLGNs at P20 and P27 (Figures 2.8E and 2.8F). In addition, NMDAR-mediated
EPSCs were also similar when NR P27WT and Fn14 KO mice were compared (Figures 2.12A–
2.12C). Therefore, our findings indicate that Fn14 regulates the strength of AMPAR-mediated
EPSCs and the number of functional inputs in mice between P20 and P27.
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Figure 2.11: Fn14 Is Required for Refinement of the Retinogeniculate Synapse during the
Vision-Sensitive Period.
(A) Cumulative probability plots of AMPAR-mediated single-fiber EPSCs show a significant
shift toward stronger retinal inputs from P20 to P27 in WT mice (left) but no shift in strength of
retinal inputs from P20 to P27 in Fn14 KO mice (right). Mann-Whitney two-tailed test is shown.
(B) Significant strengthening of AMPAR-mediated single-fiber EPSCs from P20 to P27 in WT,
but not Fn14 KO mice. Kruskal-Wallis; Dunn’s multiple comparisons test is shown.
(C) AMPAR-mediated maximal EPSCs at -70 mV do not differ across development in WT and
Fn14 KO mice; Kruskal-Wallis; Dunn’s multiple comparisons test. n (AMPAR) = P20 WT: 28
cells from 9mice; P27 WT: 39 cells from 15 mice; P20 KO: 32 cells from 9 mice; P27 KO: 45
cells from 14 mice.
(D) The degree of retinal convergence for each TC neuron significantly decreased from P20 to
P27 in WT mice, shown by the significant increase in the FF, whereas the FF did not
significantly increase from P20 to P27 in Fn14 KO mice. The P27 KO FF is significantly lower
than that of P27 WT mice. n = P20 WT: 21 cells from 9 mice; P27 WT: 29 cells from 15 mice;
P20 KO: 21 cells from 9 mice; P27 KO: 28 cells from 14 mice; Kruskal-Wallis, Dunn’s multiple
comparisons test. For (B)–(D), box, 25%–75% interquartile range; whiskers, 10%–90%
interquartile range.
(E) Representative recordings of evoked quantal events from P27WTand Fn14 KO mice in an
extracellular solution containing 4 mM SrCl2 and 1 mM MgCl2. The stimulus artifact is blanked,
and the synchronous EPSC is abridged for clarity. Arrows, time of optic tract stimulation.
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Figure 2.11 (Continued):
(F) Representative recordings of paired-pulse depression at _70 mV from P27 WT and Fn14 KO
mice measured at 50, 100, 250, and 500 ms inter-stimulus intervals (ISIs). Stimulus artifacts are
blanked for clarity.
(G) Cumulative probability distributions of quantal amplitudes from P27 WT and Fn14 KO mice
revealed an _15% larger median evoked mEPSC amplitude in Fn14 KO mice (18.7 pA) relative
to WT mice (16.3 pA). WT: n = 2,464 events from 4 cells; KO: n = 2,473 events from 4 cells;
Mann-Whitney two-tailed test.
(H) Paired pulse ratio (PPR = A2/A1) did not significantly differ between WT and KO mice at
P27 at all ISIs (Dt) tested; p > 0.05; Kruskal-Wallis; Dunn’s multiple comparisons test. A1 and
A2 correspond to the peak amplitudes of the first and second EPSC, respectively. The dots
represent the medians and the error bars represent the interquartile range. WT: n = 15 cells from
3 mice; KO: n = 15 cells from 3 mice. ns, p > 0.05; *p < 0.05; ***p < 0.001; ****p < 0.0001.
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Figure 2.11 (Continued):
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Figure 2.12: Electrophysiological parameters unchanged by loss of Fn14.
(A) No developmental changes in NMDAR-mediated single fibers at +40 mV in WT and Fn14
KO mice.
(B) NMDAR-mediated maximal EPSCs do not differ across development in WT and Fn14 KO
mice.
(C) AMPAR/NMDAR ratio did not differ in WT or Fn14 KO mice at P20 or at P27.
(D) Cumulative probability histograms of AMPAR single fibers at P20 (left) and P27 (right)
reveal trends that are not statistically significant between genotypes at both developmental time
points (p > 0.20, Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparison test).
For (A-C) Statistical tests between genotypes of the same age (P20 WT vs. P20 KO and P27 WT
vs. P27 KO) and between ages of the same genotype (P20 WT vs. P27 WT and P20 KO vs. P27
KO) were not significant by Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparison test. ns = p >
0.05.
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Figure 2.12 (Continued):
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Quantal Size and Probability of Release in Fn14 KO Mice
The disrupted strengthening of AMPAR-mediated single fibers at the retinogeniculate
synapse in Fn14 KO mice from P20 to P27 could arise from defects in several synaptic
mechanisms that contribute to the EPSC amplitude: the quantal response, the probability of
release, and/or the number of release sites. To determine whether Fn14 regulates one or more of
these features of synaptic function, we compared these synaptic properties in WT and Fn14 KO
mice at P27. We first analyzed the quantal response. Because TC neurons in the dLGN receive
both feedforward RGC inputs and feedback corticothalamic inputs, analysis of spontaneous
miniature EPSCs (mEPSCs) of TC neurons do not accurately measure mEPSCs that are due to
synaptic vesicle release from RGCs alone. To overcome this confound, we restricted our quantal
analysis to events occurring within a 250-ms window following optic tract stimulation in the
presence of extracellular Sr2+and absence of extracellular Ca2+. These conditions desynchronize
evoked vesicle release and thus allow RGC quantal events to be measured. Surprisingly, we
found that evoked quantal amplitudes from Fn14 KO mice were not decreased but were instead
~15% larger than those of WT mice (16.3 pA versus 18.7 pA; p < 0.0001; Figures 2.11E and
2.11G), perhaps indicative of a homeostatic compensatory mechanism in Fn14 KO mice that is a
consequence of weaker single RGC inputs in these mice.
Because we observed a small increase rather than a decrease in quantal amplitudes at the
retinogeniculate synapse in Fn14 KO mice, a decrease in quantal amplitude is not the
explanation for failed single fiber strengthening of Fn14 KO mice during vision-sensitive
refinement. Therefore, we next asked whether a decrease in the probability of vesicle release (p)
from RGCs occurs in Fn14 KO mice. As an indirect measure of p, we stimulated the optic tract
twice in rapid succession with varying inter-stimulus intervals (ISIs) to determine paired-pulse
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ratios (PPRs) for WT and Fn14 KO mice (Chen et al., 2002; Hauser et al., 2014). PPR was not
significantly different between WT and Fn14 KO mice at this age, ruling out a contribution of
presynaptic release probability to the absence of single-fiber strengthening in Fn14 KO mice (p >
0.15 for all ISIs; Figures 2.11F and 2.11H). Thus, we conclude that the absent RGC input
strengthening in Fn14 KO mice is likely the result of a reduction in the number of functional
synaptic release sites from single RGC axons in Fn14 KO mice compared to their WT
littermates.

Fn14-Dependent Refinement Is Driven by Sensory Experience
Our results thus far suggest that Fn14 regulates functional retinogeniculate refinement
and synaptic morphology during the vision-sensitive period from P20 to P27. However, it is
unclear whether the deficits in synaptic refinement of the Fn14 KO dLGN are specifically due to
loss of the experience-dependent component of Fn14 function or whether Fn14 promotes
refinement during this period in an experience-independent manner. To determine whether Fn14
specifically regulates the visual experience-dependent component of refinement, we examined
the effects of visual deprivation on retinogeniculate connectivity in WT and Fn14 KO mice by
returning to the LDR paradigm that we initially used to profile sensory-driven gene expression.
Previous functional studies show that LDR disrupts retinogeniculate refinement, leading to an
increase in the number of convergent RGC inputs (Hooks and Chen, 2006; Narushima et al.,
2016). Because LDR also leads to a significant decrease in Fn14 protein levels (Figures 2.4E and
2.4F), we considered whether this reduction in Fn14 levels in LDR WT mice might contribute to
the disruption of synaptic refinement that is observed in the absence of visual input. In this case,
we would predict that NR Fn14 KO mice would show a similar level of refinement as LDR WT
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littermates at P27, because in both cases, there is an absence of Fn14 in excitatory neurons.
Alternatively, because there are many other genes that are induced by experience in excitatory
neurons (Appendix 1), it remained possible that a failure to induce other experience-regulated
genes might also cause the lack of refinement during visual deprivation in LDR WT mice. In this
case, LDR Fn14 KO mice should show a greater disruption of retinogeniculate connectivity
compared to NR Fn14 KO mice.
To ascertain the effects of visual deprivation on retinogeniculate refinement, we first
compared the FF of P27 WT mice reared under standard conditions to those undergoing LDR.
Consistent with previous work, we found that LDR caused a significant decrease in the FF of
WT mice (0.18–0.10; p < 0.05; Figures 2.13A and 2.13C), suggesting that visual deprivation
results in an increased number of retinal inputs to TC neurons (Hooks and Chen, 2008).
To determine whether Fn14 contributes to the sensory-dependent refinement of the
retinogeniculate synapse, we next compared the FF of WT and Fn14 KO mice at P27 following
LDR. Because Fn14 expression in WT mice is driven by visual input (Figures 2.4A and 2.4C–
2.4F), we hypothesized that light-evoked synaptic refinement would fail to occur in both WT
mice and Fn14 KO mice after LDR, due to the absence of Fn14 in both genotypes: failure of
Fn14 expression in WT mice due to visual deprivation and genetic ablation of Fn14 in Fn14 KO
mice. Thus, the FF would be predicted not to differ between LDR Fn14 KO mice and LDR WT
mice. Consistent with these predictions, we found that the FF of Fn14 KO mice that had
undergone LDR was similar to that of WT mice that had undergone LDR (0.09 versus 0.10; p >
0.05). The FFs of NR Fn14 KO mice and LDR Fn14 KO mice were also similarly low (0.13
versus 0.09; p > 0.05; Figures 2.13A–2.13C), suggesting that loss of Fn14 is a major contributing
factor to LDR-dependent impairment of refinement in WT mice. In addition, LDR WT mice
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displayed decreased AMPAR/NMDAR ratios, increased maximal NMDAR-mediated EPSCs,
and increased decay constants (t) of NMDAR-mediated EPSCs compared to NR WT mice,
consistent with previous work (Hooks and Chen, 2008). By contrast, in LDR Fn14 KO mice and
NR Fn14 KO mice, the AMPAR/NMDAR ratio, maximal NMDAR-mediated EPSCs, and decay
time constants were similar (Figures 2.13D–2.13F). These findings suggest a role for sensory
experience-dependent induction of Fn14 in the late phase of synaptic maturation at the
retinogeniculate synapse (model; Figure 2.14).
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Figure 2.13: Fn14-Dependent Refinement Is Driven by Sensory Experience.
(A) Example recordings from P27 NR WT mice (left) and late dark-reared WT mice (LDR WT
mice, right) demonstrating failure of synaptic refinement after LDR. Incremental increases in
optic tract stimulation evoked EPSCs of varying amplitudes, which are plotted below each
recording. (x axes, log10 scale). Stimulus artifacts are blanked for clarity. Arrows represent
points at which single fiber responses emerged.
(B) Example recordings from P27 NR Fn14 KO (KO NR, left), and LDR KO mice (KO LDR,
right) and accompanying current by stimulus intensity plots (x axes, log10 scale) showing no
change in connectivity following visual deprivation. KO NR traces in this example display a
small input that is activated at stimulus intensities higher than 50 mA. Such asynchrony in these
doublets and triplets is rare but does occur in both WT and KO mice. Arrows represent points at
which single fiber responses emerged.
(C) The degree of retinal convergence for each TC neuron is significantly higher in LDR WT
mice than in NR P27 WT mice, shown by the significant
difference in the FF, whereas the FF was not significantly different between NR Fn14 KO mice
and LDR KO mice.
(D) Ratio of maximal AMPAR EPSC amplitude to maximal NMDAR EPSC amplitude is
significantly lower in LDR WT mice than P27 NR WT mice, but not in LDR KO mice and P27
NR KO mice.
(E) Increased maximal NMDAR-mediated EPSC amplitudes in LDR WT mice relative to P27
NR WT mice, but not in LDR KO mice versus P27 NR KO mice.
(F) Increased NMDAR decay t values (ms) in LDR WT mice relative to P27 NR WT mice, but
not in LDR KO mice and P27 NR KO mice.
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Figure 2.13 (Continued):
For (C)–(F), box, 25%–75% interquartile range; whiskers, 10%–90% interquartile range. n = NR
WT: 29 cells from 15 mice; LDR WT: 24 cells from 9mice; NR KO: 28 cells from 14 mice;
LDR KO: 28 cells from 6 mice; ns, p > 0.05; *p < 0.05; ***p < 0.001; Kruskal-Wallis; Dunn’s
multiple comparisons test.
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Figure 2.13 (Continued):
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Figure 2.14: Model of Fn14-Dependent Vision-Sensitive Refinement.
(A) In NR WT mice, visual experience induces the expression of Fn14 to drive strengthening of
retinogeniculate connections and concomitant elimination of weak inputs.
(B and C) These aspects of experience-dependent refinement are impaired in the absence of Fn14
(B, red), visual experience (B, blue), or both (C).
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2.4 Discussion
Although recent studies support roles for cell-type-specific, sensory-driven gene
expression in neural development (Hrvatin et al., 2018), the mechanistic relationship between the
protein products of sensory-driven genes and the experience-dependent refinement of synapses
had not been thoroughly investigated. In the present study, we directly addressed this gap in
knowledge by applying snRNA-seq to profile sensory-driven gene expression in neurons of the
dLGN as their connections with converging retinal inputs undergo vision-dependent refinement.
Our data provide a dynamic transcriptomic resource of stimulus-responsive gene programs in
excitatory and inhibitory thalamic neurons, which complements and extends previous molecular
investigations of gene expression in the dLGN (Horng et al., 2009; Kalish et al., 2018;
Monavarfeshani et al., 2018; Singh et al., 2012).
Of the hundreds of experience-regulated genes we identified, we focused on the TNF
receptor superfamily member Fn14 partly because of the known roles of other immune-related
molecules, including the tumor necrosis factor ligand TNF-a, in the regulation of synaptic
plasticity and development (Goddard et al., 2007; Stellwagen and Malenka, 2006) and in
retinogeniculate refinement specifically (e.g., major histocompatibility complex class I [MHC
class I] and complement cascade proteins; Corriveau et al., 1998; Datwani et al., 2009; Stevens
et al., 2007). Fn14 contrasts with these other molecules in that its functions in the dLGN are
largely constricted to the experience-dependent phase of development. Intriguingly, Fn14
expression is also induced in the dLGNs of adult mice following a week of dark rearing and
subsequent light exposure, suggesting that it may mediate vision-dependent remodeling even
once the retinogeniculate circuit is fully mature (Figure 2.15). This result additionally suggests
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that the developmental changes in retinogeniculate connectivity that require Fn14 may be
maintained into maturity through an ongoing Fn14-dependent mechanism.
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Figure 2.15: Vision-dependent induction of Fn14 in the mature dLGN.
(A) High magnification confocal images of FISH for Fn14 (green) and the excitatory neuron
genes Vglut1 (red) and Fos (white). Scale bar, 5 μm.
(B) Quantification of Fn14 expression by FISH. One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s test. * = p <
0.05; ** = p < 0.01. Error bars represent S.E.M.
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Consistent with the mechanistic distinction between vision-sensitive refinement driven by
Fn14 and earlier phases promoted by molecules such as MHC and complement proteins, the
expression levels of MHC and complement proteins are not sensitive to visual input. However,
other immune-related molecules, including the chemokine Cx3cl1 and the Ifngr2 receptor, are
induced by sensory input and may play roles in synapse refinement that are not yet appreciated
(Appendix 1). Supporting the idea that vision-sensitive refinement is influenced by multiple
molecular mechanisms, the transcriptional regulator MeCP2, the auxiliary AMPAR subunit
stargazin, and the metabotropic glutamate receptor mGluR1 are also required for the visionsensitive refinement of the retinogeniculate synapse (Louros et al., 2014; Narushima et al., 2016;
Noutel et al., 2011).
In contrast to their WT littermates, Fn14 KO mice exhibit various synaptic deficits in
retinogeniculate connectivity during the vision-sensitive period, including diminished single
fiber strengthening and altered synaptic ultrastructure (Figure 2.14). That strengthening of
retinogeniculate connections is abnormal in Fn14 KO mice is consistent with our finding that
retinal terminals are smaller and dendritic spines are less mature in the dLGNs of Fn14 KO mice
at P27 (Hamos et al., 1985). Our functional data show that differences in quantal size or release
probability cannot account for the reduced single-fiber strength in Fn14 KO mice when
compared to WT littermates; therefore, the number of release sites from a given axon is likely
reduced in the Fn14 mutant (Chen and Regehr, 2000). However, by EM, we find that Fn14 KO
mice actually have an increased number of PSDs apposed to retinogeniculate terminals. Several
possible explanations may account for the apparent discrepancy between this aspect of our EM
and electrophysiology data. First, it is possible that non-functional PSDs persist in the absence of
Fn14. Second, our electrophysiological data only measured connectivity between RGCs and
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excitatory neurons, and our ultrastructural analysis included PSDs on both excitatory and
inhibitory neurons. Third, it is also possible that there is an excess of RGC synaptic contacts
mislocated in the distal dendrites of TC neurons in Fn14 KO mice that are functionally not
detectable because of dendritic filtering (Rall, 1970). In future studies, these remaining questions
will begin to be addressed by performing 3D reconstructions of retinogeniculate convergence in
Fn14 KO mice to analyze the number of release sites per bouton onto excitatory neurons
specifically (Morgan et al., 2016).
We find that these functional and structural changes to connectivity in Fn14 KO mice are
accompanied by changes in the molecular composition of the dLGN, such that the dLGNs of
Fn14 KO mice express significantly lower levels of genes critical for aspects of later stages of
neural development, such as myelination and synaptic transmission (Appendix 5). The functions
of these misregulated genes may provide hints regarding mechanisms underlying Fn14dependent refinement. For example, the complement protein C4, which is required for synaptic
pruning in the dLGN, is downregulated by about 4-fold in the Fn14 KO dLGN (Sekar et al.,
2016). This downregulation of C4 may contribute to the refinement deficits in Fn14 KO mice
described here.
Based upon studies of Fn14 function in other systems, additional potential downstream
mechanisms of Fn14-dependent refinement include (1) cytoskeletal regulation, which is
supported by evidence that Fn14 can bind to the small GTPase Rac1 in PC12 cells (Tanabe et al.,
2003), and (2) regulation of pro-inflammatory gene expression through NF-kB and MAPK
signaling pathways (Locksley et al., 2001; Winkles, 2008). Moreover, determining whether Fn14
mediates refinement following binding to its only known ligand, TNF-related weak inducer of
apoptosis (TWEAK; Wiley and Winkles, 2003), or by binding to an as-yet-unidentified ligand
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will be priorities for investigation in future studies. Through further investigation of the upstream
and downstream mechanisms of Fn14-dependent retinogeniculate refinement, it should be
possible to obtain increased molecular insight into sensory experience-dependent aspects of
neural development.
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2.6 Materials and Methods
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
All animal experiments were performed in compliance with protocols approved by the
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at Harvard Medical School.
Experiments used male and female C57Bl/6J (Cat #000664; RRID:IMSR_JAX:000664) mice
supplied by the Jackson Laboratory and male and female B6.Tnfrsf12atm1(KO)Biogen (Fn14
KO; Jakubowski et al., 2005) mice supplied by Biogen (Cambridge, MA). Animals younger than
P28 were housed with their mothers and sometimes their fathers in individually ventilated cages,
and mice were provided food and water ad libitum. Developmental ages between E18 and P90
were used, and ages of animals are stated in the figures and figure legends, and under ‘‘Method
Details.’’ Fn14 KO and WT mice were bred as heterozygotes, and KO and WT littermates were
used for experiments.
Unless otherwise specified, mice were housed under standard conditions according to a
12 hour light/dark cycle, a condition referred to in this manuscript as ‘‘normally reared’’ (NR).
For late-dark-rear (LDR) experiments, mice were reared under standard conditions until P20,
then housed in a custom-built, ventilated light-proof cabinet and handled when necessary by an
investigator using night vision goggles (Pulsar). For re-exposure to light at P27, mice were
moved to an upper chamber in the cabinet and exposed to uninterrupted white light for one or
eight hours. Conversely, unstimulated control mice were housed in the dark chamber then
euthanized by isofluorane and the brain removed in the dark by an investigator using night vision
goggles, to avoid the aberrant induction of experience-dependent gene expression upon exposure
to light. The eyes of most of the mice used in electrophysiology experiments between the ages of
P12 and P15 had not yet opened, but in some cases they had.
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METHOD DETAILS
Isolation of dLGN tissue
Except for electrophysiology, coronal slices (300 mm) were prepared from C57Bl/6J
mice or Fn14 KO and WT littermates at a range of ages (as stated in the text) in ice cold PBS
using a Leica VT1000S vibratome. Dorsal LGNs were microdissected following visual
identification using a Nikon SMZ-10A brightfield dissection microscope. Following
microdissection, dLGNs were flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80ºC until further
processing.

Single-nucleus RNA sequencing (inDrops)
Dorsal LGNs from three to four mice per condition (LDR and no light; LDR and one
hour of light; LDR and eight hours of light) were rapidly thawed, transferred to a dounce
homogenizer, and dounced 15 times with a tight pestle in 1 mL homogenization buffer
containing 0.25 M sucrose, 25 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 20 mM Tricine-KOH pH 7.8, 1 mM
DTT, 0.15 mM spermine, 0.5 mM spermidine, protease inhibitor cocktails 2 and 3, and 2.5%
IGEPAL CA-630 (Sigma). Each sample was filtered through a 40 mm cell strainer and 5 mL of
50% iodixanol (Sigma) was added. Each sample was then layered onto a 30%–40% iodixanol
gradient and centrifuged at 10,000xg for 18 minutes at 4_C. Roughly 1 mL of filtered sample
was recovered from the 30%–40% iodixanol interface and transferred to an Eppendorf tube.
Each sample was diluted to a desired concentration of 80-100,000 nuclei/mL in 30% iodixanol
and individual nuclei were captured and barcoded via inDrops as previously described (Klein et
al., 2015). The experiment was performed a total of four times such that four independent
samples of each of the three conditions were collected, resulting in a total of 12 samples. For
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each of the 12 samples, approximately 3000 nuclei were encapsulated into microfluidic droplets
containing polyacrylamide gels with embedded barcoded reverse transcription primers. Reverse
transcription was carried out in intact droplets to generate barcoded cDNA from single nuclei.
Following droplet lysis, inDrops libraries were prepared as previously described (Klein et al.,
2015; Zilionis et al., 2017). All 12 libraries were indexed, pooled and sequenced (Read 1: 54
cycles, Read 2: 21 cycles, Index 1: 8 cycles, Index 2: 8 cycles) across 2 runs on a NextSeq 500
(Illumina).

inDrops sequencing - data processing
Sequenced reads were processed according to a previously published pipeline (Macosko
et al., 2015). Briefly, this pipeline was used to build a custom transcriptome from Ensembl
GRCm38 genome and GRCm38.84 annotation using Bowtie 1.1.1, after filtering the annotation
gtf file (gencode.v17.annotation.gtf filtered for feature_type = ’’gene,’’ gene_type =
’’protein_coding’’ and gene_status = ’’KNOWN’’). Read quality control and mapping against
this transcriptome were performed. Unique molecular identifiers (UMIs) were used to link
sequence reads back to individual captured molecules. All steps of the pipeline were run using
default parameters unless explicitly stated.

Quality control and clustering of nuclei
All cells were combined into a single dataset. Nuclei with > 10% mitochondrial content
were excluded from the dataset. Cells with fewer than 500 or more than 15,000 UMI counts were
excluded. Cells were then clustered using the Seurat R package (Satija et al., 2015). The data
were log normalized and scaled to 10,000 transcripts per cell. Variable genes were identified
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using the following parameters: x.low.cutoff = 0.0125, x.high.cutoff = 3, y.cutoff = 0.5. We
limited the analysis to the top 30 principal components (PCs). Clustering resolution was set to
0.6. Clusters containing fewer than 100 cells were discarded. The expression of known marker
genes was used to assign each cluster to one of the main cell types. Snap25, Olig1, Aqp4,
Cx3cr1, Cldn5, and Vtn were used to identify neurons, oligodendrocytes, astrocytes, microglia,
endothelial cells, and pericytes, respectively. Slc17a6 and Gad1 were used to distinguish
excitatory and inhibitory neurons, respectively, which comprised the majority of cells analyzed.
Clusters with significant expression of two or more markers were removed, as they likely
represented doublet clusters resulting from simultaneous capture of two or more nuclei in a
single droplet. In total, the final dataset included 8,398 excitatory neurons and 4,987 inhibitory
neurons.

Identification of stimulus-dependent genes
To identify induced genes in the dLGN, we performed a differential gene expression
analysis using Monocle2 (Qiu et al., 2017). Monocle2 is an R package developed for analysis of
differential gene expression across single-cell data. The analysis was conducted on excitatory
and inhibitory neurons, comparing each time point of light re-exposure (one or eight hours) to
gene expression in unstimulated controls (zero hour). The data were modeled using a negative
binomial distribution consistent with data generated by high-throughput single-cell RNA-seq
platforms such as inDrops. Unlike deep single-cell sequencing, inDrops probabilistically
captures/samples the transcriptome of each cell and retrieves only a small fraction of all the
present transcripts. Genes whose differential gene expression false discovery rate (FDR) was less
than 0.05 (FDR < 0.05) were considered statistically significant. To narrow down the list of
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genes to those with the largest fold change in gene expression, we next depth-normalized the
transcript counts (each cell normalized to contain 10,000 transcripts) and averaged these depthnormalized counts across all the cells comprising a cell type. Log2 fold changes were calculated
from the averaged depth-normalized data after adding 0.1 to the expression of each gene: Fold
Change = Log2(Mean1+0.1)-Log2(Mean2+0.1). Genes whose fold change in expression in
either direction was greater than 1.5-fold were considered to be either up- or downregulated by
experience. Genes that were up- or downregulated are listed in Appendix 1.

Whole-tissue RNA sequencing
Total RNA was extracted from flash-frozen dLGNs using Trizol reagent and purified
using the QIAGEN RNeasy Micro kit with on-column DNase digestion. For the LDR and light
re-exposure paradigm shown in Figure 1.2, three mice were included for each condition (LDR
and no light; LDR and one hour of light; LDR and eight hours of light) and each mouse was
considered an individual bioreplicate (n = 3). For the developmental time course shown in Figure
1.3 and the Fn14 KO analysis in Appendix 5, four mice were included at each of seven ages
(E18, P4, P10, P16, P20, P27, and P32) or each genotype, and each mouse represented an
individual bioreplicate (n = 4). Total RNA was depleted of ribosomal RNA, heat-fragmented to
~350 bp using the NEBNext kit, and processed with adapters to allow either strand-specific (for
the LDR samples) or -nonspecific (for the developmental samples) sequencing on an Illumina
NextSeq 500 System. Reads of fragment ends were nominally 75 bp in all cases, although for
about one third of the reads not all sequencing cycles were completed. Generally, over 99.9% of
reported sequences were at least 70 bp long, so longer reads were uniformly 3ʹ-trimmed to that
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length and shorter ones were discarded, as were reads having any base with a sequencing Phred
score below 13. Most samples yielded a population of 35–80 million 70-bp reads.

Alignment and mapping of whole-tissue data
Reads were aligned to the mouse genome (GRCm38/mm10 assembly, Dec. 2011) using
the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (bwa) tool. Two sets of target sequences were incorporated into
the bwa index in addition to the usual 21 chromosomal targets: (1) the 16,299-bp mouse
mitochondrial genome (GenBank accession NC_005089.1) and (2) a set of ~8 million short
(%138 bp) exon-exon splice-junction sequences (see below). Typically ~70%–75% of all LDR
reads and ~80%–90% of all developmental reads were mappable in each sample, allowing up to
2 mismatches, and of these ~75%–90% aligned uniquely.
The splice-junction target sequences were based on the NCBI RefSeq database for
GRCm38. For each annotated transcript, we noted all subsets of two or more exons, ordered but
not necessarily consecutive, that could be spliced together to produce a sequence at least as long
as the read length (70 bp). Each of these sequences was then trimmed to the maximum number of
bases such that a read mapping to the sequence would necessarily cross these exons’ splice
junction(s). This procedure produced a library of all unique sets of exons whose intragenic splice
junctions could possibly be covered by a read of the given length, based on the RefSeq
annotation of exonic loci. Aligned reads thus had the opportunity to align either to genomic
(chromosomal) sequences or to exon-junction-crossing sequences found only in mature mRNA.
Multiple reads whose 5ʹ ends were assigned to the same locus on the same strand were not
flattened to a single count.
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An in-house software tool, MAPtoFeatures, was used to quantify expression levels for
individual genes as follows (Gray et al., 2014): a database of genic features (CDSs and UTRs)
was constructed from all 95,023 genomic and 37 mitochondrial transcripts annotated in RefSeq
for GRCm38. Merged genes were constructed by joining all exons in all transcripts assigned to
each distinct gene; the resulting segments defined the gene’s exonic coordinates used here (with
the gaps between them defining introns). Genes with zero CDS exons were labeled
‘‘noncoding.’’ These 33,102 genes were supplemented with 1,563 additional noncoding genes
specified by the loci of all ribosomal RNA genes obtained from RepeatMasker (where the
options Variations and Repeats, rmsk.repFamily = ‘‘rRNA’’ yielded 480 LSU-rRNA_Hsa
elements; 45 SSU-rRNA_Hsa; and 1,038 5S). The purpose of this step was to allow the filtering
out of reads stemming from transcription of repeats and rRNA genes, which tend to get
populated to inconsistent degrees from sample to sample depending on variability in the quality
of rRNA depletion.

Differential gene expression analysis
For the developmental time course, our differential expression analysis calculated mean
fold change ratios and their significance between (adjacent) pairs of time points for every
expressed gene. For the late-dark-rear study, we compared samples from mice re-exposed to
light for one or eight hours to the unstimulated control using the three replicates for each pair.
Statistical significance of each fold change was evaluated by Benjamini-Hochberg (BH)
corrected p-values of all genes based on the biological variability implied by the replicates for
each pair of conditions with a false discovery rate of 5% (FDR = 0.05). Differential-expression
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between sets of replicates was analyzed using the R Bioconductor package edgeR (version
3.14.0) (McCarthy et al., 2012).

ATAC sequencing
ATAC sequencing was performed according to previously described methods
(Buenrostro et al., 2015) on the dLGNs of mice subjected to LDR followed by three hours of reexposure to light. The dLGNs of two mice were included in the analysis (n = 2). Briefly, tissue
was thawed and lysed in ice cold Lysis Buffer containing 10mMTris-HCl, 10mMNaCl,
3mMMgCl2, and 0.1% NP40, and then homogenized by douncing. Tissue was then pelleted by
centrifugation at 500xg for 10 minutes at 4ºC. The pellet was then resuspended in ice cold dH2O
to a final volume of 20 mL. The transposase reaction was carried out at 37ºC for 30 minutes,
followed by DNA purification. Index primers were added to each sample. For PCR
amplification, the appropriate number of PCR cycles was determined by qPCR. After
amplification, DNA was purified and quantified by Qubit. DNA product size was evaluated by
Bioanalyzer. Samples were sequenced on a Nextseq 500 System. Sequencing yielded about 71
million raw reads with lengths in the range of 35-75 bp; reads shorter than 37 bp were discarded.
The remaining reads were 30-trimmed to 37 bp and aligned to the mouse genome
(GRCm38/mm10 assembly) using the bwa tool. The resulting ~53 million uniquely mapped
reads were piled up in tiles of width 20 bp to produce WIG-formatted ATAC-seq tracks, as
shown in Figure 1.2G.
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Quantitative PCR
Total RNA from microdissected dLGNs was extracted with Trizol reagent and purified
using the RNeasy Micro kit with on-column DNase digestion. Reverse transcription was
performed using the High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription kit. Real-time quantitative PCR
analysis was performed using the StepOnePlus qPCR system and Power SYBR Green mix.
Reactions were run in triplicate and Gapdh levels were used as an endogenous control for
normalization. The sequences of real-time PCR primers used were selected from an existing
database (Origene) or were described previously (Spiegel et al., 2014; Bloodgood et al., 2013).
The sequences of the primers are given in Appendix 4. For qPCR analysis of mRNA samples
shown in Figure 1.4, n = 4 bioreplicates per time point or age. For qPCR analysis of mRNA
shown in Figure 1.2, 3 bioreplicates were included.

Western blotting
For analyzing levels of Fn14 protein, western blotting was performed on dLGN lysates.
Flash-frozen dLGNs of three mice per condition were rapidly thawed, pooled, and homogenized
in ice cold RIPA buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1% Triton X-100, 0.5% Nadeoxycholate, 0.1% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), and 150mM NaCl, including complete
protease inhibitor cocktail tablet and phosphatase cocktails two and three. Tissue was
resuspended in roughly 400 mL of buffer and dounced 20X in a 2 mL dounce homogenizer on
ice. After complete homogenization, samples were rotated at 4ºC for 10 minutes then spun at
14,000 RPM for 20 minutes to spin out the insoluble fraction. The supernatant was transferred to
a new tube and Nupage LDS 4X Sample Buffer was added to a final concentration of 1X
including 10% 2-mercaptoethanol, freshly added. Each sample was then boiled at 95ºC for one
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minute prior to being run on a 12% Bis-Tris gel then transferred to nitrocellulose membrane.
Immunoblotting was performed using the Odyssey platform and IR dye secondaries, which allow
for quantitation of protein expression by western blot. Blocking and antibody incubations were
performed in 5% dry milk in TBS-T. The amount of protein run per well was 15 mg. Antibodies
used for western blotting include our custom polyclonal rabbit anti-Fn14 #1074 (1:100), rabbit
anti-Fn14 4403s (1:100), and rabbit anti-GAPDH (1:5000).
Quantification of protein levels was performed using the Li-Cor Odyssey system by
comparing the fluorescence intensity of bands representing Fn14, as validated in lysates from
Fn14 KO mice, in different samples run on the same blot. After background subtraction, the
fluorescence intensity of each Fn14 band was normalized to that of the loading control GAPDH
to control for technical variability between conditions not representing biological variation. For
each experiment, three bioreplicates comprised of the pooled dLGNs of three mice were
performed. Separate western blots were run for each bioreplicate with samples in duplicate, and
protein levels across conditions were normalized to the first sample on a given blot.

Immunoprecipitation
For validating loss of Fn14 protein in Fn14 KO mice, whole forebrains from adult Fn14
KO, Heterozygous, or WT mice were homogenized in buffer containing final concentrations of
10 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.5, 25 mM KAc, 320 mM sucrose, 1% Triton X-100, and 250 mM
NaCl, including a complete protease inhibitor cocktail tablet and phosphatase cocktails two and
three. Each brain was homogenized in 1 mL of buffer in a 2 mL dounce homogenizer then
transferred to an eppendorf tube and spun at 14,000 RPM for 20 minutes at 4ºC to spin out the
insoluble fraction. After setting aside 100 mL of input, the supernatant was pre-cleared by
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rotating for 1 hour at 4ºC with 25 mL of washed Protein A dynabeads. Beads were then collected
on a magnet and the sample split into two samples of equal volume, around 300 ml. Polyclonal
anti-Fn14 (4403s, 1:50) or anti-Fn14 #1074 (1:50) was added to one sample, and a negative
control rabbit IgG was added to the other. Samples were rotated at 4ºC for 1.5 hours. 25 mL prewashed Protein A dynabeads were then added to each tube, and rotated at 4ºC for 1 hour. Beads
were then collected on a magnet and the supernatant discarded. Beads were washed 4X in 1mL
homogenization buffer without sucrose by rotating for 10 minutes per wash at 4ºC. Finally,
proteins were eluted from the beads in 100 mL 1X Nupage LDS 4X Sample Buffer with 10% 2mercaptoethanol by boiling at 95ºC for one minute. Western blotting of samples was performed
as described above.

Single-molecule FISH
C57Bl/6J mice or Fn14 KO and WT littermate mice were euthanized with isofluorane
and their brains were rapidly dissected and embedded in OCT (Optimal Cutting Temperature) on
dry ice. 20 mmthick sections were made on a Leica CM 1950 cryostat, mounted on Superfrost
Plus slides, and stored at -80ºC until use. Single-molecule multiplexed FISH was performed
using the RNAscope platform according to the manufacturer’s protocol for fresh-frozen sections.
Commercial probes obtained from ACD detected the following genes: Fos, Npas4, Fn14, Vglut1,
Vglut2, Gad1, Gad2, Olig1, Mbp, P2ry12, Cx3cr1, Cldn5, Pecam, Aldh1l1, and Aldoc. We
validated multiple excitatory neuron markers that worked well for identifying TC neurons of the
dLGN by FISH, including Vglut1 and Vglut2, and used them interchangeably.
For the quantification of the number of mRNA molecules per cell (Figures 1.1B, 1.1C,
1.5C, 1.5E, and 1.15), sections analyzed were derived from three mice per condition (n = 3).
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Sample processing and imaging were performed in parallel and the image acquisition parameters
were constant between conditions. Commercially available negative control probes were used to
confirm that background was similar for each condition. Excitatory neurons were identified
based upon expression of Vglut1 overlapping a DAPI-stained nucleus. The number of Fos or
Fn14 mRNA puncta overlapping with the neuron were counted, and average numbers of mRNA
molecules ± SEM were plotted. Sample processing, imaging, and quantification were performed
by two investigators blinded to experimental conditions.
To determine the cell type-specificity of Fn14 expression (Figures 1.5B and 1.5C),
sections analyzed were derived from four mice per condition (n = 4). Per bioreplicate, four
dLGN sections were quantified for a given cellular marker. As above, samples within a given
bioreplicate were processed in parallel with constant image acquisition settings, and the
investigator was blinded to conditions at all times. After processing and imaging all
bioreplicates, the single frame merged images containing all fluorescence channels were loaded
into the Multiplex RNA FISH module in Halo software (Indica labs) and analyzed. Briefly, the
software identified each cell by nuclear detection in the DAPI channel, and the number of puncta
for each probe was measured within the cell boundary. The software then reported the number of
molecules within each cell based upon detection of pixels meeting a standardized minimum
fluorescence intensity that was held constant across all conditions and for all markers. Cells were
then categorized by type based upon the expression of marker genes, and cells containing fewer
than five marker gene puncta were removed from the analysis. Cells expressing at least five
Fn14 mRNA puncta were counted as Fn14-positive. The percentages of Fn14-positive cells
expressing at least five puncta of a given marker gene were quantified.
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Immunofluorescence
To obtain sections for immunofluorescence, animals were perfused with 4%
paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS, and the brains were incubated in 4% PFA at 4ºC overnight.
The next day, the brains were washed 3X in cold PBS then sectioned at 50 mm on a Leica
VT1000S vibratome. Free-floating sections were stained at 4ºC overnight with primary antibody.
The next day, sections were washed 3X in PBS then incubated with AlexaFluor secondary dyes
(1:500; Invitrogen), washed 3X in PBS, then mounted on slides in Fluoromount G plus DAPI
(SouthernBiotech). Commercial antibodies used for staining in this study are rabbit anti-Fos
(1:1000, Santa Cruz), guinea pig anti-VGLUT2 (1:1000, EMD Millipore) rabbit anti-VGLUT1
(1:1000, Synaptic Systems), and mouse anti-SMI-32 (1:1000, EMD Millipore).
For the quantification of immunofluorescence, sections representing each condition were
processed in parallel, and z stacks were obtained on an Olympus FluoView 1000 laser scanning
confocal microscope with image acquisition settings held constant across all conditions. For Fos
staining shown in Figures 1.2E and 1.2F and VGLUT1 and VGLUT2 staining shown in Figures
1.6G–1.6I, three mice of each condition were analyzed (n = 3). Images were opened in ImageJ
(NIH) and maximum projections were assembled from the z stacks. For counting Fos-positive
neurons, the number of SMI-32-positive excitatory neurons (not shown) was counted within a
given section. Next, Fos expression in the red channel was analyzed, and SMI-32-positive cells
whose fluorescence intensity reached two-fold higher than image background were assigned Fospositive. Data were plotted as the percentage of Fos-positive neurons per condition. For the
quantification of VGLUT1 and VGLUT2 in Fn14 KO and WT mice, ImageJ was used to
calculate the proportion of the 2-dimensional image area occupied by either the green channel
(VGLUT2) or the red channel (VGLUT1), and these values were normalized to the area
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occupied by either marker in the WT mouse. Normalized average areas occupied were plotted ±
SEM.

Array tomography
Animals were perfused with 4% PFA and the brains subsequently sectioned at 100 mm
on a Leica VT1000S vibratome. The dLGNs were microdissected and further processed by the
HMS Array Tomography Core: sections were dehydrated in a series of increasing ethanol
solutions then embedded in LRWhite embedding medium (Electron Microscopy Sciences)
overnight at 4ºC. Serial sections were cut at 70 nm per section and immunostained. Briefly,
sections were blocked for five minutes in blocking buffer and then incubated with primary
antibody overnight at 4ºC. Sections were washed several times in Tris (Sigma) then stained with
secondary antibody in blocking buffer for 30 minutes at room temperature. Sections were
washed and mounted on slides in SlowFade Gold antifade reagent with DAPI (Invitrogen).
Primary antibodies used were anti-VGLUT2 (guinea pig, 1:100, Millipore) and anti-PSD-95
(rabbit, 1:100, Cell Signaling Technologies 3450). Secondary antibodies used were AlexaFluors
(Invitrogen). Images were taken on a Zeiss Axio Imager Z2 with all sections of a bioreplicate
processed and imaged in parallel with constant image acquisition settings and the experimenter
blinded to the conditions at all stages. For the quantitative analysis, three separate stacks were
obtained from four separate Fn14 KO or Fn14 WT animals per condition (n = 4).
Analyses of colocalized VGLUT2/PSD-95 puncta were performed using the ImarisColoc
analysis tool in Imaris software (Bitplane) with consultation from the Image Analysis Core at
Harvard Medical School. Briefly, automated intensity thresholds for each channel were
calculated and these thresholds were applied to optimize signal-to-noise and to filter out spatial
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regions of high background fluorescence. These thresholds were constant across conditions.
After thresholding, the number of voxels positive for signal in both green (PSD-95) and red
(VGLUT2) channels was calculated and plotted as co-localized puncta density within the threedimensional volume of the stack, ± SEM.

Electron microscopy
Animals were perfused with 2.5% glutaraldehyde and 2% PFA in 0.1 M sodium
cacodylate buffer, pH 7.4 (Electron Microscopy Sciences). Vibratome sections were cut
coronally at 100 mm and the dLGNs microdissected. Floating sections were washed in 0.1 M
cacodylate buffer and post-fixed with 1% Osmium tetroxide (OsO4)/1.5% Potassium
ferrocyanide (KFeCN6) for one hour, washed in water 3X and incubated in 1% aqueous uranyl
acetate for one hour followed by two washes in water and subsequent dehydration in grades of
alcohol (10 min each; 50%, 70%, 90%, 2X 10 min 100%). The samples were then infiltrated for
15 min in a 1:1 mixture of propyleneoxide and TAAB Epon (Marivac Canada Inc. St. Laurent,
Canada). The samples were embedded in drops of TAAB Epon between two sheets of aclar
plastic (Electron Microscopy Sciences) and polymerized at 60ºC for 48 hours.
Ultrathin sections of 80 nm were cut on a Reichert Ultracut-S microtome, placed onto
copper grids, stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate, and examined in a JEOL 1200EX
transmission electron microscope. For quantification, ~20 images per brain at a magnification of
10,000X were taken by a blinded EM core facility staff member. The entire coronal plane of the
dLGN was sampled. Coded images at 10,000X were then analyzed for bouton and PSD
densities, bouton area, and PSD length in ImageJ by an investigator blinded to conditions. For
quantitative analyses shown in Figures 1.7 and 1.8, n = P20 WT: 80 micrographs from four mice;
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P27 WT: 100 micrographs from five mice; P20 KO: 120 micrographs from six mice; P27 KO:
100 micrographs from five mice; LDR WT: 80 micrographs from four mice; LDR KO: 120
micrographs from six mice. For quantifying bouton area, n = 229 boutons per condition.

Classification of inputs
Boutons and associated PSDs were categorized as retinal or non-retinal based upon welldescribed morphological features of retinal inputs. These inputs are particularly large and
densely packed with round vesicles. Further, they contain large, pale mitochondria (Colonnier
and Guillery, 1964; Guillery and Colonnier, 1970). In our analysis, we only considered inputs to
be derived from the retina if they contained at least one recognizable pale mitochondrion, as this
is the most distinctive feature of these inputs. This conservative approach decreased the
likelihood of errantly categorizing non-retinal inputs as retinal, although it likely contributed to
an underestimation of the absolute numbers of retinal boutons and PSDs in our quantification.

Golgi staining and Sholl analysis
Four Fn14 KO and four WT littermate mice at P27 were euthanized with isofluorane and
their brains rapidly dissected and subjected to Golgi staining using the FD Rapid GolgiStain kit
(FD Neurotechnologies, Inc) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Rapidly dissected brains
were immersed in impregnation solution for 10 days in the dark at room temperature then
transferred to Solution C at 4ºC for two days. Brains were quickly frozen in a butanol dry ice
bath and coronally sectioned at 200 μm on a Leica CM 1950 cryostat, then mounted onto
Superfrost Plus slides. Sections containing the dLGN were dried at room temperature for 24
hours, and then stained, dehydrated in ethanol, cleared in Xylene, and mounted in Permount
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(Fisher). This procedure resulted in sparsely stained neurons throughout the dLGN. Golgistained neurons in the dLGN were simultaneously imaged and traced in x, y, and z planes using a
Zeiss Axioskop microscope and Neurolucida (Microbrightfield Bioscience).
For quantification of dendritic branching and morphology by Sholl analysis (Sholl,
1953), 22 Golgi-stained neurons from Fn14 KO and WT dLGNs from four animals per genotype
were traced in x,y, and z planes in Neurolucida at 40X, and the traces were subsequently opened
in Neurolucida Explorer. Sholl analysis was performed by applying a series of radiating
concentric circles beginning at the soma with 10 μm spacing between circles, and the number of
dendrites intersecting each circle was calculated and plotted. This analysis focused on the more
proximal dendrites, as dendrites extending beyond the 200 μm border of the section were not
traced.

Analysis of dendritic spines
The dendritic spine morphologies of Golgi-stained neurons were assessed in two ways
following the tracing of dendritic segments, within the same sections described above, at 63X
resolution. First, spines were categorized into three well-described structural classifications
based upon the following parameters: spines with a bulbous head whose diameter was at least 2X
that of the shaft were classified as ‘‘mushroom’’; spines with a length-to-width ratio of less than
one and a length of less than 0.3 μm were classified as ‘‘stubby’’; and spines with a length-towidth ratio greater than one, without a bulbous head, and with a length greater than 0.3 μm were
co-classified as thin spines or filopodia. The densities of each spine subtype per length of
dendrite in Fn14 KO and WT neurons were quantified and the cumulative frequency
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distributions plotted. For this analysis, n = WT: 35 dendrites from 22 neurons from four mice;
KO: 31 dendrites from 22 neurons from four mice.
The second method of spine analysis took into account the biological reality that spine
structure exists along a continuum, such that categorization of spines into separate morphological
subclasses is, in some ways, arbitrary. Therefore, the analysis was expanded to include
measurements of spine head width and total spine length of all dendritic protrusions regardless of
spine ‘‘subtype.’’ These measurements were performed on the Golgi-stained sections described
above, and 225 spines from each condition, Fn14 KO or WT, derived from sections from three
mice per genotype, were included in the analysis. These data are plotted as cumulative frequency
distributions in Figures 1.7 and 1.8.

Fluorescence imaging
Imaging of immunofluorescence and FISH was performed on an Olympus FluoView
1000 laser scanning confocal microscope equipped with 405 nm, 440 nm, 488 nm, 515 nm, 559
nm, and 635 nm excitation lasers, and 10x air 0.4NA, 20x air 0.75NA, 40x oil 1.3NA, 60x oil
1.42NA, and 100x oil 1.4NA objectives.

dLGN slice preparation for electrophysiology
Acute brain slices containing the optic tract and dLGN were prepared as previously
described (Chen and Regehr, 2000; Litvina and Chen, 2017). Mice were anesthetized by inhaling
isofluorane then immediately decapitated, after which the head was immersed into an
oxygenated ice-cold solution containing (in mM): 130 K-gluconate, 15 KCl, 0.05 EGTA, 20
HEPES, and 25 glucose (pH 7.4 with NaOH; Sigma). For each mouse, a single 250 μm-thick
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parasagittal slice was cut in this ice-cold solution using a sapphire blade (Delaware Diamond
Knives, Wilmington, DE) on a vibratome (VT1000S; Leica, Deerfield, IL). Slices then recovered
at 32ºC for 20-30 minutes in oxygenated artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) in mM: 125 NaCl,
26 NaHCO3, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 2.5 KCl, 1.0 MgCl2, 2.0 CaCl2, and 25 glucose (Sigma), adjusted
to 310-312 mOsm with water.

Electrophysiology
Whole-cell voltage clamp recordings of thalamocortical (TC) neurons in dLGN were
performed as previously described (Chen and Regehr, 2000) using borosilicate glass pipettes (12.5 MOhms, Sutter Instrument, Novato, CA) filled with an internal solution (in mM): 35 CsF,
100 CsCl, 10 EGTA, 10 HEPES, and 0.1 methoxyverapamil (290-300 mOsm, pH 7.3; Sigma).
All experiments were performed at room temperature in oxygenated ACSF containing 50 mM of
the GABAA receptor antagonist picrotoxin (Tocris, Ellisville, MO). Recordings from synapses
that were silent (no response at -70 mV, but EPSC evident at +40 mV) were averaged for at least
3-5 trials. Single RGC fiber EPSCs were obtained using a threshold method as previously
described (Hooks and Chen, 2006; Noutel et al., 2011). See following section for detailed
description of fiber fraction determination.
Desynchronized, evoked AMPAR-mediated miniature EPSCs (mEPSCs) were resolved
in the presence of an oxygenated extracellular solution containing (in mM): 4 SrCl2, 1 MgCl2, 0
CaCl2, 125 NaCl, 26 NaHCO3, 1.25 NaH2PO4,H2O, 2.5 KCl, 25 glucose, and 50 mM
picrotoxin, 20 mM (R)-CPP.
Paired Pulse Ratio (PPR) was determined by stimulating the optic tract twice with
randomized inter-stimulus intervals (ISIs) of 50 ms, 100 ms, 250 ms, and 500 ms while holding
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the cell at -70 mV. PPR for each cell was calculated by dividing the peak amplitude of the
second EPSC (A2) by the peak amplitude of the first EPSC (A1). For ISIs of 50, 100, and 250
ms, the average waveform of the first EPSC at an ISI of 500 ms was subtracted from the second
EPSC to obtain a more accurate measure of A2. Averages of three to six trials of each ISI were
used to calculate PPR. To inhibit modulatory and postsynaptic contributions to short-term
synaptic plasticity at the retinogeniculate synapse (Chen et al., 2002; Hauser et al., 2014),
recordings were done in the presence of (in mM): 50 cyclothiazide (AMPAR desensitization
inhibitor), 5 CGP-55845 (GABAB-receptor antagonist), 10 DPCPX (A1 adenosine receptor
antagonist), 50 LY-341495 (mGluR antagonist), and 10 cyanopindolol (5-HT1 receptor
antagonist).

Fiber fraction calculation
The fiber fraction (‘‘FF’’) ratio [single fiber current amplitude/ maximal current
amplitude] was used to estimate afferent RGC convergence onto each TC neuron. Maximal
current amplitudes (‘‘Max’’) were first determined by stimulating at increasing intensity until the
synaptic current amplitude reached a plateau (at least 50-100 μA for durations of 0.2 ms using an
A365 stimulus isolator from WPI). For each cell, two electrodes filled with ACSF were moved
along the optic tract in a few locations, in order to determine a site that would activate as many
RGC axons as possible and yield the largest maximal EPSC current. One electrode was inserted
into the optic tract while the other electrode was positioned just above the surface of the slice to
serve as a local ground. Once the stimulating electrode was optimally placed, it was not moved
until after the recording on a given cell was completed. The stimulus intensity was decreased
systematically until a failure of transmission was observed, then incrementally increased by 0.25
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μA steps until an EPSC occurred, whose amplitude is the single fiber amplitude (‘‘SF’’). To
determine the fiber fraction, the single fiber amplitude was divided by the maximal amplitude
(FF = SF/ Max). For each stimulus intensity, we recorded the synaptic response, or lack thereof,
at both -70 mV and +40 mV with an inter-trial interval of 20 s, yielding two fiber fraction values
for each cell. AMPAR antagonists were not used to determine NMDAR amplitudes; rather, the
more slowly rising peak NMDAR-mediated EPSCs were measured following the initial decay of
the AMPAR transient (see Figure 1.9B). Cells that were lost before the determination of FF
values at both holding potentials were discarded from our analysis. Only the minimal threshold
response is quantified for single fiber amplitude because it is difficult to distinguish between the
recruitment of an additional fiber from trial-to-trial variation of the same fiber. An exception is
made if an incremental step in stimulation intensity of 0.25 μA recruits an EPSC with five times
the amplitude of the initial single fiber EPSC at either -70 mV or +40 mV (as it would be
difficult to attribute this increased EPSC as arising from stochastic variations in vesicular release
of the initial single fiber). In this case, the increased current was counted as a second single fiber
and included in our fiber fraction ratio. The 5x cutoff was determined after subtracting the first
single fiber amplitude from the second single fiber amplitude. For example, if SF1 = 100pA and
SF2 = 500pA, ‘‘SF2’’ was not counted because 500pA – 100pA = 400pA, which is only 4x the
amplitude of SF1. In cases where the second single fiber amplitude was five times the amplitude
of the first single fiber, the fiber fraction was determined as follows: FF = [(SF1/Max) +
(SF2/Max)]/2. For ‘‘silent synapses’’ described in the previous section, SF2 was counted
regardless of the amplitude because SF1 at -70mV in these cases is 0. For further details and
justification of the FF assay, please see the Supplemental Methods of Hooks and Chen, 2008 and
Noutel et al., 2011.
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QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Blinding
Specific blinding schemes for quantitative experiments are described in Method Details.
For sequencing experiments, samples were blinded subsequent to initial collection but prior to
library preparation and sequencing. For FISH, S.R. performed hybridizations and blinded L.C. to
the identity of the cell type markers. L.C. performed imaging and analysis and was unblinded
following quantification. For comparison of Fn14 KO and WT littermates via E.M., array
tomography, immunofluorescence, and Golgi staining, genotyping of heterozygous breeding
litters was performed by S.R. and tissue was processed by L.C. who was blinded to the
genotypes of the mice. Genotypes of the mice were revealed only after the analysis and
quantification were completed. In the case of Golgi staining and analysis, L.C. performed
genotyping and blinding, and S.R. performed analysis and quantification.
For blinding of electrophysiology experiments, after tails were cut from litters of Fn14
hetereozygous breeding, C.P.T. prepared DNA, ran PCRs, and loaded 1.5% agarose gels for
genotyping, after which E.L. imaged the gels and informed C.P.T. of heterozygous mice and
non-heterozygous mice by eartag number without revealing whether such mice were WT or KO.
E.L. revealed genotypes to C.P.T. after recordings and analyses for a particular experiment were
completed, and were double-checked by re-genotyping anewly cut tail collected at the time of
the acute slice dissection.

Image analysis, quantification, and presentation
In all cases, when images were used to compare two or more conditions, the tissues were
processed and imaged in parallel using the same detection parameters at the time of image
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acquisition. Post-acquisition, images were processed in parallel and any minor alterations in
contrast or brightness were applied uniformly to the entire image and repeated on the relevant
corresponding image for comparison.

Analysis and statistics
For sequencing experiments, statistical methods are described under Method Details. For
molecular and structural studies, statistical significance was calculated by unpaired t tests when
two conditions were being compared. When more than two conditions were being compared,
one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s or Tukey’s post test was used. When multiple variables were
involved, 2-way ANOVA with Bonferonni correction was applied. The statistical analyses for
each experiment are given in the figure legends, appendices, and/or method details. Differences
between cumulative frequency distributions were calculated by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. All
statistical analyses were performed using Prism software. Statistics and ‘‘n’’ numbers for all
experiments are given in figure legends. Error bars represent SEM. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p
< 0.001; ****p < 0.0001. Statistical analysis of structural data is detailed in Appendix 3.
For electrophysiological experiments, data acquisition of voltage-clamp experiments was
performed using Clampex10.2, an Axopatch 200B amplifier, and digitized with a DigiData 1440
data acquisition board (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA). Analysis of EPSCs was done using
custom software written in IgorPro (Wave-Metrics, Portland, OR), Excel (Microsoft, Redmond,
WA), Clampfit (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA) and Prism 7 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla,
CA). For recordings at +40 mV in which the rapid AMPAR transient was visible, the second,
slower peak of NMDAR EPSCs was measured.
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Data in all figures with electrophysiology experiments (Figures 1.9, 1.10, 1.11, 1.12, and
1.13) are plotted as medians, with boxes displaying the interquartile range (IQR = 25th to 75th
percentile), and whiskers displaying 10th to 90th percentile. One of two two-tailed
nonparametric tests were used to analyze all electrophysiology data: Mann-Whitney test or
Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA followed by Dunn’s post-test comparing ranks of selected groups.
Statistical significance in plots were indicated (* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001; **** p <
0.0001), and exact p values for all comparisons are listed in Appendix 2.

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
Lists of visual experience-dependent genes (Appendix 1) and Fn14-regulated genes
(Appendix 5) can be found in the appendices along with Appendix 2 and 3 which detail
statistical analyses and other parameters for the electrophysiological and structural studies,
respectively. In addition, both raw and processed sequencing data of four datasets will be
uploaded to the GEO database: snRNaseq following visual stimulus; whole-tissue RNaseq
following visual stimulus; whole-tissue RNaseq across development; and wholetissue RNaseq in
the Fn14 KO mouse. GEO: GSE117024.
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Chapter 3

Discussion

The precise formation of excitatory synapses in the right place and time is critical for the
proper connectivity of neurons in the nervous system. At the retinogeniculate synapse between
retinal ganglion cells of the eye and thalamocortical relay neurons in the dorsal lateral geniculate
nucleus of the mouse visual thalamus, some presynaptic retinal inputs are eliminated during the
first few weeks of postnatal life, while remaining ones are strengthened. Spontaneous activity in
the form of glutamatergic and cholinergic retinal waves is important for normal development of
this synapse during the first three postnatal weeks, whereas visual experience during the fourth
postnatal week is critical for the fine tuning of the circuit. While the molecular mechanisms that
mediate the early phases of retinogeniculate synapse development have been described, the
visual-experience dependent mechanisms important for later development have remained
unclear. The findings in this thesis suggest that experience-dependent induction of the gene
encoding Fn14 in excitatory, thalamocortical relay neurons in the visual thalamus is important
for the appropriate strengthening of retinal ganglion cell inputs onto thalamocortical relay
neurons, but the mechanisms of how Fn14 achieves refinement remain to be determined.
The data from my electrophysiological experiments reveal that the failure of individual
retinal ganglion cell fibers to strengthen during the vision sensitive period in the Fn14 knockout
mouse is likely due to a decreased number of release sites in the boutons of each retinal ganglion
cell fiber, relative to wild-type mice. One structural mechanism underlying functional single
fiber strengthening has been identified using a genetically defined subset of direction-selective
retinal ganglion cells (Hong et al., 2014). Prior to eye opening, presynaptic boutons from a
single retinal ganglion cell axon are small and diffusely distributed across various postsynaptic
relay neurons. One week later, these clusters of boutons are bigger and also more localized on
only a few postsynaptic targets. When mice are late dark reared, the boutons fail to grow in size
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and each individual cluster contains significantly fewer boutons relative to normally reared mice.
The use of three dimensional reconstruction of ganglionic axons in electron micrographs in wildtype and knockout mice during P20 to P27 will help to determine whether Fn14, indeed,
regulates the number of clustered boutons and/or number of release sites per bouton.
While the main conclusion from Chapter 2 is that Fn14 negatively regulates the number
of converging retinal inputs to each relay neuron, it is interesting that Fn14 regulates the strength
of AMPA receptor-mediated single fiber EPSCs at P27, but both maximal and single fiber
NMDA receptor-mediated currents remain unaffected by Fn14 loss in normally reared mice.
Work from Dr. Carla Shatz’s laboratory has shown that loss of certain major histocompatibility
complex (MHC) class I molecules, such as H2-Kb and H2-Db, results in an increased ratio of
GluR1 to GluR2 subunits, and an accompanying increased calcium permeability of AMPA
receptors and inwardly rectifying current-voltage relationship in young mice, prior to eye
opening (Lee et al., 2014). However, at P27, loss of Fn14 has no effect on the rectification of the
AMPA receptor, suggesting that Fn14 is unlikely to regulate calcium permeability and/or subunit
content of AMPA receptors at the retinogeniculate synapse (Figure 3.1).
Thus, the specific mechanistic regulation of AMPA receptor-mediated strengthening of
retinogeniculate connections by Fn14 remains to be determined. One possibility is that Fn14
regulates the sub-synaptic localization of AMPA receptors. One study using immunogold
labeling of the lateral geniculate nucleus from Dr. Julius Zhu’s laboratory has shown that there
are distinct regulators of AMPA receptor trafficking to and from the postsynaptic density (PSD)
in thalamic relay neurons: Rap2 mediates reverse trafficking of GluR1-containing AMPA
receptors from anatomically defined PSD-localized “synaptic” pools at the retinogeniculate to
PSD-adjacent “deliverable” pools, whereas activated CaMKII or Ras signaling mediates forward
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trafficking from deliverable to synaptic pools. Consistent with this hypothesis, preliminary
experiments involving immunoprecipitation of Fn14 in cultured neurons followed by mass
spectrometry identified many unique peptides associated with synaptic proteins known to be
involved in membrane trafficking of proteins and vesicular transport, including the Ras family
member RalA, and Scyl2, a pseudokinase that regulates glutamate receptor content at synapses
and protein trafficking through interactions with clathrin-coated vesicles (Data not shown;
Gingras et al., 2015).
In addition, late dark rearing of wild-type mice results in increased maximal NMDA
receptor-mediated EPSCs, decreased AMPA/NMDA ratios, and slowing of decay kinetics of the
NMDA receptor-mediated EPSC relative to wild-type mice that were normally reared from P20
to P27. However, these changes fail to occur in Fn14 knockout mice. Changes in capacitance
and input resistance of the cell do not explain these changes, or lack thereof in the Fn14
knockout mice (data not shown). In rat cultured cortical neurons, it has been shown that changes
in activity for two to three days through the inclusion of tetrodotoxin to block voltage-gated
sodium channels or bicuculline to block GABAA receptors in the media results in scaling up or
down, respectively, of both AMPA receptor and NMDA receptor-mediated quantal events,
without any changes to the AMPA to NMDA ratio (Watt et al., 2000). However, recordings of
field potentials in layers 2/3 of visual cortex slices from rats that were dark reared increased the
number of NR2B-containing NMDA receptors, and slowed the decay kinetics of the NMDA
receptor-mediated EPSC, without changing the kinetics of the AMPAR-mediated currents
(Philpot et al., 2001). While both are studies from rat visual cortex, they use two different
manipulations of activity that result in distinct changes to glutamate receptors. Thus, how Fn14
differentially affects the strengthening of AMPA receptor-mediated EPSCs in normally reared
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mice, and the kinetics and maximal currents of NMDA receptor-mediated EPSCs in late dark
reared mice, remains to be determined.
The function of Fn14 in refinement at the retinogeniculate synapse could also be due to
the downstream regulation of gene expression in the dLGN by Fn14 (Appendix 5). In the
immune system, binding of a ligand to members of the Tumor Necrosis Factor Receptor (TNFR)
family results in receptor trimerization, subsequent binding of TNFR-associated factors (TRAFs)
to the cytoplasmic tail of the receptor, and activation of downstream intracellular signaling
(Figure 3.2). TWEAK, the only known ligand of Fn14 thus far, binds Fn14 and activates the
nuclear factor-κB (NF-κB) signaling pathway that is dependent on TRAF2 and TRAF5 activity
(Winkles, 2008). Cytoplasmic, inactive NF-κB that typically associates with the IκBα repressor
becomes activated and translocated to the nucleus after IκBα is phosphorylated and degraded
(DiDonato et al., 1997). Nuclear NF-κB heterodimers can then bind to specific DNA sequences
to regulate gene expression through its N-terminal Rel homology domain (Vallabhapurapu and
Karin, 2009).
The list in Appendix 5 includes significant changes in the expression of genes in various
cell types of dLGN tissue from normally reared P27 Fn14 knockout mice, relative to P27 wildtype mice. Because these genes were identified using whole tissue RNA-sequencing, not using
single nuclear or single cell RNA-sequencing, these changes may not be exhibit specific to
excitatory relay neurons. Thus, the 221 genes in this list (186 genes significantly downregulated
in the knockout; 35 genes significantly upregulated in the knockout) may not be directly
regulated in a cell-autonomous manner by Fn14 or by NF-κB, since 97% of Fn14 expression
occurs in Vglut1 and Stmn2 positive cells that label excitatory relay neurons. However, some of
the most highly up- and downregulated genes may cooperate in the same signaling pathway that
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are dependent on Fn14 receptor activation. For instance, Gjb1, the gene that encodes the gap
junction protein connexin-32, is significantly downregulated in the dLGN. Mutations in Gjb1
have been associated with an X-linked form of Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease, which results in
demyelination of peripheral and sensory nerves (Bergoffen et al., 1993). Perhaps genetic
ablation of Fn14 somehow results in loss of Gjb1 in the oligodendrocytes that myelinate retinal
ganglion cells, which would be consistent with the smaller retinal ganglion cell terminals that we
see in P27 Fn14 knockout mice. Another significantly downregulated gene in the dLGN in Fn14
knockout mice is Grin2c, which encodes the NR2C subunit of the NMDA receptor. EPSCs of
late dark reared Fn14 knockout mice have significantly faster NMDA receptor decay kinetics
than those of late dark reared wild-type mice, consistent with the finding that NR2C/D subunitcontaining receptors exhibit slower decay kinetics relative to those containing NR2B or NR2A
subunits (Liu and Chen, 2008). Thus, not only might Fn14 directly interact with proteins
important for glutamate receptor content at the synapse, but it may also indirectly and non-cellautonomously regulate the expression of certain genes whose protein products are important for
appropriate retinogeniculate synaptic refinement.
Another interesting point of discussion not addressed in Chapter 2 is whether Fn14
induction in relay neurons is also important for the development of thalamocortical synapses in
layer 4 and/or layer 6 of visual cortex. Three days of monocular deprivation is enough to cause a
significant decrease in the number and size of thalamocortical synapses in layer 4 of mouse V1,
so these synapses, at least structurally, are indeed sensitive to changes in visual experience
(Coleman et al., 2010). Similarly, perhaps another function of Fn14 in relay neurons could be
the regulation of the number and/or strength of corticothalamic feedback projections into the
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dLGN, whose activity during the vision sensitive period, but not in later periods, is important for
the proper development and refinement of the retinogeniculate synapse (Thompson et al., 2016).
In conclusion, this thesis has identified Fn14 as a visual experience-induced gene in
thalamocortical relay neurons of the dLGN that is important for appropriate development of the
retinogeniculate synapse during the vision sensitive period. Many more questions about the
mechanism of Fn14 function and induction remain. What transcription factors regulate Fn14
induction? Do Fn14 knockout mice experience a temporary stagnation of development, such that
convergence of retinal inputs onto relay neurons is recovered later? What are the functions of
Fn14 regulated genes? Do the other hundreds of upregulated or downregulated genes in response
to late dark rearing and light exposure collaborate with Fn14 to regulate refinement? Is
experience-induced Fn14 expression in other sensory synapses also important for their normal
development? These questions highlight several future directions that would contribute to the
molecular underpinnings of vision-sensitive circuit development and refinement in the nervous
system.
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Figure 3.1. Rectification of the AMPAR is normal in Fn14 knockout mice.
(A) Average current (IAMPA)-voltage (mV) relationship for wild-type (WT, blue, n = 12 cells) and
knockout (KO, orange, n = 14 cells) synapses.
(B) Representative examples of AMPAR EPSC traces of WT (left) and KO (right) synapses
evoked at different Vh (-60 to 40 mV in 20-mV increments).
Synaptic currents were recorded with intracellular spermine and extracellular R-CPP and
picrotoxin.
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Figure 3.2. Binding of TWEAK to Fn14 induces a signaling pathway that activates or
represses expression of certain genes. From Winkles, 2008.
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Appendix 1:
.
Significantly Up- and Downregulated Genes in the dLGN in
Response to Late Dark Rearing and Light Exposure
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transcripts/cell
(unstimulated)

transcripts/cell
(stimulated)

Log2-fold
change

FDR

Etv5

0.31517353

1.17552346

1.61930306

1.02E-52

Tnfrsf12a

0.34348098

1.18438911

1.5341382

1.89E-45

Nr4a1

0.45343106

1.37606967

1.41528529

8.28E-47

Dusp1

1.51605591

3.50951087

1.15932624

6.43E-74

Fos

0.3289072

0.85273401

1.15140798

4.91E-23

Egr1

0.77782207

1.68737652

1.02584314

1.48E-33

Dlk2

0.25205149

0.60095975

0.99354516

6.40E-13

Hsph1

1.73320509

3.45171941

0.95414941

2.34E-56

Gadd45g

0.21878596

0.5171736

0.95308828

2.77E-12

Vgf

1.39356324

2.69658257

0.9049066

2.64E-40

Coro1c

0.51053309

1.00511458

0.85605456

7.41E-16

Opn3

0.79709524

1.51523792

0.84841362

9.27E-22

Gpr4

0.24852411

0.50217129

0.78891547

7.49E-09

Gm3510

0.71920409

1.30749751

0.78083755

6.29E-17

Gpr153

0.57271273

1.03290396

0.7519631

2.37E-09

Ptk2b

0.57455194

1.03447264

0.75002038

2.84E-13

Ncan

1.64956447

2.84205384

0.74982782

6.75E-30

Fam13c

0.30888276

0.58292055

0.74003051

8.39E-08

Dnajb5

0.66355057

1.16615785

0.72966166

2.82E-12

Extl2

1.29755989

2.19699327

0.71683652

1.42E-21

Dnajb1

0.29206584

0.54121767

0.70971823

1.57E-07

Xylt2

0.74130258

1.26987956

0.70335238

4.48E-12

Dusp6

0.55104269

0.95829494

0.7009177

9.58E-12

Car4

0.79982994

1.35462445

0.69292246

7.02E-13

Tunar

0.25646492

0.4756893

0.69153031

1.31E-06

Dnaja4

0.31257777

0.55234893

0.66097775

1.73E-05

Gpr88

0.53612362

0.90445337

0.65903153

6.96E-09

Coch

0.4428949

0.75208599

0.65032609

1.68E-07

Ablim3

0.50038589

0.84178457

0.64950701

2.85E-08

Fjx1

0.60254774

1.00144559

0.64873006

2.91E-06

Dlg3

1.17078958

1.88481307

0.64327798

6.04E-16

1810013L24Rik

0.30496172

0.52983927

0.63719817

2.19E-06

Ccdc184

0.29169033

0.50645246

0.63068104

2.95E-06

Gene name
Excitatory neurons, 1 hour
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Ifrd1

0.54183711

0.89107708

0.62679007

1.07E-08

Rnft1

0.25308265

0.4406609

0.61471807

1.34E-05

Kitl

2.94514915

4.54020682

0.60767622

6.15E-31

Dlc1

0.75396415

1.20113102

0.60751882

7.56E-11

Efhd2

0.71602693

1.14207298

0.60606126

1.53E-09

Snu13

0.71105695

1.13259089

0.60381892

5.66E-09

Per1

0.48248237

0.77931624

0.59416774

4.57E-08

Ddr1

0.40376229

0.65835182

0.59012416

2.05E-05

Ap3m2

0.32080512

0.53300137

0.58905637

2.76E-05

Cdk5r1

5.63037366

8.50286494

0.58618797

5.35E-52

Il1rap

3.91952951

2.57370186

-0.588188

3.96E-30

Sugp1

0.54552407

0.3290528

-0.5893157

4.12E-06

Adtrp

2.87562319

1.87434896

-0.5918148

6.00E-23

A330044P14Rik

1.78030866

1.14530935

-0.5944653

2.47E-15

Erdr1

0.7456377

0.46003639

-0.5945191

4.61E-09

Xcr1

0.50461238

0.30031482

-0.5948755

5.53E-08

Armt1

22.2891408

14.7173084

-0.5955158

2.73E-166

Gm4924

2.02477287

1.30214665

-0.5996714

2.71E-18

Rnf165

3.83135704

2.48649645

-0.6040282

8.47E-32

Rdh12

1.31915963

0.83304169

-0.6050234

3.56E-12

B130006D01Rik

0.48752868

0.28621289

-0.605263

5.44E-06

Hsd3b2

9.43193268

6.15549056

-0.6076457

5.15E-75

Olfr1356

0.94435488

0.58226583

-0.6142062

1.50E-11

Nim1k

0.7570886

0.45973073

-0.6147114

1.04E-09

Shmt1

0.48261288

0.28032495

-0.615305

9.23E-07

Nlrx1

1.14836293

0.71426686

-0.6164638

3.98E-12

Acad9

4.22886006

2.71097513

-0.6229165

2.81E-34

Plekha5

0.65825801

0.39183634

-0.6245105

1.76E-07

Prdm11

3.95850026

2.53036189

-0.6256854

1.65E-36

9030617O03Rik

0.50161224

0.28090818

-0.6593907

3.36E-07

Gm14391

0.78424336

0.45651582

-0.6680208

2.78E-10

Ltbp1

0.47098647

0.25818009

-0.6727714

4.12E-08

Wdr34

0.73478063

0.41943409

-0.6844564

4.27E-10

Pofut1

1.23573189

0.71112523

-0.7196339

9.57E-14

Hba-a2

0.73589281

0.32489112

-0.9762247

4.59E-20

Homer1

0.77927828

1.45900001

0.8262292

5.61E-10

Egr1

0.83424184

1.51266933

0.78758268

4.74E-09

Nt5dc3

0.34956959

0.67512987

0.78589358

0.00055503

Inhibitory neurons, 1 hour
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P4ha1

0.41366238

0.77397712

0.76677511

0.00040898

Ptprn

3.65722548

6.24750334

0.75652155

4.08E-28

Pcbp4

0.36510692

0.68551304

0.75607282

0.00020925

Per1

0.31592489

0.59606531

0.74289967

0.00152524

Fam13c

0.58029047

0.9942165

0.68567544

7.37E-05

Lamtor2

0.38925436

0.68590322

0.68376695

0.00106742

Sipa1l2

0.71024962

1.19441241

0.675859

8.08E-05

Adat1

1.96489439

3.16931804

0.66292173

1.80E-10

Btaf1

0.51894222

0.87616654

0.65732256

0.00031937

Nr4a1

0.68172985

1.12233074

0.64489267

0.00013817

Dctn5

0.41197334

0.68399457

0.61477497

0.00080578

Dclk1

6.13669344

9.35960403

0.60099845

4.66E-27

Atp6v1g1

0.73764229

1.16679466

0.5967765

0.00034315

Scn1a

1.45295746

0.9239954

-0.6008091

0.00147348

Zfp65

1.17948654

0.73548723

-0.6148753

0.00079061

Dpp8

0.7413111

0.44491762

-0.6266013

0.00879796

Dtnb

0.82918358

0.48287645

-0.6727735

0.00034264

Apbb1ip

0.86294095

0.50227552

-0.6770237

0.00010945

Hba-a2

0.97764789

0.55848595

-0.7106613

8.73E-05

Col19a1

1.16790403

0.67035489

-0.7188504

4.47E-05

Wwox

0.67640751

0.3638546

-0.7431414

0.00180419

D130040H23Rik

0.92349144

0.48685829

-0.802415

3.07E-06

Tnfrsf12a

0.34348098

1.89038009

2.16609982

6.16E-90

Dlk2

0.25205149

1.21112745

1.89694958

1.57E-52

Vgf

1.39356324

4.82239618

1.72060245

9.26E-152

Etv5

0.31517353

1.11453259

1.54861483

1.55E-37

Xylt2

0.74130258

2.14073099

1.41327278

9.24E-54

Coch

0.4428949

1.1882517

1.24666965

1.25E-26

Ptk2b

0.57455194

1.49238697

1.23918953

2.36E-33

Ablim3

0.50038589

1.28955788

1.21066395

9.88E-26

Pdlim5

0.25623509

0.72135896

1.20518322

2.78E-20

Gpr153

0.57271273

1.44522868

1.19975789

2.40E-28

Car7

0.51431431

1.30085576

1.18925952

4.54E-26

Coro1c

0.51053309

1.23023977

1.12354491

1.44E-21

Tunar

0.25646492

0.63748721

1.04885794

4.11E-12

Pex5

0.33576726

0.80086047

1.04774586

4.72E-14

Hsph1

1.73320509

3.68118759

1.04447123

1.75E-54

Snu13

0.71105695

1.57224255

1.043909

2.40E-24

Excitatory neurons, 8 hours
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Slc16a6

0.95003513

2.0440425

1.02989591

1.05E-30

Ddr1

0.40376229

0.87914498

0.95877935

2.01E-13

Dnajb5

0.66355057

1.38204459

0.95679325

1.30E-18

Relt

0.90146423

1.84062246

0.95440858

6.65E-24

Car4

0.79982994

1.62505218

0.93891573

1.07E-19

Diras2

0.35158572

0.76071591

0.93053727

5.65E-12

Efhd2

0.71602693

1.45389387

0.92919929

6.42E-16

Sirpa

2.1609848

4.15078885

0.91077931

9.09E-46

D430019H16Rik

0.31430888

0.67878066

0.91051031

2.29E-11

Mtmr11

0.26944893

0.59308298

0.90765313

1.06E-09

Nr4a1

0.45343106

0.93658805

0.90536713

1.14E-13

Rgs4

2.98302804

5.6504291

0.89932161

9.04E-61

Syt13

1.30018757

2.50863059

0.89767255

5.34E-28

Ncan

1.64956447

3.14966277

0.89329418

2.11E-33

Zfp607a

0.70236303

1.38147498

0.88470722

3.82E-12

Rcc2

0.35166289

0.73027926

0.87835028

1.87E-10

Furin

0.52440317

1.0459515

0.87599621

5.09E-13

Pianp

1.0631692

2.02480788

0.86927143

7.00E-22

Slc7a1

0.33627309

0.69389549

0.86371761

7.37E-09

Atp1a1

0.95312676

1.81630213

0.86364595

6.41E-19

Rassf3

1.15792954

2.18647765

0.8620757

3.36E-22

Gpr88

0.53612362

1.05272668

0.85767142

1.13E-12

Pop5

0.37986434

0.75992835

0.84158985

1.70E-09

Brinp1

2.37454631

4.32932873

0.83992403

6.43E-42

Ccdc134

0.46060582

0.89526682

0.82809664

8.97E-12

Galnt14

0.81237902

1.51178557

0.82095464

8.04E-15

Fam19a5

1.06519802

1.95255469

0.81684551

1.72E-18

Rab6b

2.85170502

5.07355677

0.80960791

9.85E-45

Pdlim7

0.47911337

0.91443615

0.80876035

9.72E-11

Fam19a1

0.58629875

1.10014593

0.80630122

1.03E-12

Man2a1

0.33984045

0.66719395

0.80261106

1.65E-08

Kcnj3

2.52752882

4.47890831

0.80129709

2.26E-39

Fjx1

0.60254774

1.12374868

0.80063914

2.41E-10

6430548M08Rik

0.8803486

1.60388453

0.79746083

9.14E-15

Tmem179

0.98459005

1.7846869

0.79717503

1.16E-16

Cdk5r2

0.93432809

1.69498257

0.79527596

3.64E-15

Usf2

0.47186093

0.89216735

0.79491915

4.03E-10

H2afy

1.93494607

3.42730612

0.79357622

1.61E-28

Osbpl5

0.82141355

1.49509416

0.79172087

4.02E-15
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Eif4g2

3.04994341

5.35235676

0.79155406

6.51E-45

Prmt8

0.41789589

0.79601963

0.79086822

6.08E-09

Gabarapl1

2.34581167

4.11080235

0.78378184

9.59E-35

Ckap4

0.42910779

0.80817335

0.77940605

9.64E-09

Cpne7

3.79879862

6.59010201

0.77899857

3.47E-53

Pgbd5

0.82157479

1.48023709

0.77796787

1.13E-12

Atf4

1.16363342

2.06231241

0.77499698

7.77E-19

Efr3b

0.72672815

1.31326582

0.77354793

6.05E-12

Fam20c

1.67034566

2.92249472

0.77170875

2.38E-22

Dlg3

1.17078958

2.06373709

0.76780005

5.37E-18

Pptc7

2.05685686

3.56722313

0.76575762

1.53E-29

Ywhag

3.82931503

6.58053821

0.7656865

4.29E-51

Srxn1

0.49695357

0.91264783

0.76244191

5.46E-10

Lpcat1

0.56595339

1.02956106

0.76226915

3.22E-10

Tmem94

0.42596901

0.78987813

0.75862997

2.82E-07

Kcna6

0.50656664

0.925683

0.75784687

6.66E-09

Slc25a22

0.79512415

1.41325377

0.75749425

9.05E-13

Slc39a10

0.54310714

0.98381927

0.75299319

4.79E-09

Dctn5

0.40120175

0.74169481

0.74790578

1.04E-07

Mb21d2

0.53479502

0.96287728

0.74361232

3.08E-08

Fscn1

1.00801539

1.75520102

0.7435976

2.82E-14

Csdc2

0.59213891

1.05276014

0.73595885

1.82E-10

Inpp5a

1.26478746

2.17153599

0.73499187

5.76E-17

Slc9a5

0.37232139

0.68540663

0.7336709

2.99E-08

Ergic1

1.0947705

1.8829722

0.73093093

1.08E-16

Cx3cl1

6.72922675

11.1813788

0.72414927

2.51E-80

Dclk2

0.73269053

1.27524454

0.72383585

1.44E-09

Atp6v1g2

0.73575274

1.27974157

0.72324999

5.88E-10

Stk32c

0.44655388

0.80219617

0.72307743

1.61E-07

Slc2a3

1.76659268

2.97609159

0.72069132

2.06E-20

Map2k4

1.02199808

1.74768787

0.71965086

5.02E-12

Glrx5

0.30214876

0.56183453

0.71874129

8.29E-07

Sh3gl2

2.79000429

4.65613107

0.71871684

3.73E-32

Hira

0.46659776

0.83038001

0.71549521

2.55E-08

Pak1

2.51906462

4.19915174

0.71500038

9.72E-31

Ttyh3

1.79556703

3.00663913

0.7127252

6.62E-23

Ptprn

2.74189993

4.55039954

0.71049891

1.22E-31

Asic2

0.42211427

0.75372504

0.70940589

4.10E-07

Ndrg2

3.75675118

6.20398622

0.70887831

2.21E-47
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M6pr

0.54213719

0.94947569

0.70871529

1.78E-08

R3hdm2

1.03251961

1.74936839

0.70749661

2.09E-13

Dot1l

1.8343479

3.05516565

0.70586846

7.03E-23

Ube2z

0.29705835

0.54728125

0.70504167

1.11E-05

Ppm1h

0.4312109

0.76572068

0.70461687

3.07E-08

Tmem184b

0.73926879

1.26746672

0.70430088

5.55E-10

Ubn1

0.41543747

0.73955121

0.70382092

7.19E-08

Prkag2

0.94572174

1.6006559

0.70159225

1.74E-11

Tubb5

1.66113826

2.76132136

0.70017336

3.64E-19

Ptpn5

3.28568611

5.39981609

0.69993515

3.40E-34

Kcnn2

0.73113373

1.24963306

0.69941469

3.89E-10

Ccdc141

1.27310395

2.12947194

0.6992612

2.00E-15

1810041L15Rik

6.60451349

10.7632834

0.69625567

3.15E-74

Chst8

0.59579681

1.02573417

0.69412823

3.33E-07

Vamp2

3.23130299

5.28340505

0.6924324

5.36E-35

Pttg1ip

0.80551764

1.36263033

0.69175053

4.74E-11

Hnrnpa0

0.98991134

1.65993305

0.69130977

1.58E-13

Slc38a2

1.85088074

3.04647254

0.68960976

6.08E-20

Endou

0.43475581

0.76045914

0.68622644

4.41E-07

Cap2

0.68571312

1.16227052

0.68394658

4.93E-07

Pip5k1c

0.50211216

0.8671352

0.68368534

4.40E-07

Gas8

0.62340568

1.06166505

0.68331731

8.82E-10

Syngr1

2.12489505

3.47261713

0.68324403

6.12E-24

Asna1

0.32261488

0.57786045

0.68164472

4.64E-05

Stard7

0.54933989

0.93949099

0.6788315

6.31E-08

Nap1l5

3.09274931

5.0097392

0.67845038

3.45E-32

Slc2a13

0.96647931

1.60506461

0.67697043

5.87E-12

Syn1

1.26242666

2.07788324

0.67674804

4.23E-15

Plpp6

0.73174452

1.22953637

0.67671088

1.53E-09

Snx3

0.68102537

1.1469238

0.67493199
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1.63456403

0.98124374

-0.6818813

1.76E-17

A730020E08Rik

2.04585614

1.23624688

-0.6833668

4.10E-20

Gm14391

0.78424336

0.45031398

-0.6841885

1.50E-08

Cdc37

5.58281764

3.43608485

-0.6844535

3.75E-48

Mtm1

6.16430833

3.7943503

-0.6857726

2.84E-52

Tma16

4.21597442

2.58033455

-0.6872732

1.79E-37

Ptcra

0.49657265

0.26976675

-0.6900823

6.80E-07

Dnm3

1.36153446

0.80557983

-0.6905701

1.92E-14

Nat8f3

1.09489257

0.64008584

-0.6911164

3.40E-13

Dnajc12

6.12668092

3.75310223

-0.6924429

1.74E-50

Clec2h

0.73373232

0.41581614

-0.6927273

2.72E-09

Colec12

0.70176891

0.39491549

-0.6960043

7.03E-09

Tirap

0.99417103

0.57528446

-0.696271

1.06E-13

2500004C02Rik

1.18471874

0.69260659

-0.6967757

6.71E-14

Cttnbp2

12.8797858

7.89555588

-0.6989963

4.27E-103

Tmem30c

0.70142878

0.39363084

-0.6991418

1.77E-09

5330434G04Rik

2.87837751

1.72908454

-0.7034049

1.95E-28

Egfr

1.3256954

0.77535584

-0.7037243

3.00E-15

Ccdc85a

0.5922739

0.32484474

-0.7044073

3.53E-08

Per3

1.4871383

0.87356076

-0.7050849

6.27E-17

Sag

4.8773635

2.94851746

-0.7072739

3.14E-46

Abca1

0.61675059

0.33842647

-0.7091363

2.90E-09

Cep112it

0.72866775

0.40638215

-0.7105672

2.77E-10

BC024386

7.20385687

4.36195592

-0.7109822

8.09E-58
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Ash1l

1.86975954

1.10311574

-0.7112441

1.16E-20

Mfsd6

0.56872718

0.30830468

-0.7117717

5.80E-08

Mccc2

0.51050236

0.27273846

-0.7118332

3.45E-09

Gm44791

1.20074933

0.6926727

-0.7145458

4.76E-14

B3galt2

1.04221076

0.59482003

-0.7171176

2.87E-12

Adtrp

2.87562319

1.7081382

-0.7186869

6.84E-29

Fgd4

8.49707454

5.12067948

-0.7196082

1.27E-71

Ash2l

5.96380033

3.57908628

-0.7208747

1.95E-55

Gm19938

13.7462223

8.27470545

-0.7253821

6.38E-115

Gm26682

2.29666428

1.34955423

-0.7254185

5.54E-24

Cd8b1

0.56095769

0.29945725

-0.7265168

2.06E-09

Cpne4

0.79001696

0.43785796

-0.7266076

2.61E-11

Nol12

4.70767779

2.80029775

-0.7291392

9.09E-46

Hsd3b2

9.43193268

5.64550219

-0.7303358

5.55E-82

Eci1

1.94540557

1.13272977

-0.7305304

1.67E-22

Mb21d1

0.83607233

0.46382394

-0.7313753

2.13E-12

Hspa12b

1.50033375

0.86302169

-0.7327326

1.75E-18

Fstl4

1.0820281

0.6106652

-0.7340224

2.34E-15

Exosc2

8.17718618

4.87389498

-0.7347644

2.95E-74

4930511M06Rik

0.48777627

0.25313563

-0.7350447

1.04E-07

Rsbn1l

0.63853242

0.34317908

-0.7367715

7.73E-11

Uvssa

1.0653535

0.59927698

-0.7368317

1.22E-14

Trim43b

3.58920951

2.11146338

-0.7383104

1.86E-38

Med21

0.74640641

0.404112

-0.7476063

2.57E-11

Top2a

0.85351085

0.46766756

-0.7482031

6.60E-11

Magi1

1.52655839

0.8678432

-0.7489774

1.01E-17

Prdm11

3.95850026

2.31490872

-0.748978

6.28E-42

Cars2

0.78593596

0.42708324

-0.7491716

8.25E-12

4933427I04Rik

0.53824833

0.27939106

-0.7504322

1.28E-09

Ccdc62

16.9236206

10.0170916

-0.7507433

6.95E-147

Ddc

1.20128595

0.6727659

-0.7518347

1.14E-16

Gm4924

2.02477287

1.16137192

-0.7523149

1.29E-24

Xcr1

0.50461238

0.25890793

-0.7523967

1.99E-10

Nup98

5.8389006

3.42180743

-0.7538799

5.70E-57

Armt1

22.2891408

13.1641908

-0.7552625

1.24E-192

Gm10660

1.70613634

0.9696447

-0.7557751

1.74E-19

Slc17a8

0.5195388

0.2664921

-0.7574125

7.82E-09

Dennd2c

0.48442854

0.24553904

-0.7581779

2.64E-09

Samhd1

10.5133547

6.16452026

-0.7606048

2.25E-95
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Zfp65

1.22552931

0.68048741

-0.7641213

2.16E-17

Platr9

2.34811239

1.33963703

-0.7659647

2.17E-27

Hint3

0.74456457

0.39514168

-0.7703663

8.02E-11

Fcer2a

0.47375156

0.23632359

-0.7705762

2.69E-09

Spata1

5.17682302

2.98122719

-0.7761645

8.47E-53

Sclt1

0.6557036

0.34126575

-0.7761727

2.21E-10

Oxsm

2.01262958

1.12675668

-0.7841907

4.68E-25

Olfr73

11.5938411

6.66546795

-0.7894873

2.16E-114

Ikzf2

0.67402809

0.34713606

-0.791672

8.48E-10

Slc39a14

0.61701901

0.31320605

-0.79515

5.65E-11

Lrrc8e

1.54686009

0.84725935

-0.7978866

2.24E-19

Zc3hc1

18.9073186

10.8246189

-0.7989721

1.60E-184

Maoa

5.85476376

3.28461619

-0.815052

8.76E-61

Eif2ak2

0.94025006

0.48852786

-0.8217478

1.81E-17

Shmt1

0.48261288

0.22949982

-0.8222599

8.92E-10

Gm16685

0.89512715

0.46188022

-0.8246183

2.05E-14

C2cd3

2.72764857

1.49615109

-0.8250056

8.03E-34

Cacnb2

2.05107143

1.11135987

-0.8284279

1.80E-27

Herc1

2.27673283

1.2383601

-0.8285134

7.02E-30

Anapc7

6.30575553

3.5006834

-0.831098

4.28E-69

Scube2

1.07255562

0.55651355

-0.8367597

1.77E-17

4930447C04Rik

1.46074986

0.76814049

-0.8462389

2.05E-17

Rab33b

9.82415106

5.4042028

-0.8504101

4.52E-104

Olfr1356

0.94435488

0.47728651

-0.8552526

4.49E-16

Stxbp4

2.36071638

1.25834654

-0.8572268

6.85E-33

Spc24

1.64555611

0.85887099

-0.8642781

9.36E-23

Hpgds

19.1068222

10.3844732

-0.8733645

1.81E-217

Ikbip

1.95201182

1.01379721

-0.8815525

4.70E-30

Rorb

1.53981008

0.78827725

-0.8844468

2.33E-21

A330044P14Rik

1.78030866

0.91764696

-0.8857324

5.44E-26

Slc22a15

3.58898171

1.88750696

-0.8922627

1.81E-50

Echdc2

0.62738419

0.29142716

-0.8939737

4.08E-11

Slc23a1

2.71125249

1.40774961

-0.8988162

3.68E-40

Gm2155

1.49561791

0.75427969

-0.9013348

7.29E-24

Irf9

2.16641398

1.10765274

-0.9082057

2.41E-31

Grin2b

5.86694322

3.07901716

-0.9084112

7.40E-74

Kcnk6

0.88461564

0.42226548

-0.9147773

3.76E-17

Smtn

0.49847863

0.21423545

-0.9294538

1.44E-12

Ccr5

0.92207713

0.42611522

-0.9580534

3.50E-18
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Pycr2

5.64348128

2.85612942

-0.958216

3.60E-78

Gm15396

1.94643665

0.92372455

-0.9992864

1.25E-34

Gm17615

0.83319579

0.36221969

-1.0136011

4.32E-18

Snhg14

18.1185684

8.89759742

-1.0177979

1.34E-258

Cdh12

0.90841496

0.39648904

-1.0222557

4.95E-20

Csmd3

1.41252609

0.63443886

-1.0422457

1.41E-31

Il1rap

3.91952951

1.84676631

-1.0459469

1.65E-62

Itgb3bp

0.96232012

0.41414354

-1.0469755

6.95E-23

Gm12762

4.59381263

2.16087702

-1.0538777

2.14E-77

Plekha5

0.65825801

0.26324586

-1.0617425

1.70E-16

Ttf1

28.0860045

12.8005662

-1.1275446
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Col25a1

0.96726579

0.38799089

-1.1289934

1.13E-24

Rdh12

1.31915963

0.54473253

-1.1382642

7.48E-30

Gm13056

2.40545407

0.96043387

-1.2404174

1.48E-59

2010109I03Rik

1.52600012

0.56242796

-1.2954919

9.19E-44

Vgf

1.46080592

4.4134347

1.53193458

1.57E-47

Pcbp4

0.36510692

0.87581217

1.06904108

4.21E-07

Ptprn

3.65722548

7.74895652

1.06283317

4.51E-46

Pnoc

0.49506685

1.14028677

1.05955009

1.04E-07

Bri3

0.39807843

0.91219771

1.02304627

1.78E-07

Usf2

0.40331687

0.91610537

1.01351118

3.07E-07

Rgs4

1.00448276

2.05999511

0.96765715

1.48E-11

Penk

2.14233165

4.20586847

0.94130457

4.74E-21

Tbc1d9

0.5625323

1.14794976

0.91349717

1.47E-06

Hsph1

1.03246265

1.99356511

0.88649832

5.90E-10

Enc1

0.58162906

1.14645114

0.87076759

1.95E-06

Diras2

0.39663413

0.80484018

0.86547958

0.00067001

Ergic1

0.69809174

1.35201045

0.86342535

1.19E-05

Cnih2

0.41720789

0.83533506

0.85473897

6.50E-05

Rhot2

0.46645257

0.92078152

0.84964705

0.00037414

Dclk1

6.13669344

11.1030777

0.84504187

3.10E-45

Fndc10

0.49574296

0.96475757

0.83776308

3.87E-05

Pbx3

0.50123108

0.97378536

0.83671414

1.58E-05

Arl2bp

1.30041931

2.40078663

0.8365231

1.85E-10

Atf4

1.06634099

1.98248722

0.83631801

1.45E-09

Bag1

0.67712134

1.28481295

0.83347933

1.25E-06

Ormdl3

0.4799685

0.93257813

0.83220449

6.82E-05

Scamp1

1.59969966

2.90002549

0.81969491

4.44E-12

Inhibitory neurons, 8 hours
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Capns1

0.53645184

1.01766205

0.81236076

0.00057194

Sptlc1

0.41791454

0.80446085

0.80434399

6.35E-05

Tmem179

2.25888105

4.00072071

0.79777482

3.09E-15

Ctnnal1

0.83589048

1.52300064

0.79425194

1.25E-06

Dctn5

0.41197334

0.78544431

0.79033287

0.00038498

Srxn1

0.39375148

0.75388017

0.79024856

0.0005138

Tank

0.46074151

0.86822702

0.78800948

0.00049725

Elovl5

0.5314665

0.98899527

0.78621959

3.91E-05

Fam19a5

1.00985607

1.80843319

0.78201608

6.79E-08

Kpna6

0.6233281

1.14307111

0.78118673

6.89E-06

Celsr3

0.81557546

1.47185979

0.77972183

2.62E-06

Tmem229b

0.35906081

0.68801864

0.77954449

0.00036516

Sdccag3

0.62497992

1.13889067

0.77303593

1.24E-05

Cacna1c

1.00592464

1.78946202

0.77272244

2.02E-05

Clstn3

2.03987794

3.55413851

0.77200281

6.33E-12

Pnkd

1.39222326

2.43927348

0.76695238

1.34E-07

Dnajc8

0.86796561

1.54200783

0.7624333

3.42E-06

Btbd10

0.51165614

0.93749595

0.76231298

0.0001235

Sult4a1

1.44115643

2.51231219

0.76131401

1.78E-10

Parl

0.44816095

0.82870992

0.76062848

0.00021496

Scg2

3.56056313

6.09079279

0.75805857

1.52E-19

Lypla2

0.38342224

0.71736034

0.7576884

0.00020306

Pank4

0.66570848

1.19014283

0.75266364

0.00016448

Fstl1

0.80881424

1.43016205

0.7516271

4.20E-06

Pank3

0.76176288

1.34712556

0.74782724

6.61E-05

Ckap4

0.44575782

0.81636472

0.74766102

0.00086531

Gga3

0.61534516

1.10084017

0.74733272

0.00037527

Shtn1

0.42981842

0.78575513

0.7414099

0.00067001

Svop

0.74505177

1.31070427

0.73930394

4.33E-05

Snu13

1.12901987

1.95110823

0.73889538

3.90E-07

Elmo2

0.40963346

0.74658306

0.73219162

0.00255316

Pdlim7

0.48172117

0.86479895

0.72990052

0.00219467

Derl1

1.03480314

1.77882934

0.72739198

1.10E-05

Slc27a4

0.57637772

1.01662938

0.72324938

8.82E-05

Slc25a22

0.87551811

1.51016438

0.72296743

5.63E-06

Puf60

0.54388147

0.96009899

0.71933194

0.00045473

Hspa5

1.92869959

3.23386767

0.7166416

4.06E-10

Nefh

0.67358671

1.16512111

0.70964058

1.63E-05

Nat8l

1.87998689

3.13782638

0.70953475

7.14E-10
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Eif4g2

2.54493658

4.20511614

0.70281903

9.45E-13

Vamp2

3.16892506

5.2163875

0.70162996

2.71E-15

Usp11

0.92404946

1.56000015

0.69689798

1.48E-05

Pak1

1.82955933

3.0254475

0.69579137

7.14E-10

Asic4

0.82094798

1.38923586

0.69338069

1.51E-05

Pgam1

2.68525988

4.39929281

0.69188632

6.75E-13

Emc10

0.60203374

1.03272081

0.69018005

0.00034043

Spcs2

1.73764663

2.86419142

0.68977924

4.02E-08

Tceal5

0.50940183

0.88281699

0.68952898

0.00062578

AI506816

0.43527672

0.76280025

0.68874171

0.00392407

Eif4h

2.16109436

3.53561681

0.68517895

3.22E-10

Paics

0.53235356

0.91608808

0.68422215

0.00209708

Sipa1l2

0.71024962

1.19788346

0.6797225

0.00122982

Slc9a6

1.26745783

2.08994466

0.67939808

1.67E-05

Atp2a2

6.55739079

10.5591624

0.67906531

8.97E-29

Syt13

1.39895966

2.29863577

0.67825254

1.95E-06

2210016L21Rik

0.44370773

0.76996371

0.67812388

0.00476962

Dip2c

0.61084798

1.03711908

0.67777038

0.00065597

Nt5c3

0.60529714

1.02772894

0.67711725

0.00042535

Sf1

0.64008348

1.08209675

0.67558821

0.00018755

Zcchc12

1.36012382

2.22865493

0.67340616

9.93E-07

Fam3c

0.42133449

0.73095103

0.67255415

0.00476962

Cdk16

1.08458028

1.78701721

0.67173161

3.86E-05

Mtss1l

0.46386412

0.79767725

0.67084928

0.00582566

Cmtm4

0.49198722

0.84204694

0.67023292

0.00179888

Lrp1

1.16150061

1.9032823

0.66722483

6.39E-05

Edem3

0.53426678

0.90714133

0.66710446

0.00100376

Unc5a

0.44131031

0.75914471

0.6664453

0.00396767

Atg12

0.55040147

0.93216614

0.66627278

0.00160593

Slc38a10

0.63322963

1.05906571

0.66062536

0.00285317

Fbxo10

0.44971983

0.76893125

0.66054551

0.01228506

Gns

0.99152093

1.6251742

0.66040226

7.16E-05

Kcnc4

0.57705534

0.96881243

0.65866302

0.00185284

Adap1

0.50298955

0.85149916

0.65806937

0.00213432

Nap1l5

11.5998916

18.3534398

0.6573946

4.26E-46

Pttg1ip

0.61380791

1.02582095

0.6573696

0.00189296

Paqr7

0.46276416

0.78759327

0.65736827

0.00370307

Zfp607a

0.68396628

1.13634216

0.65721457

0.00171984

Ctdnep1

0.6656853

1.10656805

0.65608582

0.00174865
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Lhfpl4

0.66250941

1.10154946

0.65606899

0.00022542

Ppp5c

0.67210126

1.11341519

0.65221131

0.00047198

Tuba4a

0.99205336

1.61515482

0.65129546

0.00022676

Paqr4

0.47257632

0.79921279

0.65119455

0.0027743

Ik

0.47457946

0.80232937

0.65114771

0.00564952

Hnrnpc

1.06352575

1.7260299

0.65020724

1.65E-05

B4galnt4

0.73143979

1.20299465

0.64814746

0.00206822

Cplx2

0.70326515

1.15628114

0.64521116

0.00041376

Psmc1

0.67166896

1.10656138

0.64484733

0.00055631

Tagln3

1.04355019

1.68736458

0.64431426

0.00116083

Hnrnpa0

1.21125019

1.94861347

0.64370483

9.60E-06

Nicn1

0.5747662

0.9534562

0.64267072

0.00225305

Tmem56

0.60438538

0.99748875

0.63976928

0.00093378

Ccdc28a

0.58224754

0.96195168

0.63835094

0.0051928

Hras

0.6706929

1.09947402

0.63817392

0.00059508

Gtpbp2

0.73397241

1.19793507

0.63814665

0.00065651

Pitpna

1.69603804

2.68283284

0.63173634

1.27E-06

Ppp2r2c

1.07423725

1.7154678

0.62861741

4.98E-05

Snx5

0.51090219

0.8441672

0.62810095

0.01523136

Dtx3

1.13581674

1.80981218

0.62796594

9.55E-06

Srgap3

1.72675707

2.72145528

0.6271547

1.80E-06

Sphkap

0.53778399

0.88501746

0.62708142

0.00755538

Adprh

1.04108466

1.66087156

0.62588385

0.00023279

Mia3

2.50587019

3.92068779

0.62567709

1.02E-08

Coro1c

0.54816731

0.89777455

0.62234762

0.00478069

Nfe2l1

1.27588728

2.01576216

0.62081518

5.04E-05

Agap3

0.87845801

1.40450867

0.62071058

7.36E-05

Srebf2

1.3670149

2.15329533

0.61915289

6.34E-05

Lasp1

0.6591024

1.06516385

0.61816644

0.00076162

Gnptg

0.94894306

1.50893771

0.6171721

0.0018296

Slc39a3

0.46571261

0.76679384

0.61561957

0.01064494

Nsmaf

0.80256309

1.28231058

0.61498211

0.00212964

Ptdss2

0.54278609

0.88346126

0.61352951

0.00168817

Mrpl53

0.87008604

1.38412058

0.6134237

0.00017859

Psme3

0.65151803

1.04847156

0.61183551

0.00064749

Gad1

4.91990867

7.57061296

0.61168075

7.80E-17

Hmgn1

0.60607648

0.97833721

0.61091203

0.01428094

Slc16a6

0.66234771

1.06308444

0.60943478

0.00097298

Cx3cl1

3.32312118

5.11898755

0.60845759

1.21E-11
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Extl2

1.05397293

1.65756028

0.60696479

0.00087242

Ppme1

1.54210341

2.39720398

0.60476869

3.45E-06

Ap1g1

0.43653497

0.71566273

0.60430053

0.01832529

Nup50

0.82751844

1.30827541

0.60248164

6.24E-05

Aup1

0.5361843

0.86567367

0.60209096

0.00884594

Gabarapl1

3.44358186

5.27840389

0.60196972

2.66E-11

Bri3bp

1.48531666

2.30570746

0.60169017

2.43E-05

Dtd1

0.47056502

0.76477031

0.59992568

0.03329336

Stip1

0.84904369

1.33690819

0.59842148

0.00022216

Tmem9b

0.69899848

1.10882685

0.59734295

0.00138213

Fxyd6

1.19722003

1.86170647

0.59668598

6.61E-05

1500011B03Rik

0.89569612

1.4056226

0.59658277

0.00021597

Tsc22d1

2.73477693

4.17859649

0.59390242

2.05E-08

Snrpn

5.77829175

8.74945492

0.59019163

6.40E-18

Smap1

0.53339046

0.85320921

0.58969776

0.0032156

Pygo1

0.59134598

0.93945658

0.58834971

0.00722781

Nsg2

5.60099558

8.46245375

0.58681041

1.65E-18

Rcsd1

2.75154921

1.80057933

-0.5853067

2.82E-06

Flt3

0.76669627

0.47707035

-0.5867793

0.0158853

Mef2c

0.74087089

0.45982376

-0.5869116

0.02017311

Nat8f3

0.826782

0.51685638

-0.5872954

0.00775252

Nlrc3

1.51006072

0.96971627

-0.5898869

0.00169509

Dcaf17

5.9298775

3.90284595

-0.5911026

1.07E-12

Srrm3

0.58051709

0.35157065

-0.5916797

0.01509829

Ipo9

0.82650282

0.51409365

-0.5933367

0.00409292

Csf3r

3.28174983

2.14129077

-0.5934401

1.27E-07

Gm26774

3.26247229

2.12836346

-0.5935378

2.84E-07

Rnasel

1.27729246

0.8125924

-0.5937924

4.60E-05

Taf15

1.08808486

0.68705576

-0.5941001

0.00117155

Fkbp3

0.91765761

0.57393197

-0.5945774

0.0091224

Acvr2b

0.69990984

0.42950142

-0.5952029

0.01611611

Spock3

0.81363456

0.50476631

-0.5952395

0.01240216

Rbm8a

3.46192703

2.25044474

-0.5997242

7.32E-08

Gm26830

0.61583272

0.37233653

-0.5998074

0.01828326

Lin9

2.16628025

1.3932527

-0.6018679

1.72E-06

Cmip

0.74667228

0.45774218

-0.6022053

0.01406101

Dgke

6.07292814

3.96259849

-0.6035522

2.78E-13

Fam229b

1.45686744

0.92203515

-0.6072013

0.00073662

Fam206a

0.65560562

0.3956786

-0.6082285

0.00803479
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Dido1

2.08119933

1.33080234

-0.6082972

4.15E-06

Trpv2

3.27640548

2.11458908

-0.6084491

2.14E-08

Lrrc4c

1.09179472

0.68126624

-0.6092496

0.00323554

Nol12

3.2593166

2.10183007

-0.6094646

6.11E-07

Gm11613

0.72525272

0.44059895

-0.6102773

0.00674735

Igf1r

1.61813307

1.0242565

-0.6118706

6.12E-05

Pik3ip1

0.64842529

0.38878758

-0.6146507

0.00245347

Itch

15.5823385

10.1400292

-0.6149209

3.33E-32

Gcn1l1

1.11021886

0.68956191

-0.6161437

0.00268597

Ufsp2

0.87708195

0.53686081

-0.6175015

0.00578463

D930015E06Rik

1.36064203

0.84937882

-0.6215469

0.00071396

Foxr1

1.30987839

0.81636915

-0.6215699

1.19E-05

Nup98

5.39863631

3.47387036

-0.6215866

5.27E-13

Lrrtm2

1.71057427

1.07630871

-0.6221806

9.65E-05

Rb1cc1

1.55346439

0.97414385

-0.6223048

0.00010884

Rdh12

1.08858918

0.6714686

-0.6235708

0.00047052

Colec12

0.5988857

0.35317348

-0.6249931

0.0032156

1500004A13Rik

4.13278436

2.6444707

-0.6250791

1.09E-10

C2cd3

2.66818083

1.69480695

-0.6251095

2.53E-08

Rif1

0.87725089

0.53322598

-0.6260085

0.00497669

Kcna1

2.81330689

1.78741588

-0.6262453

4.07E-07

P3h3

7.89178781

5.06453884

-0.6298787

6.79E-19

Ccdc86

0.89197522

0.54089896

-0.6302072

0.00229976

Olfr73

9.20346293

5.9091811

-0.6305994

6.26E-21

Mc1r

2.33232855

1.46922631

-0.6322847

2.44E-07

Mb21d1

0.89528945

0.54174395

-0.6331184

0.00146112

Hectd2

1.26932807

0.78225104

-0.634207

0.00020419

9330159M07Rik

0.85421289

0.5144966

-0.6349061

0.01259434

Swt1

2.8952118

1.82263838

-0.6395706

1.43E-07

Med21

0.59743844

0.34691058

-0.6420797

0.0046212

Adra1a

2.92929597

1.83810585

-0.6443352

8.87E-09

Oxsm

1.99853619

1.24129003

-0.6457621

2.02E-06

Phf14

1.31561232

0.80109581

-0.6516738

1.99E-05

Nras

1.4720308

0.90039525

-0.6520594

0.00065651

BC024386

8.22895992

5.20003437

-0.6521346

2.65E-20

Wdr34

0.86537013

0.51338725

-0.654284

0.00096121

A330044P14Rik

0.87029383

0.51599196

-0.6555102

0.00076162

Cul2

1.37814394

0.83688815

-0.657838

5.93E-05

Zcchc11

1.37733559

0.83622823

-0.6580654

0.00010322
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Prim2

0.82343646

0.48439925

-0.6600584

0.00500367

Ash2l

6.6318272

4.15226292

-0.6627673

3.85E-17

Magi3

0.75229571

0.4378854

-0.6640552

0.00702839

Plp1

12.8435546

8.05429189

-0.6666024

5.09E-33

Hus1

3.53655464

2.19019538

-0.6671016

4.62E-09

Rpl7l1

0.739326

0.42715156

-0.6710135

0.00495911

Pofut1

1.34030768

0.80284179

-0.6738319

2.27E-05

Mal

1.41791379

0.84980317

-0.6763894

6.60E-06

Asrgl1

0.88189283

0.51423001

-0.6767866

0.00288652

Nsmce3

0.70957695

0.40623045

-0.6773739

0.00244766

Gm13112

1.29015248

0.76892576

-0.6779383

6.22E-05

Dnajc12

5.96598

3.68749999

-0.6794949

5.38E-17

Runx1t1

0.94934321

0.55498627

-0.67995

0.00053522

Spata1

4.17476464

2.56355395

-0.6824925

1.53E-12

Slc22a15

3.10695684

1.89690725

-0.6834376

1.71E-09

Crtc3

1.91214142

1.15179564

-0.6847326

7.08E-06

Fxn

2.84179399

1.72665663

-0.6874908

1.14E-09

Trim43b

3.43472414

2.09351112

-0.6883556

1.51E-10

Trim30b

1.44718015

0.85670467

-0.6934956

3.13E-05

Rab33b

10.1331287

6.21659227

-0.6960289

3.63E-29

BC051077

15.1776968

9.26813957

-0.7055926

6.40E-43

Cacnb2

1.35158994

0.78959283

-0.7064169

0.00017678

BC026585

1.45227442

0.84544401

-0.7153197

3.54E-06

Fn1

0.77044162

0.4300984

-0.7154873

0.00280489

Exosc2

7.93607891

4.78944037

-0.7168224

6.98E-24

A830018L16Rik

0.60545328

0.3276928

-0.7219756

0.00028261

Olfr798

0.86587704

0.48311865

-0.7280501

0.00367701

Xcr1

0.56518457

0.30102372

-0.7300671

0.00618741

Mtus2

0.79720184

0.43994014

-0.7326331

0.0012194

Grm1

1.43317133

0.82112916

-0.7350436

4.12E-06

Platr9

2.25645669

1.31386881

-0.7369709

6.90E-09

Eci1

1.93072421

1.11836724

-0.7370453

1.84E-06

Ccdc63

0.87036303

0.481021

-0.7399343

0.00072965

Mns1

0.97986604

0.54535279

-0.7426924

0.00043675

Maoa

6.14568267

3.6320288

-0.7428992

3.51E-20

Lcp1

0.72946264

0.39525281

-0.7440118

0.00206822

Adtrp

2.48764924

1.44241937

-0.746447

6.90E-09

Zfp704

1.54134594

0.87645793

-0.7492495

2.75E-06

Anapc7

6.75042923

3.95950756

-0.7548897

4.08E-24
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Hsd3b2

8.94729429

5.25315301

-0.7570975

1.35E-29

Hint3

0.81793371

0.44280873

-0.7579461

6.34E-05

A330076H08Rik

1.31945131

0.73666088

-0.7626185

1.71E-06

Ckap2

4.38278947

2.54108385

-0.7632666

1.91E-14

Col19a1

1.16790403

0.64445924

-0.7681808

8.34E-05

Jpx

1.35064278

0.75131081

-0.7689344

9.76E-07

Snhg14

16.454553

9.61048947

-0.7696121

4.89E-54

Scn1a

1.45295746

0.80992978

-0.7711912

1.24E-05

Stx5a

0.70742131

0.37232156

-0.7735523

5.55E-05

Ccdc62

17.6117478

10.2556098

-0.7742941

3.55E-55

Aarsd1

0.67981128

0.35553103

-0.7755757

0.00136042

Apbb1ip

0.86294095

0.46213119

-0.7765405

0.00028851

Zfp65

1.17948654

0.6443107

-0.7815881

3.86E-05

Kmt5b

1.0215744

0.55203295

-0.7825085

0.00013271

Ccdc6

1.20473785

0.65644119

-0.7864601

6.34E-05

Cd300lf

0.89844698

0.47874825

-0.7867499

0.00010322

Gm26682

2.19569653

1.2271665

-0.7905826

6.97E-10

Frmpd3

0.74981396

0.39111531

-0.7910852

0.00068415

Nim1k

0.65462395

0.33573881

-0.7922943

0.0005348

4930447C04Rik

1.05707476

0.56600785

-0.796871

4.46E-06

Thumpd3

1.0061304

0.53528867

-0.8000373

1.43E-05

Ncam2

0.7986215

0.41608039

-0.8001178

0.00040835

Erich5

0.91244987

0.48137207

-0.8003168

7.93E-05

Dlgap5

1.56992368

0.85714351

-0.802975

1.02E-07

Hpgds

20.9458165

11.9082342

-0.8095095

6.73E-74

Irf9

2.43902776

1.3481857

-0.8100296

5.83E-09

Hspa12b

1.66567868

0.90490907

-0.8131579

4.69E-08

Iws1

1.91572046

1.04643419

-0.814142

1.05E-07

N4bp2l2

2.73128581

1.50972387

-0.8146442

2.09E-10

D3Ertd254e

3.64723547

2.02889365

-0.8157228

4.34E-15

Zc3hc1

20.8450746

11.7538165

-0.8212594

4.61E-77

2010109I03Rik

1.4593495

0.78244236

-0.8213704

1.11E-07

Gm43735

1.05087736

0.54905988

-0.8263106

2.39E-05

Dtnb

0.82918358

0.42036452

-0.8364411

6.34E-05

Ash1l

1.91194062

1.02536106

-0.8381998

4.19E-08

Ddc

1.13508213

0.58865459

-0.8427545

1.39E-06

Kcnk6

1.01328057

0.51824232

-0.8485729

1.96E-06

C920009B18Rik

2.33506154

1.22617944

-0.8766822

1.13E-10

Gm15396

2.40423939

1.25651259

-0.88447

1.87E-13
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Ccr5

1.17274433

0.58813805

-0.8871727

9.08E-08

Gm17615

0.90205728

0.44097493

-0.8893313

3.12E-05

Slc23a1

3.17712498

1.65430512

-0.901531

6.08E-15

D3Ertd751e

0.81630151

0.38828928

-0.9080863

2.12E-05

Rnpc3

0.96616538

0.46584034

-0.9139643

1.58E-06

Cdc37

5.36785657

2.79768988

-0.9160722

3.02E-26

Actl6a

0.67649218

0.31005519

-0.9211533

8.69E-05

Atp1a2

1.93137762

0.97123249

-0.9231868

6.89E-09

Grin2b

1.67852872

0.83436666

-0.9286236

2.58E-09

Gm12762

5.27219341

2.65395638

-0.9640055

2.41E-27

Kif18a

1.14379573

0.53548

-0.9688309

1.11E-07

Pycr2

6.78523622

3.40425273

-0.9743993

4.85E-34

Gm16685

0.71751376

0.31281743

-0.9857391

2.07E-05

Gm2155

1.52089326

0.70899627

-1.0025841

2.98E-09

Ttf1

29.9537549

14.8424591

-1.0081277

7.58E-155

Gm13056

2.03579743

0.95569742

-1.0165784

3.54E-12
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P13 Single Fiber EPSC Amplitudes, Maximal EPSC Amplitudes, Fiber Fractions, AMPAR/NMDAR Ratio

n
N (mice)
25%Q
median
75%Q
mean
SEM

Single Fiber EPSC (nA)
AMPAR
NMDAR
WT
KO
WT
KO
31
33
31
35
5
8
5
8
0
0
0.077
0.066
0.045
0.034
0.14
0.10
0.30
0.065
0.51
0.17
0.22
0.11
0.35
0.25
0.067
0.041
0.078
0.062

p
(Mann-Whitney,
WT vs. KO)

0.19

Maximal EPSC (nA)
AMPAR
NMDAR
WT
KO
WT
KO
24
30
24
30
5
8
5
8
1.2
0.87
2.2
1.7
1.6
1.6
3.3
2.4
3.0
2.5
4.3
3.5
2.3
1.9
3.4
3.0
0.37
0.25
0.31
0.35

0.16

0.33

Fiber Fraction
WT
48
5
0.020
0.050
0.17
0.11
0.019

0.16

KO
60
8
0.017
0.046
0.088
0.089
0.017

AMPAR/NMDAR
WT
24
5
0.35
0.58
0.87
0.70
0.11

0.41

KO
30
8
0.33
0.60
0.93
0.68
0.089
0.97

P13 Decay τ
AMPAR Fast
(ms)
WT
KO
18
11
4
5
1.2
1.1
1.7
1.5
2.1
2.4
1.7
1.9
0.13
0.34

n
N (mice)
25%Q
median
75%Q
mean
SEM
p
(Mann-Whitney,
WT vs. KO)

AMPAR Slow (ms)
WT
18
4
28
33
36
33
2.0

0.80

KO
11
5
29
36
43
38
3.6

NMDAR (ms)
WT
17
4
121
137
179
159
15

0.35

KO
12
5
108
129
257
175
30
0.84

P20 Single Fiber EPSC Amplitudes, Maximal EPSC Amplitudes, Fiber Fractions, AMPAR/NMDAR Ratio
Single Fiber EPSC (nA)
AMPAR
NMDAR
WT
KO
WT
KO
25
25
22
23
9
9
9
9
0.063
0.092
0.062
0.074
0.11
0.20
0.10
0.15
0.25
0.57
0.31
0.31
0.25
0.37
0.22
0.31
0.076
0.085
0.058
0.092

n
N (mice)
25%Q
median
75%Q
mean
SEM
p
(Mann-Whitney,
WT vs. KO)

0.12

0.32

Maximal EPSC (nA)
AMPAR
NMDAR
WT
KO
WT
KO
28
32
29
31
9
9
9
9
1.5
1.8
1.2
1.4
2.3
2.2
1.9
2.0
3.0
3.7
2.9
3.1
2.6
2.8
2.1
2.3
0.30
0.25
0.22
0.22
0.51

P20 Decay τ
AMPAR (ms)
WT
KO
28
30
9
9
2.3
2.7
3.0
3.4
4.0
4.8
3.2
4.1
0.21
0.45

NMDAR (ms)
WT
KO
27
29
9
9
108
95.7
127
112
142
129
128
115
5.1
4.6

n
N (mice)
25%Q
median
75%Q
mean
SEM
p
(Mann-Whitney,
0.22
0.066
WT vs. KO)
p (Kruskal-Wallis, Dunn’s, P27 vs. LDR)
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Fiber Fraction
WT
42
9
0.036
0.064
0.13
0.16
0.035

KO
42
9
0.035
0.091
0.23
0.15
0.023

0.41

0.55

WT
27
9
0.74
1.3
2.0
1.5
0.18

KO
29
9
0.89
1.2
1.5
1.4
0.13
0.90

P27 Decay τ

LDR Decay τ

NMDAR (ms)
WT
KO
33
40
15
14
86
83
94
92
106
102
97
94
2.9
2.4

NMDAR (ms)
WT
KO
24
27
9
6
91
78
102
89
117
97
113
93
7.4
4.9

0.59

0.00046
0.034

AMPAR/NMDAR

0.23

P27 Single Fiber EPSC Amplitudes, Maximal EPSC Amplitudes, Fiber Fractions, AMPAR/NMDAR Ratio
Single Fiber EPSC (nA)
AMPAR
NMDAR
WT
KO
WT
KO
40
39
39
36
15
14
15
14
0.082
0.061
0.063
0.068
0.32
0.20
0.24
0.17
0.99
0.67
0.62
0.59
0.63
0.54
0.42
0.46
0.12
0.12
0.075
0.097

n
N (mice)
25%Q
median
75%Q
mean
SEM

p
(Mann-Whitney,
WT vs. KO)

0.39

Maximal EPSC (nA)
AMPAR
NMDAR
WT
KO
WT
KO
39
45
42
45
15
14
15
14
1.8
2.0
1.1
1.4
2.5
2.7
1.5
1.9
4.1
3.9
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.2
2.2
2.5
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.28

0.95

0.71

Fiber Fraction
WT
58
15
0.091
0.18
0.27
0.20
0.019

0.18

AMPAR/NMDAR

KO
56
14
0.043
0.13
0.21
0.17
0.024

WT
29
15
1.1
1.5
2.2
1.7
0.13

0.045

KO
34
14
1.1
1.5
2.0
1.6
0.16
0.52

p (Kruskal-Wallis,
0.01

Dunn’s, P20 vs.
P27)*

0.91

0.15

0.68

0.22

0.33

0.77

0.89

0.0003

0.35

0.15

0.21

*This row indicates the p value of the comparison between the P27 value to the P20 value of the same genotype using a two-tailed Kruskal-Wallis test
and Dunn’s test of selected groups. For instance, the median AMPAR single fiber amplitude significantly increased in WT mice from P20 to P27 from
0.11 to 0.32 nA, p=0.01. However, the median AMPAR single fiber amplitude did not significantly increase in KO mice from P20 to P27, from 0.20 to
0.20 nA, p=0.91.

P27 Evoked Quantal Amplitudes

P27 Paired Pulse Ratio

Quantal Amplitude
WT
KO
2464 events
2473 events
4 cells/ 3 mice
4 cells/ 4 mice
12.4
14.4
16.3
18.7
23.1
24.8
19.4
21
0.21
0.21

n
N (mice)
25%Q
median
75%Q
mean
SEM
p
(Mann-Whitney,
WT vs. KO)

<0.0001

50 ms ISI
WT
KO
15 cells
15 cells
3 mice
3 mice
0.36
0.25
0.44
0.41
0.59
0.62
0.47
0.49
0.038
0.077
p
0.87
(K-W, Dunn’s,

100 ms ISI
WT
KO
15 cells
15 cells
3 mice
3 mice
0.42
0.34
0.52
0.44
0.65
0.65
0.52
0.49
0.036
0.044

250 ms ISI
WT
KO
15 cells
15 cells
3 mice
3 mice
0.53
0.46
0.66
0.58
0.72
0.73
0.63
0.77
0.039
0.075

500 ms ISI
WT
KO
15 cells
15 cells
3 mice
3 mice
0.65
0.63
0.69
0.70
0.74
0.89
0.68
0.78
0.021
0.056

0.75

0.16

0.66

WT vs. KO)

LDR Single Fiber EPSC Amplitudes, Maximal EPSC Amplitudes, Fiber Fractions, AMPAR/NMDAR Ratio
Single Fiber EPSC (nA)
AMPAR
NMDAR
WT
KO
WT
KO
30
36
29
34
9
6
9
6
0.051
0.055
0.073
0.070
0.33
0.14
0.22
0.17
0.59
1.2
0.53
0.59
0.46
0.61
0.36
0.40
0.10
0.15
0.078
0.087

n
N (mice)
25%Q
median
75%Q
mean
SEM
p

(Mann-Whitney, WT vs. KO)
p (Kruskal-Wallis,
0.43
Dunn’s, P27 NR
vs. LDR)*

0.85
0.78

Maximal EPSC (nA)
AMPAR
NMDAR
WT
KO
WT
KO
26
30
26
30
9
6
9
6
2.1
1.7
1.7
1.2
2.8
2.4
2.2
1.8
3.6
3.7
3.9
3.2
2.8
3.0
2.7
2.4
0.023
0.039
0.31
0.32

0.89
>0.99

0.76
0.96

0.92

Fiber Fraction
WT
48
9
0.046
0.10
0.23
0.19
0.032

0.29
0.42

0.047

KO
56
6
0.049
0.09
0.29
0.22
0.034

AMPAR/NMDAR
WT
24
9
0.82
1.1
1.5
1.2
0.10

0.75
0.76

0.049

KO
30
6
1.1
1.3
1.7
1.4
0.08
0.24

0.78

0.01

0.42

*This row indicates the p value of the comparison between the P27 Normally Reared (NR) value to the LDR value of the same genotype using a twotailed Kruskal-Wallis test and Dunn’s test of selected groups. For instance, the median AMPAR/NMDAR ratio significantly decreased in WT mice from
1.5 to 1.1 upon LDR, p=0.01. However, the median AMPAR/NMDAR ratio did not significantly change in KO mice upon LDR, from 1.5 to 1.3, p=0.42.
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Parameter

Age

Geno.

Cond.

n

N

mean

S.E.M.

Test

p, WT vs.
KO

p, P20 vs.
P27

p, NR vs.
LDR

Spine length

P27

WT

NR

193

4

2.268

0.1059

Kolmogorov-Smirnov

p < 0.0001

N/A

N/A

KO

NR

198

4

3.109

0.1194

Kolmogorov-Smirnov

p < 0.0001

N/A

N/A

WT

NR

180

4

0.6312

0.0137

Kolmogorov-Smirnov

p = 0.0026

N/A

N/A

KO

NR

183

4

0.5589

0.0150

Kolmogorov-Smirnov

p = 0.0026

N/A

N/A

WT

NR

35

4

0.4143

0.0221

Kolmogorov-Smirnov

p = 0.3817

N/A

N/A

KO

NR

31

4

0.4571

0.0219

Kolmogorov-Smirnov

p = 0.3817

N/A

N/A

WT

NR

35

4

0.1465

0.0119

Kolmogorov-Smirnov

p = 0.0693

N/A

N/A

KO

NR

31

4

0.0986

0.0092

Kolmogorov-Smirnov

p = 0.0693

N/A

N/A

WT

NR

35

4

0.1061

0.0072

Kolmogorov-Smirnov

p < 0.0001

N/A

N/A

KO

NR

31

4

0.0625

0.0075

Kolmogorov-Smirnov

p < 0.0001

N/A

N/A

WT

NR

35

4

0.1617

0.01349

Kolmogorov-Smirnov

p < 0.0001

N/A

N/A

KO

NR

31

4

0.3023

0.02248

Kolmogorov-Smirnov

p < 0.0001

N/A

N/A

WT

NR

229

5

1.758

0.0814

Kolmogorov-Smirnov

p < 0.0001

N/A

N/A

KO

NR

229

4

1.234

0.0641

Kolmogorov-Smirnov

p < 0.0001

N/A

N/A

WT

NR

63

5

0.2845

0.0130

Kolmogorov-Smirnov

p = 0.9501

N/A

N/A

KO

NR

62

4

0.2933

0.0136

p = 0.9501

N/A

N/A

WT

NR

80

4

0.0665

0.0096

p = 0.6141

p = 0.0043

N/A

KO

NR

120

6

0.07283

0.011

p = 0.6141

p = 0.3361

N/A

WT

NR

100

5

0.0246

0.0049

p = 0.0295

p = 0.0043

p = 0.0008

KO

NR

80

4

0.0560

0.0115

p = 0.0295

p = 0.3361

p = 0.7151

WT

LDR

80

4

0.0663

0.0056

p = 0.6384

N/A

p = 0.0008

KO

LDR

120

6

0.0611

0.0079

Kolmogorov-Smirnov
2-way ANOVA,
Bonferroni
2-way ANOVA,
Bonferroni
2-way ANOVA,
Bonferroni
2-way ANOVA,
Bonferroni
2-way ANOVA,
Bonferroni
2-way ANOVA,
Bonferroni

p = 0.6384

N/A

p = 0.7151

WT

NR

12

4

1.523

0.0863

Unpaired t-test

p = 0.0367

N/A

N/A

KO

NR

12

4

1.809

0.0948

Unpaired t-test

p = 0.0367

N/A

N/A

WT

NR

12

4

20.34

1.719

Unpaired t-test

p = 0.0025

N/A

N/A

KO

NR

12

4

27.8

1.3470

Unpaired t-test

p = 0.0025

N/A

N/A

Spine diameter

Spine density

Mushroom density

Stubby density

Thin/Filo. density

Bouton area

PSD length

Retinal PSDs

P27

P27

P27

P27

P27

P27

P27

P20

P27

P27

AT: colocalized
puncta

AT: % colocalized

P27

P27
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REAGENT or RESOURCE

SOURCE

IDENTIFIER

Rabbit anti-Fn14

produced in-house

Rabbit anti-Fn14

Cell Signaling Technology

Rabbit anti-GAPDH

Sigma-Aldrich

Rabbit anti-Fos

Santa Cruz

Mouse anti-SMI-32

Millipore

Rabbit anti-VGLUT1

Synaptic Systems

Guinea Pig anti-VGLUT2

Millipore

Rabbit anti-PSD-95

Cell Signaling Technology

Goat anti-guinea pig AlexaFluor 647

Molecular Probes

Goat anti-mouse AlexaFluor 488

Thermo Fisher

Goat anti-rabbit AlexaFluor 555

Thermo Fisher

Goat anti-rabbit complete IRDye 800CW

Li-Cor biosciences

Clone #1074; N/A
Cat #4403S;
RRID:AB_10693941
Cat #G9545;
RRID:AB_796208
Cat #sc-7202x;
RRID:AB_2106765
Cat #NE1023;
RRID:AB_2043449
Cat #135 303;
RRID:AB_887875
Cat #AB2251;
RRID:AB_2665454
Cat #3450;
RRID:AB_2292883
Cat #A-21450;
RRID:AB_141882
Cat #A-11001;
RRID:AB_2534069
Cat # A-21428;
RRID:AB_2535849
Cat #827-08365;
RRID:AB_10796098

Antibodies

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins
CGP 55845 hydrochloride

Tocris

Cat #1248

Cyanopindolol hemifurate
Cyclothiazide
DAPI Fluoromount-G
DPCPX
Glutaraldehyde, 25%
IGEPAL CA-630
LRWhite embedding medium
LY341495
Methoxyverapamil hydrochloride
NBQX Disodium salt
NuPAGE LDS Sample Buffer (4X)
OptiPrep Density Gradient (60% Iodixanol solution)

Tocris
Tocris
Southern Biotech
Tocris
Electron Microscopy Sciences
Sigma-Aldrich
Electron Microscopy Sciences
Tocris
Sigma-Aldrich
Tocris
Novex
Sigma-Aldrich

Paraformaldehyde, 16%

Electron Microscopy Sciences

Cat #0993
Cat #0713
Cat #0100-20
Cat #0439
Cat #16320
Cat #I8896
Cat #14381
Cat #1209
Cat #M5644
Cat #1044
Ref #NP0007
Cat #D1556
Cat #15710

Picrotoxin
Protein A dynabeads
(R)-CPP

Tocris
Life Technologies
Tocris

SlowFade Gold anti-fade with DAPI

Thermo Fisher

Strontium chloride hexahydrate
Sigma-Aldrich
TAAB resin
Canemco
Triton X-100
Sigma-Aldrich
Trizol
Life Technologies
Critical Commercial Assays
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Cat #1128
Cat #10002D
Cat #0247
Cat #S36938
Cat #255521
Cat #CE001-3
Cat #X100
Ref #15596026

FD Rapid Golgistain kit

FD NeuroTechnologies, Inc.

High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcriptase kit
Multiplex Oligos for Illumina
NEBNext rRNA depletion kit
PowerUp SYBR Green Master Mix

Life Technologies
New England Biolabs
New England Biolabs
Life Technologies

RNAscope Multiplexed Fluorescence Detection kit

ACDBio

RNeasy Micro Kit
Ultra Directional RNA Library Prep kit
Qubit dsDNA HS assay kit
High Sensitivity DNA Reagent kit

Qiagen
New England Biolabs
Thermo Fisher
Agilent Technologies
Deposited Data

Raw data from snRNAseq, stimulus
To be uploaded to GEO
Raw data from whole-tissue RNAseq, stimulus
To be uploaded to GEO
Raw data from whole-tissue RNAseq, development
To be uploaded to GEO
Raw data from whole-tissue RNAseq, Fn14 KO
To be uploaded to GEO
Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains
Mouse: C57BL/6J
Mouse: B6.Tnfrsf12a

tm1(KO)Biogen

The Jackson Laboratory
(Fn14 KO)
Jakubowski et al, 2005
Oligonucleotides

qPCR primer:
Origene
Tnfrsf12a (Fn14)(Forward):
GACCTCGACAAGTGCATGGACT
qPCR primer:
Origene
Tnfrsf12a (Fn14)(Reverse):
CGCCAAAACCAGGACCAGACTA
qPCR primer: Fos (Forward):
Spiegel et al, 2014
GGGAGGACCTTACCTGTTCG
qPCR primer: Fos (Reverse):
Spiegel et al, 2014
AGGCCAGATGTGGATGCTT
qPCR primer: FosB (Forward):
Spiegel et al, 2014
CGAGAAGAGACACTTACCCCA
qPCR primer: FosB (Reverse):
Spiegel et al, 2014
GTTTCCGCCTGAAGTCGATCT
qPCR primer: Npas4 (Forward):
Bloodgood et al, 2013
AGGGTTTGCTGATGAGTTGC
qPCR primer: Npas4
Bloodgood et al, 2013
(Reverse):CCCCTCCACTTCCATCTTC
qPCR primer: Gapdh (Forward):
Origene
GGGTGTGAACCACGAGAAATA
qPCR primer: Gapdh (Reverse):
Origene
CTGTGGTCATGAGCCCTTC
Software and Algorithms

Cat #PK401A
Cat #4368814
Cat #E7335L
Cat #E6310X
Cat #A25743
Cat #320850
Cat #74004
Cat #E7420L
Cat #Q32854
Cat #5067-4626
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
000664;
RRID:IMSR_JAX:0006
64
Biogen
Cat #: MP217753

Cat #: MP217753

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Cat #: MP205604
Cat #: MP205604

ImageJ

NIH

custom Python inDrops processing pipeline

Klein et al, 2015

Seurat R package
Monocle2

Satija et al, 2015
Qiu et al, 2017

https://fiji.sc/ or
https://imagej.nih.gov/ij
/
https://github.com/indro
ps/indrops
N/A
N/A

MAPtoFeatures

Gray et al, 2014

N/A
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edgeR

McCarthy et al, 2012

Prism

Graphpad

Neurolucida
Odyssey infrared imaging system

Microbrightfield
Li-Cor biosciences

Halo

Indica labs

Imaris
IgorPro
Clampfit
Excel

Bitplane
Wave-Metrics
Molecular Devices
Microsoft

version 3.14.0
version 7.0b;
RRID:SCR_002798
RRID:SCR_001775
version 3.0
Multiplex RNA FISH
module
ImarisColoc
Version 6.1.2.1
Version 10.7.0.3
2016 version

FISH probe: Aldh1l1, Channel 2
FISH probe: Aldoc, Channel 3
FISH probe: Cldn5, Channel 3
FISH probe: Cx3cr1, Channel 2
FISH probe: Fos, Channel 1
FISH probe: Gad1, Channel 2
FISH probe: Gad2, Channel 2

ACDBio
ACDBio
ACDBio
ACDBio
ACDBio
ACDBio
ACDBio

Cat #405891-C2
Cat #429531-C3
Cat #491611-C3
Cat #314221-C2
Cat #316921
Cat #400951-C2
Cat #415071-C2

FISH probe: Mbp, Channel 2
FISH probe: Npas4, Channel 3
FISH probe: Olig1, Channel 3
FISH probe: P2ry12, Channel 2
FISH probe: Pecam, Channel 2
FISH probe: Tnfrsf12a (Fn14), Channel 1
FISH probe: Vglut1, Channel 2
FISH probe: Vglut2, Channel 2

ACDBio
ACDBio
ACDBio
ACDBio
ACDBio
ACDBio
ACDBio
ACDBio

Cat #451491-C2
Cat #423431-C3
Cat #480651-C3
Cat #317601-C2
Cat #316721-C2
Cat #429311
Cat #416631-C2
Cat #319171-C2

Other
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Gene name
Decreased in KO
Cnp
Gjb1
Il12rb1
Vipr2
Ar
2810468N07Rik
Tmem88b
Clmn
Ntsr2
Prkcd
Adra1d
Gpr37l1
A230001M10Rik
Ugt8a
Plekhb1
9630013A20Rik
Plxnb3
Gjc3
S100b
Pdlim2
Cryab
C4b
Bfsp2
Fam107a
Grin2c
Bcas1
Trf
Pcp4l1
Lgi3
Aspa
Endou
Hapln4
Gsn
Hapln2
Kcnj16
Napepld
Hrh3

Log2 fold change

FDR

2.533759781
2.493490996
2.486587026
2.438941231
2.416619322
2.414980362
2.407016632
2.365707599
2.354617651
2.340772026
2.339882965
2.339749944
2.33743236
2.319312233
2.319302742
2.318470827
2.311626206
2.309626147
2.305596407
2.303666943
2.302981491
2.300643477
2.29863505
2.297341113
2.289327405
2.282785322
2.270048414
2.265988738
2.260739927
2.259840992
2.255604596
2.25294844
2.252017782
2.249102171
2.241214087
2.237113714
2.217499692

0.008783626
0.009308777
0.009902184
0.012150423
0.009902184
0.007879882
0.015329455
0.015329455
0.015851454
0.017445875
0.017445875
0.017445875
0.017445875
0.017929091
0.017445875
0.005080386
0.017929091
0.017929091
0.017445875
0.017445875
0.017929091
0.009171532
0.017445875
0.017929091
0.019114071
0.019237232
0.019577812
0.019216602
0.0198964
0.019912097
0.019912097
0.019420513
0.019912097
0.020075061
0.002896972
0.017445875
0.017929091
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Kcnj10
Slc24a2
Mctp2
Lcat
Tnfaip6
Gpd1
Gm98
Ramp3
Itih3
Sec14l5
Tspan2
Car7
Scn2b
Gm10863
Clec5a
Mrvi1
Mog
Tmem63a
5430435G22Rik
Tnnt1
Plxdc1
Sdc4
Pparg
Sept4
Lynx1
Gjc2
Pllp
Fam176a
Arid5a
Plekhf1
Hhatl
S1pr5
Csrp1
Gjb6
Slco1a4
Galnt6
Plekhh1
Nipal4
Scn1b

2.213230849
2.21149554
2.21133118
2.199310363
2.198280603
2.194814271
2.193588656
2.192011721
2.190490648
2.18954988
2.188839472
2.185805553
2.178662213
2.176253668
2.17174648
2.164669948
2.161359719
2.160308475
2.159334708
2.15573647
2.152146178
2.148198648
2.147244013
2.144290517
2.138430113
2.137358067
2.136032776
2.133534009
2.130139152
2.127187778
2.120418405
2.116280312
2.113853922
2.113336951
2.104160244
2.098714998
2.098432662
2.091492076
2.086878909
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0.019903416
0.021121507
0.02130025
0.017445875
0.019577812
0.019477825
0.02130025
0.020075061
0.017929091
0.02298132
0.02130025
0.02298132
0.020075061
0.021814524
0.00689484
0.023631331
0.02298132
0.023794183
0.02298132
0.024169412
0.021121507
0.017929091
0.017929091
0.02298132
0.023794183
0.025459084
0.024519318
0.025459084
0.019237232
0.025998117
0.025083434
0.024213763
0.021404635
0.025998117
0.02298132
0.02623519
0.019912097
0.029528181
0.02623519

Slc39a12
Lgi4
Rgs4
Ngf
Kcnc2
Pla2g16
Kcna1
Coro6
Gfap
Gprc5b
Plekhg1
Hr
Tmod1
Dbp
Rasd1
Nkx2-2as
Ppp1r3g
Sgpp2
Cyp4f14
Car4
Eps8l2
Elovl7
Synj2
Atp2a1
Prom2
Zfp365
Il1rap
Klf9
Krt12
Phkg1
Klhdc7a
Cnksr3
Fn3k
Ildr2
B230206H07Rik
Prr5l
Il15ra
Ppp1r14a
Mgp

2.083934495
2.076943338
2.069689557
2.063938267
2.063742504
2.057966995
2.055211004
2.053438218
2.045550636
2.044844229
2.044808367
2.044283759
2.038687911
2.03788389
2.037599459
2.036842938
2.032455345
2.028310167
2.027784346
2.01918425
2.018704138
2.008364761
2.008186435
2.004085259
2.001563553
1.997079662
1.995394097
1.994001522
1.990762169
1.986520843
1.984976559
1.978145339
1.964863027
1.958361317
1.956647277
1.954750066
1.952184544
1.950231048
1.94591687
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0.020075061
0.02623519
0.02298132
0.029691582
0.025398614
0.024213763
0.033056833
0.029691582
0.017445875
0.025459084
0.029691582
0.025459084
0.026310871
0.020075061
0.034874023
0.023631331
0.035562665
0.02298132
0.033056833
0.034868937
0.035562665
0.026167748
0.033056833
0.037044137
0.029528181
0.025459084
0.029691582
0.033168245
0.040597574
0.009639219
0.035562665
0.037044137
0.029691582
0.023020671
0.046100635
0.02130025
0.009289254
0.046782026
0.02298132

Cdh19
Tppp
Ptpn4
Abhd3
C230081A13Rik
Fstl4
Nefh
C030030A07Rik
Map6d1
Rasgrf1
Kcnj9
Mtap7
Gpr101
Prkcc
Acot11
Gamt
Cmtm5
Arsj
Gpr37
Tanc1
Vamp1
Sparcl1
Adssl1
Prkg2
Kcnab2
Plekhg3
Lonrf3
Fgf1
Pkp2
Relt
Trnp1
Selplg
Gm14169
Agmo
Usp2
Bhlhe40
Map3k5
S100a1
Cited1

1.944155974
1.942789647
1.942047395
1.940977609
1.935102688
1.934575295
1.927850351
1.922962474
1.919409525
1.914275349
1.908332034
1.905630633
1.90508507
1.903567728
1.900802311
1.895169394
1.892380418
1.892339222
1.891829656
1.889997544
1.882620851
1.881008471
1.871441787
1.86517155
1.861598612
1.853643371
1.843305664
1.842945007
1.839481724
1.838401845
1.835756536
1.8277222
1.814090334
1.811883644
1.801119099
1.777189595
1.7498843
1.739549838
1.736806564
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0.046782026
0.032204757
0.033056833
0.029691582
0.03790072
0.017445875
0.042486488
0.046782026
0.040343751
0.027142853
0.037483567
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0.03676772
0.029691582
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0.044058627
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0.033168245
0.044058627
0.047245668
0.029691582
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0.042486488
0.042993825
0.04559603
0.037044137
0.041379163
0.040888386
0.042794379
0.044380023
0.046782026
0.024213763
0.033056833
0.025667412
0.029528181
0.042722734
0.034325807
0.005080386

Sh3tc2
Fbxo2
Atp13a4
Per3
Rhog
Scrn3
Aqp4
Trim17
Gm19461
Vgll3
Mt1
Slc14a1
Plekha2
Mt3
Myh11
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Dnaja4
Atp10a
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Kctd16
Tsc22d4
Ccr5
Rnf128
AW046200
4933405O20Rik
2900055J20Rik
Alox5
Tagln
Rassf10
1700019E19Rik
2700046G09Rik
Dmpk
Increased in KO
Pou4f1
Robo3
Cytip
Gm16551
Ptprq
Dbx1

1.72233056
1.692978182
1.689587497
1.681334794
1.664108242
1.660486023
1.649950976
1.638025897
1.636962343
1.631694918
1.622799012
1.61222887
1.609060537
1.601673875
1.49944507
1.495824748
1.478420766
1.471430096
1.442105735
1.427066358
1.407195782
1.38229141
1.302780284
1.293960976
1.268177611
1.255161928
1.244179478
0.894857686
0.84140939
0.81831568
0.789655154
0.773101788

0.025459084
0.033056833
0.040885123
0.026538198
0.042722734
0.042486488
0.044635641
0.046782026
0.024519318
0.001578974
0.035562665
0.038836056
0.037156909
0.02298132
0.02623519
0.025398614
0.02623519
0.029691582
0.032728985
0.042773495
0.031964228
0.035562665
0.038226043
0.037044137
0.026538198
0.036714077
0.042486488
0.009971603
0.046782026
0.02298132
0.035562665
0.04144821

-5.389758928
-2.825973909
-2.667888554
-2.60238677
-2.569339158
-2.133886429

5.14E-26
0.000194769
0.004613698
0.001749811
0.001660228
0.025459084
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Onecut1
Nhlh1
Neurod4
D130009I18Rik
3110047P20Rik
Ccdc109b
Wif1
Rspo3
Fibcd1
Dsc3
Cbln1
Moxd1
Mme
Sostdc1
Neurod1
Cenpw
Mdfi
Fam38b
Plxna2
Cdca7l
Foxp1
Pou3f1
2700023E23Rik
2900092D14Rik
Klhl29
1500015A07Rik
Adamts3
Dusp4
Chmp1a

-2.095940038
-2.086938781
-2.051256546
-2.016938581
-1.909026903
-1.905154777
-1.834114156
-1.808301412
-1.804877379
-1.801261788
-1.76184067
-1.725414786
-1.58105145
-1.567353928
-1.544227293
-1.44117625
-1.230809137
-1.189862237
-1.170946266
-1.079557833
-1.061364724
-1.012307081
-0.936939179
-0.934255347
-0.871113497
-0.763711479
-0.747699169
-0.446962932
-0.293826653
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0.009639219
0.025998117
0.028839402
0.035562665
0.029691582
0.002168636
0.02425638
0.040888386
2.83E-05
0.033056833
0.025459084
0.019477825
2.42E-07
0.046782026
0.035562665
0.037044137
0.025459084
0.046782026
0.035562665
0.037044137
0.023631331
0.019912097
0.040343751
0.017929091
0.02298132
0.033056833
0.046782026
0.033056833
0.02623519
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SUMMARY

The nervous system adapts to experience by
inducing a transcriptional program that controls
important aspects of synaptic plasticity. Although
the molecular mechanisms of experience-dependent
plasticity are well characterized in excitatory neurons, the mechanisms that regulate this process in
inhibitory neurons are only poorly understood.
Here, we describe a transcriptional program that is
induced by neuronal activity in inhibitory neurons.
We find that, while neuronal activity induces expression of early-response transcription factors such as
Npas4 in both excitatory and inhibitory neurons,
Npas4 activates distinct programs of late-response
genes in inhibitory and excitatory neurons. These
late-response genes differentially regulate synaptic
input to these two types of neurons, promoting
inhibition onto excitatory neurons while inducing
excitation onto inhibitory neurons. These findings
suggest that the functional outcomes of activityinduced transcriptional responses are adapted in a
cell-type-specific manner to achieve a circuit-wide
homeostatic response.
INTRODUCTION
Experience-dependent synaptic plasticity underlies multiple
aspects of learning and memory and is important early in life
during critical periods when sensory experience is necessary
for the development of cortical circuits (Hensch, 2005; Wiesel
and Hubel, 1963). Research over several decades has revealed
that physical changes at synapses that form on excitatory and
inhibitory neurons are important for the nervous system’s adaptive responses to sensory input. Though specific molecular
mechanisms by which neuronal activity modifies synapses on
excitatory neurons have been identified, it remains to be determined how synapses on cortical inhibitory neurons adapt to
changing levels of neuronal activity. Because inhibition is criti1216 Cell 157, 1216–1229, May 22, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.

cally important for experience-dependent plasticity and normal
cognitive function (Lewis et al., 2005), identifying these molecular
mechanisms in inhibitory neurons is key to understanding how
cortical circuits respond to sensory input.
Inhibitory neurons regulate cortical function by controlling action potential generation, preventing runaway excitation, sharpening excitatory neuron tuning, and entraining oscillatory firing
of cohorts of excitatory neurons (Isaacson and Scanziani,
2011; Somogyi and Klausberger, 2005). Subtypes of inhibitory
neurons differ from each other with respect to their developmental lineage, morphology, gene expression program, electrophysiological properties, and postsynaptic targets (Markram
et al., 2004). Despite this diversity, inhibitory neurons can be
broadly grouped into three nonoverlapping functionally distinct
subtypes based on whether they express somatostatin (SST),
parvalbumin (PV), or the 5HT3a receptor (Rudy et al., 2011).
A variety of cellular mechanisms have been identified that
mediate the response of inhibitory neurons to sensory input;
for instance, sensory experience promotes the maturation of
inhibitory neurons by increasing their membrane excitability
during brain development and by promoting the growth of dendritic and axonal arbors (Chattopadhyaya et al., 2004; Chen
et al., 2011; Okaty et al., 2009). Excitatory synaptic inputs
to inhibitory neurons also undergo changes in response to activity, including short- and long-lasting plasticity (Kullmann
et al., 2012). Despite this increased understanding of the cellular
basis of inhibitory neuron plasticity, the molecular mechanisms
by which neuronal activity affects the development and plasticity of excitatory synapses onto inhibitory neurons are poorly
characterized.
Studies of excitatory neurons have revealed that neuronal
activity regulates synapse development and function through
several distinct mechanisms, including the transcriptional induction of regulators of synaptic function (Flavell and Greenberg,
2008). Upon membrane depolarization, calcium enters neurons
through NMDA receptors and L-type calcium channels and initiates a signaling cascade that activates pre-existing transcription
factors. These factors then induce the transcription of earlyresponse genes, which are enriched for additional transcription
factors (e.g., Fos, Npas4, Zif268) that subsequently promote
the transcription of late-response genes. These late-induced

genes include regulators of synaptic connectivity that act locally
at synaptic sites (e.g., Bdnf, Cpg15/Nrn1, Homer1). In excitatory
neurons, this gene network functions to promote neuronal survival and dendritic morphogenesis, as well as to restrict the number of excitatory synapses and increase the number of inhibitory
synapses that form on excitatory neurons (Bloodgood et al.,
2013; Hong et al., 2008; Lin et al., 2008).
Npas4 is an early-response transcription factor that is enriched in the brain and induced in excitatory neurons specifically
upon calcium influx and that has been suggested to regulate
excitatory-inhibitory balance within neural circuits (Bloodgood
et al., 2013; Coutellier et al., 2012). Npas4 deletion leads to an
impairment of several forms of neuronal plasticity, suggesting
that expression of Npas4 is necessary for the nervous system
to adapt to sensory input (Maya-Vetencourt et al., 2012; Ploski
et al., 2011; Ramamoorthi et al., 2011).
We show here that neuronal activity induces a distinct Npas4dependent gene program in inhibitory neurons that functions
to promote the development of excitatory synapses on SSTpositive inhibitory neurons. Though neuronal activity induces
the same early-response transcription factors such as Npas4
in both excitatory and inhibitory neurons, it induces distinct
but overlapping sets of late-response genes in these two types
of neurons. This allows the synapses that form on inhibitory and
excitatory neurons to be modified by neuronal activity in a
manner specific to their function within a circuit. In excitatory
neurons, Npas4 activates transcription of Bdnf, thereby promoting an increased number of inhibitory synapses on excitatory
neurons. In SST neurons, Npas4 regulates a distinct set of
target genes that serve to increase excitatory input onto SST
neurons, likely resulting in enhanced feedback inhibition within
cortical circuits. Thus, the same activity-regulated transcription
factor, by controlling distinct networks of genes, differentially
regulates synaptic input to excitatory and inhibitory neurons,
thereby facilitating appropriate circuit responses to sensory
experience.
RESULTS
To study activity-dependent gene expression in inhibitory neurons, we prepared neuronal cultures highly enriched for these
neurons by taking advantage of the fact that, early in their development, inhibitory neurons are localized to specialized regions
of the embryonic brain, the ganglionic eminences, that are
devoid of excitatory neurons (Wonders and Anderson, 2006).
We dissected the medial ganglionic eminence (MGE) at embryonic day 14 (E14), dissociated the tissue, and maintained the
resulting cells in vitro for 10 days (Figure 1A). We find by immunostaining, western blot, quantitative RT-PCR (qPCR), and
microarray analysis (see below) that MGE cultures are highly
enriched for the inhibitory markers Gad65/67 (Figures 1B–1D
and S1A and S1G). Conversely, MGE cultures are almost
completely devoid of markers of excitatory neurons such as
Vglut1 (Slc17a7) and Tbr1 and of glia-specific GFAP (Figures
1D, S1A, S1C, and S1G). Moreover, by immunostaining with antibodies directed against markers of various inhibitory neuron
subtypes, we find that MGE cultures contain a variety of inhibitory neuron subtypes that match the subtypes found in the

MGE in vivo (Figure S1C; Markram et al., 2004). Finally, using
double immunolabeling for pre- and postsynaptic marker proteins (Figure S1D) and electrophysiological recordings of miniature synaptic currents (data not shown), we detect a large
number of inhibitory synapses but very few excitatory synapses
in MGE cultures. For the purpose of comparison, we also prepared cultures that are devoid of inhibitory neurons by dissecting and dissociating the mouse cortex at E14, a time during
brain development before most inhibitory neurons have
migrated to the cortex (named from here on CTX cultures; Figure 1A). DIV10 CTX cultures are almost completely devoid of
Gad65/67-positive neurons, and they contain substantially
more Vglut1 (Slc17a7) mRNA than MGE cultures (Figures 1B–
1D and S1G). Thus, MGE and CTX cultures are highly enriched
for inhibitory and excitatory neurons, respectively, and as such
should be useful for examining how neuronal activity affects
gene expression in these two subsets of neurons.
Activity-Induced Gene Expression in Inhibitory Neurons
To identify the activity-dependent gene program in inhibitory
neurons, MGE cultures were incubated with TTX and AP-5 to
block sodium channels and NMDA receptors, respectively, and
were then exposed to elevated levels of potassium chloride
(55 mM KCl) to induce membrane depolarization and calcium
influx. RNA was purified from samples after 0, 1, and 6 hr of
stimulation, and microarray analysis was performed. We also
performed a similar depolarization experiment using CTX
cultures so that we could compare the activity-dependent
gene program induced in those two neuronal subpopulations.
In MGE cultures, almost all of the probe sets maximally
induced after 1 hr of membrane depolarization (26 out of 28)
were also induced in CTX cultures 1 hr after depolarization,
indicating that the early transcriptional response to membrane
depolarization is very similar in MGE and CTX cultures (Figures
1E and 1F). As in excitatory neurons, the set of early-response
genes in MGE cultures is significantly enriched for transcriptional regulators (Gene Ontology term ‘‘Transcription Regulator
Activity’’; p = 2.7 3 10 4). Strikingly, 11 of the 12 transcriptional regulators acutely induced by neuronal activity in MGEderived cultures are also induced in excitatory neurons and
include immediate-early genes such as Fos, FosB, Egr1-3,
Nr4a1, and Npas4 that are known to robustly respond to
neuronal activity and to mediate important neuronal functions
(Table S3; Flavell and Greenberg, 2008). Thus, despite the
opposing functions of excitatory and inhibitory neurons within
a neural circuit, neuronal activity induces a common earlyresponse gene program in excitatory and inhibitory neurons
that is enriched for transcriptional activators (Figures 1E, 1F,
and S1B).
We next asked whether the shared early-response transcription factors induced in both excitatory and inhibitory neurons
regulate the same set of late-response genes or whether they
regulate cell-type-specific sets of late-response genes that
might mediate the response of specific neuronal subtypes to
sensory input. To this end, we identified probe sets maximally
induced 6 hr after membrane depolarization in MGE and CTX
cultures and found a large number of late-induced probe sets
in both cultures (MGE, 438 probe sets; CTX, 808 probe sets).
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Figure 1. Activity-Induced Transcription in Inhibitory Neurons
(A–D) Separate dissection of the E14 medial ganglionic eminence and cortex yields cultures highly enriched for either inhibitory (MGE) or excitatory (CTX) neurons.
(A) Schematic coronal cross-section of the E14 mouse brain and the regions dissected to prepare MGE and CTX cultures.
(B) DIV10 MGE and CTX cultures immunostained for Gad65/67 (red, inhibitory neuron marker) and Tuj-1 (green, pan-neuronal marker) (DAPI, blue; scale bar,
50 mm).
(C) Quantification of Tuj-1-positive neurons that stain positive for Gad65/67 in MGE or CTX cultures.
(D) qPCR analysis for Gad67 (Gad1) and Vglut1 (Slc17a7) in DIV10 MGE (blue) and CTX (red) cultures. Data are represented as mean ± SEM of three bioreps.
(E–G) Genome-wide analysis of the gene program induced by neuronal activity in inhibitory and excitatory neurons: shared early-induced genes and cell-typespecific late-induced genes.
(E) Heatmaps showing results of the microarray analysis of membrane-depolarized MGE or CTX cultures. Displayed are all probe sets changing by 2-fold or more
in at least one condition; each horizontal line represents the fold changes of one probe set.
(F) Venn diagrams displaying the number of probe sets induced after 1 or 6 hr of membrane depolarization specifically in MGE cultures (blue), specifically in CTX
cultures (red), or commonly in both types of cultures (purple).
(G) qPCR analysis for Npas4 and Bdnf in DIV10 MGE (blue) and CTX cultures (red) after 0, 1, or 6 hr of membrane depolarization. Data are represented as mean ±
SEM of three bioreps.
See also Figure S1.
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However, only 25% of these probe sets (230 out of 1025) are
induced in both MGE and CTX cultures, indicating that neuronal
activity induces distinct sets of late-response genes in excitatory
and inhibitory neurons (Figures 1E and 1F). These findings were
corroborated by high-throughput sequencing of MGE cultures
(RNA-seq) and qPCR experiments (Figures 1G and S1F). Stimulation of MGE and CTX cultures with glutamate confirmed that
common sets of early-response genes and distinct sets of lateresponse genes are activated by multiple activity paradigms
in vitro (Figure S1E). Taken together, these analyses indicate
that inhibitory and excitatory neurons share a common set of
rapidly induced transcription factors that likely regulate distinct
sets of late-response genes.
To determine whether neuronal activity driven by sensory
experience in vivo also induces shared early-response genes
and distinct sets of late-response genes in inhibitory and excitatory neurons, we generated mice heterozygous for alleles of
either Emx1-Cre (expressed specifically in excitatory neurons)
or Gad2-Cre (expressed specifically in inhibitory neurons)
harboring the Rpl22-HA (RiboTag) allele, which expresses an
HA-tagged ribosomal subunit specifically in Cre-expressing
neurons (Sanz et al., 2009). The resulting animals permit the
immunopurification of ribosomally associated RNAs selectively
from either excitatory or inhibitory neurons using anti-HA
antibodies. qPCR analysis of cell-type-specific marker genes
showed that samples immunopurified from Emx1-Cre mice
were highly enriched for Tbr1 and Vglut1 (Slc17a7) mRNA,
whereas samples from Gad2-Cre mice were highly enriched
for Gad65 (Gad2) and Gad67 (Gad1) mRNA (Figure 2A).
With this approach, we examined the cell-type-specific regulation of selected activity-responsive genes in vivo. RiboTag
animals maintained in the dark were exposed to light for 0, 1,
3, or 7.5 hr, their visual cortices dissected, and ribosomal-associated RNA immunopurified from either excitatory or inhibitory
neurons. qPCR analysis of the resulting immunoprecipitates
confirms the induction of a common set of early-response factors, including Egr1, Fos, FosB, and Npas4 in both inhibitory
and excitatory neurons (Figure 2B). Although a subset of lateresponse genes shared between excitatory and inhibitory cell
types is apparent (e.g., Fosl2, Gpr3, Rgs2, and Vgf), we also
observe cell-type-specific regulation of late-response genes
that recapitulated the expression patterns observed in vitro,
including late-response genes specific to either inhibitory (e.g.,
E530001K10RIK, Igf1, Pnoc, Pthlh) or excitatory (e.g., Adcyap1,
Bdnf, Nrn1, and Ptgs2) neurons (Figures 2C–2E). Taken together,
these experiments demonstrate that sensory experience induces shared sets of early-response genes and distinct but overlapping sets of late-response genes in excitatory and inhibitory
neurons in vivo in an intact neural circuit. Furthermore, these
in vivo experiments confirm that MGE and CTX cultures are a
useful paradigm for studying the cell-type-specific molecular
events that occur in response to neuronal activity in inhibitory
and excitatory neurons.
Npas4 Is Induced by Neuronal Activity across Inhibitory
Neuron Subtypes
Rather than focus on a single late-response gene induced
selectively in MGE cultures, to assess the general function of

the activity-dependent gene program in inhibitory neurons, we
investigated the function of a shared early-response transcription factor, Npas4. Because Npas4 promotes inhibitory synapse
development on excitatory neurons by activating Bdnf but Bdnf
is not expressed in inhibitory neurons in vitro or in vivo, we hypothesized that Npas4 induces distinct sets of late-response
genes in excitatory or inhibitory neurons, thereby mediating
cell-type-specific responses that are tuned to the function of
a neuron within a circuit. By identifying the specific function of
Npas4 and its transcriptional targets in inhibitory neurons, we
might characterize the molecular response of inhibitory neurons
to activity.
We first asked which inhibitory neuron subtypes express
Npas4 in vitro in response to membrane depolarization and
in vivo in response to sensory stimulation. We membrane depolarized E16.5 mixed cortical cultures and immunostained for
Npas4 and marker proteins that are selectively expressed in
distinct inhibitory neuron subtypes. Upon membrane depolarization, each of the inhibitory neuron subtypes examined expresses
Npas4 (Figures S2A and S2B). To assess Npas4 expression
in vivo, we generated mice in which genetically defined subtypes
of inhibitory neurons were fluorescently labeled. These mice
were dark housed for several days and perfused either without
having been exposed to light (dark housed) or after 2.5 hr of light
exposure (light exposed). We immunolabeled brain sections with
anti-Npas4 antibodies and quantified the percentage of each
inhibitory neuron subtype that stained positive for Npas4. No
Npas4-positive inhibitory neurons were observed in the visual
cortex of dark-housed mice; however, upon light exposure, we
find induction of Npas4 expression in all inhibitory neuron types
analyzed (e.g., Dlx5/6, PV, SST, VIP) (Figure 2F). Consistent with
our in vitro results, Npas4 is expressed in SST- and VIP-positive
neurons and in a smaller fraction of PV-positive neurons (Figure 2G). This pattern of Npas4 induction is also observed when
subtypes of inhibitory neurons were identified using antibodies
that recognize proteins that are selectively expressed in specific
inhibitory neuron subtypes (Figure S2C). Taken together, these
data demonstrate that Npas4 is induced in multiple inhibitory
neuron subtypes in vitro upon membrane depolarization and
in vivo after sensory stimulation.
Npas4 Regulates the Development of Excitatory
Synapses onto SST Neurons
To investigate the function of Npas4 in inhibitory neurons, we
focused on SST-expressing neurons because Npas4 is highly
induced in these neurons and because SST neurons mediate
feedback inhibition to pyramidal neuron dendrites (Silberberg
and Markram, 2007). Because SST neurons receive local excitatory input and form dense networks of inhibitory synapses
onto nearby pyramidal neurons (Fino and Yuste, 2011), we hypothesized that they are optimally situated within a cortical circuit
to utilize activity-induced transcriptional pathways to read out
local levels of activity and mount a homeostatic response. To
test this idea, we selectively removed Npas4 from SST neurons
and prepared dissociated E16.5 mixed cortical cultures from embryos heterozygous for an allele expressing Cre recombinase under the control of the endogenous Somatostatin locus (SST-Cre)
and an allele harboring a Cre-dependent tdTomato fluorescent
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Figure 2. Experience-Dependent Gene Induction in Inhibitory Neurons In Vivo
(A–E) Sensory experience induces shared sets of early-response transcription factors and distinct sets of late-response effector genes in inhibitory and excitatory
neurons in vivo. Normalized expression of ribosome-associated RNA purified from the visual cortex of Emx1-Cre-expressing (red) or Gad2-Cre-expressing (blue)
neurons in dark-housed mice (0 hr) and after light exposure (1, 3, 7.5 hr). Data are represented as mean + SEM of three bioreps.
(A) Cell-type-specific marker genes.
(B) Early-response genes predicted by in vitro experiments to be induced in both excitatory and inhibitory neurons.
(C–E) Late-response genes predicted by in vitro experiments to be induced in (C) both excitatory and inhibitory neurons, (D) only in excitatory neurons, and (E) only
in inhibitory neurons.
(F and G) Npas4 is induced by sensory experience in multiple inhibitory neuron subtypes.
(F) Immunostaining of visual cortices of mice dark housed and light exposed for 2.5 hr. Inhibitory neuron subtypes are labeled by Cre-dependent expression of
tdTomato (red, driven by Dlx5/6-Cre, PV-Cre, SST-Cre, or VIP-Cre) and with antibodies against Npas4 (green) (coronal sections; scale bar, 5 mm).
(G) Quantification of (F). Data are represented as mean + SEM of three bioreps.
See also Figure S2.
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A

B

Figure 3. Npas4 Regulates Excitatory,
but Not Inhibitory, Synapse Number in SST
Neurons

Synapse assays in E16.5 mixed cortical cultures immunostained for pairs of pre- and
postsynaptic markers. Synapse density was
determined by quantifying colocalized puncta of
pre- and postsynaptic markers that overlap
with either tdTomato-positive (A–D) or GFPpositive (E–H) SST neuron dendrites (A and C:
C
D
arrowheads indicate synapses; scale bars,
5 mm). Data were normalized to the mean synapse density in each control condition; data
represent the mean + SEM of three bioreps;
*p < 0.05.
(A–D) cKO of Npas4 in SST neurons reduces the
number of excitatory, but not inhibitory,
synapses formed onto Npas4 cKO SST neurons.
Cultures were prepared from littermate Npas4
WT or cKO embryos that are heterozygous for
E
F
G
H
alleles of SST-Cre and Cre-inducible tdTomato.
(A) Inhibitory synapse markers GABAAR b2/3
(green) + Gad65 (blue) and (B) Vgat and
GABAARg2, (C) excitatory synapse markers
PSD-95 (green) + Synapsin-1 (blue), and (D)
Vglut1 + GluA1.
(E–H) Overexpression of Npas4 in SST neurons
increases the number of excitatory, but not
inhibitory, synapses formed onto SST neurons.
Cultures were prepared from SST-Cre embryos,
infected at DIV4 with lentiviral constructs driving
in a Cre-dependent manner the expression of Npas4 and GFP (OE) or only GFP (C) and maintained until DIV8. (E) Excitatory synapse markers PSD-95 +
Synapsin-1 and (F) Vglut1 + GluA1 and (G) inhibitory synapse markers Vgat + GABAARg2 and (H) GABAARb2/3 + Gad65.
See also Figure S3.

reporter. These embryos were homozygous for either a wild-type
allele of Npas4 (WT) or an Npas4 allele flanked by LoxP sites, allowing for Cre-dependent Npas4 deletion (cKO) (Lin et al., 2008).
SST-Cre functions effectively in SST-expressing neurons, as
most tdTomato-positive neurons were also positive for staining
with anti-Somatostatin antibodies (Figure S3A). Furthermore,
SST-Cre efficiently excised the floxed Npas4 allele, as KClinduced Npas4 expression in tdTomato-labeled SST neurons is
abolished in cKO cultures (Figure S3B).
To assess whether Npas4 regulates the development of inhibitory synapses formed onto SST-positive neurons, as it does in
excitatory neurons, we quantified the density of inhibitory synapses formed onto SST neurons by immunolabeling WT and cKO
cultures with antibodies directed against two sets of markers
for inhibitory synapses, Gad65/GABAARb2/3 and Vgat/GABAA
Rg2. We then counted the number of pre- and postsynaptic
marker co-clusters that overlapped with fluorescently labeled
SST neuron dendrites and divided by the total dendritic area.
This analysis revealed that, in contrast to the effect of Npas4
deletion in excitatory neurons, deletion of Npas4 has no effect
on the density of inhibitory synapses formed onto SST-expressing neurons (Figures 3A and 3B).
To determine the effect of Npas4 loss on the development of
excitatory inputs onto SST neurons, we quantified the density
of excitatory synapses formed onto SST neurons. We find that
selective deletion of Npas4 in SST neurons results in a significantly lower density of excitatory synapses on SST neurons as

measured by the overlap of two independent sets of excitatory
synapse markers, Synapsin-1/PSD-95 and Vglut1/GluA1 (Figures 3C and 3D). Importantly, the effect of Npas4 deletion on
excitatory synaptic connections onto SST neurons is not due
to an indirect effect of Npas4 deletion on neuronal survival, cell
size, or the complexity of proximal dendrites (Figures S3C and
S3D and data not shown).
We next determined whether overexpression of Npas4 in SST
neurons is sufficient to drive an increase in excitatory synapse
density. We infected E16.5 mixed cortical cultures from SSTCre embryos with lentiviral constructs that in a Cre-dependent
manner express either Npas4 together with GFP or GFP alone.
After confirming that expression of Npas4 and/or GFP in these
cultures is restricted to SST neurons (Figure S3E), we quantified
the density of synapses as before. Overexpression of Npas4 in
SST neurons causes an increase in the density of excitatory synapses but has no effect on the number of inhibitory synapses that
form on SST neurons (Figures 3E–3H). These findings indicate
that Npas4 controls the number of excitatory, but not inhibitory,
synaptic inputs onto SST neurons. This function is different from
Npas4’s previously described function in excitatory neurons
(Bloodgood et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2008) and suggests that
Npas4 functions in a cell-type-specific manner to control excitatory-inhibitory balance.
To determine whether these morphological changes reflect
alterations in functional excitation, we used the genetic strategy described above to conditionally delete Npas4 from SST
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neurons and obtained whole-cell patch-clamp recordings from
these cells in acute slices from postnatal days 10–12 (P10–
P12) WT or cKO animals (Figures 4A–4F), an age range that
closely matches the developmental stage of the neurons
analyzed in culture. At P10–P12, calcium waves sweep through
the cortex before eye opening, providing a source of neuronal
activity to activate Npas4 (Garaschuk et al., 2000), and widespread Npas4 expression is observed in SST neurons at P11
following kainate seizure induction (Figure S2D). Importantly, at
this age, SST-Cre efficiently excises the Npas4-floxed allele
in vivo and promotes expression of tdTomato in SST, but not
VIP- or PV-positive neurons (Figures S4B and S4C).
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(A–F) Deletion of Npas4 in SST neurons reduces
functional excitation, but not inhibition, onto SST
neurons in the visual cortex in vivo. Whole-cell
patch-clamp recordings were obtained from
tdTomato-labeled SST neurons in acute slices of
Npas4 WT (black) or cKO (red) P10–P12 mice.
Data presented as bar graph of mean + SEM or as
cumulative distribution function CDF of mean ±
SEM; *p < 0.05.
(A) Example traces of miniature EPSCs (mEPSCs)
(recorded at 70 mV in the presence of 0.5 mM
TTX, 50 mM picrotoxin, and 25 mM cyclothiazide;
scale bar, 50 pA, 500 ms).
(B) (Left) mEPSC frequency (p < 0.005, MannWhitney U test). (Right) CDF of the mEPSC interevent intervals of all neurons sampled in each
genotype.
(C) (Left) mEPSC amplitude (p = 0.847, MannWhitney U test). (Right) CDF of the mEPSC event
amplitudes of all neurons sampled in each genotype.
(D) (Left) Spontaneous EPSC (sEPSC) frequency
(recorded at 70 mV in the presence of 50 mM
PTX; p = 0.027, Mann-Whitney U test). Right,
sEPSC amplitude (p = 0.499, Mann-Whitney U
test).
(E) (Left) mIPSC frequency (recorded at 0 mV in the
presence of 0.5 mM TTX, 25 mM NBQX, and 50 mM
CPP; p = 0.261, Mann-Whitney U test). (Right)
mIPSC amplitude (p = 0.386, Mann-Whitney U
test).
(F) (Left) sIPSC frequency (recorded at 0 mV in
the presence of 25 mM NBQX and 50 mM CPP;
p = 0.734, Mann-Whitney U test). (Right) sIPSC
amplitude (p = 0.409, Mann-Whitney U test).
(G–I) Deletion of Npas4 in SST neurons does not
affect the layer distribution, soma size, or dendritic
complexity of SST neurons in the visual cortex.
Density (G) and soma size (H) of tdTomato-labeled
Npas4 WT (black) or cKO (red) SST neurons by
cortical layer in P10–P12 visual cortices. Data are
represented as mean + SEM of three bioreps. (I)
Sholl analysis of dye-filled and reconstructed
Npas4 WT (black) or cKO (red) SST neuron dendrites in the P11 visual cortex. (Left) Example
images (scale bar, 50 mm). (Right) quantification
(p = 0.244, repeated-measures ANOVA).
See also Figure S4.

Conditional deletion of Npas4 results in a significant decrease
in the frequency of pharmacologically isolated miniature excitatory postsynaptic currents (mEPSCs) (WT: 0.91 ± 0.168 Hz,
n = 15; cKO: 0.39 ± 0.054 Hz, n = 19; p = 0.003; Figures 4A
and 4B), which are blocked by NBQX and CPP treatment (Figure S4D; n = 3). We observe no change in mEPSC amplitude
or kinetics (WT: 23.19 ± 1.54 pA, n = 15; cKO 23.64 ± 1.68 pA,
n = 19; p = 0.847; Figures 4C and S4E), suggesting that deletion
of Npas4 from SST neurons selectively alters mEPSC frequency.
This decrease in mEPSC frequency could be due to decreased
presynaptic probability of release or could result from a decrease
in the number of functional excitatory synapses onto SST

neurons. Given that this effect is observed following the selective
deletion of Npas4 from SST neurons, together with the observed
reduction in the density of excitatory synaptic connections
formed onto SST neurons in vitro when Npas4 is deleted, our
data are consistent with a change in the number of functional
excitatory synapses onto SST neurons in vivo when Npas4 is
deleted from SST neurons.
To investigate the effect of selective Npas4 deletion on the
functional excitatory drive impinging upon SST neurons, we recorded EPSCs in the absence of bath-applied TTX (e.g., spontaneous EPSCS [sEPSCs]) from SST neurons in acute visual
cortex slices of P10–P12 WT or cKO mice. Loss of Npas4 results in a significant decrease in the frequency of spontaneous
EPSCs (WT: 2.99 ± 0.608 Hz, n = 15; cKO: 1.66 ± 0.437 Hz,
n = 14; p = 0.027) but does not affect the amplitude of these
events (WT: 27.57 ± 2.24 pA, n = 15; cKO: 28 ± 2.169 pA, n =
14; p = 0.499; Figure 4D), indicating that SST neurons lacking
Npas4 receive reduced excitatory drive, which likely results in
reduced firing.
Consistent with our observations in cultured neurons, no
significant effect on mIPSC frequency (WT: 0.045 ± 0.012 Hz,
n = 17; cKO: 0.07 ± 0.018 Hz, n = 16, p = 0.261) or amplitude
(WT: 10.53 ± 0.98 pA, n = 17; cKO: 11.65 ± 0.772 pA, n = 16;
p = 0.386) is observed in SST neurons in slice upon deletion
of Npas4 (Figure 4E). Furthermore, spontaneous IPSCs in SST
neurons are not affected by loss of Npas4 (Frequency WT:
0.33 ± 0.1 Hz, n = 15; cKO: 0.365 ± 0.122 Hz, n = 15;
p = 0.7349; Amplitude WT: 10.66 ± 0.674 pA, n = 15; cKO:
11.81 ± 2.06 pA, n = 15; p = 0.4989; Figure 4F). Together, these
data show that Npas4 regulates the amount of functional excitation, but not inhibition, on SST-positive inhibitory neurons in
acute cortical slices.
To determine whether the effect of Npas4 on excitation onto
SST neurons in vivo arises from a direct effect at the synapse
or is a secondary effect on cell health, we compared visual cortex
development of P10–P12 WT and cKO mice. The cortices of cKO
mice are grossly normal as compared to their WT littermates
(Figure S4A), and we find no change in the number or laminar
distribution of SST neurons across the different cortical layers,
indicating that Npas4 is not required for SST neuron migration,
terminal differentiation, or survival (Figure 4G). Conditional deletion of Npas4 in SST neurons does not affect soma size (Figure 4H), and SST neurons lacking Npas4 extend and elaborate
axons to target distal dendrites normally, as indicated by the
presence of bright bands of tdTomato in layer 1 of the cortex
of both genotypes (Figure S4A). In addition, Sholl analysis reveals that Npas4 does not regulate the dendritic complexity of
SST neurons (WT: n = 9; cKO: n = 11; p = 0.244 repeated-measures ANOVA; Figure 4I). Taken together, this analysis demonstrates that removal of Npas4 from SST neurons affects neither
overall cortical structure nor the number or morphology of SST
neurons in the cortex.
In summary, our data indicate that, in contrast to Npas4’s ability to stimulate an increase in the number of inhibitory synapses
onto excitatory neurons, this activity-dependent transcription
factor promotes the development of excitation on SST-positive
inhibitory neurons. Given that inhibitory neurons do not express
Bdnf, a major Npas4 target gene in excitatory neurons, it seemed

likely that Npas4 regulates SST neuron connectivity by activating
the transcription of a distinct set of late-response genes in inhibitory neurons.
Npas4 Regulates Cell Type-Specific Activity-Dependent
Transcriptional Programs
We next identified the genes that Npas4 regulates in inhibitory
neurons and compared them to those regulated by Npas4 in
excitatory neurons. MGE cultures from littermate Npas4 WT or
KO embryos were membrane depolarized for 0, 1, or 6 hr (Figure S5A), and mRNA from these cultures was analyzed by microarray and subsequent qPCR validation (Figure S5B). Deletion
of Npas4 in MGE neurons has no effect on the early transcriptional response to membrane depolarization, but the induction
of a set of late-response genes is compromised in the absence
of Npas4 (Figures 5A, 5B, and 5G). To determine whether
Npas4 specifically regulates these genes in inhibitory neurons
as compared to excitatory neurons, we depolarized CTX cultures
prepared from littermate Npas4 WT or KO embryos and performed microarray analysis. As in MGE cultures, loss of Npas4
has no effect on the induction of early-response genes in CTX
cultures but does result in decreased induction of a specific
subset of late-response genes (Figures 5C, 5D, and 5H).
Comparative analysis revealed that Npas4-regulated genes
in inhibitory neurons fall into two classes: some (e.g., Rerg,
Frmpd3; Figure 5E) are induced by membrane depolarization
only in MGE cultures, whereas others (e.g., Nptx2, Gpr3) are activity induced in both MGE and CTX cultures (Figure 5F). In total,
half of the genes induced by membrane depolarization in an
Npas4-dependent manner in MGE cultures were regulated by
Npas4 in a cell-type-specific manner (9 genes Npas4 regulated
only in MGE, 9 in MGE + CTX) (Figures 5E–5J). Additionally, 34
genes were regulated by Npas4 specifically in excitatory neurons (e.g., Bdnf, Csrnp1; Figure S5C). We conclude that Npas4
controls the expression of distinct but overlapping sets of activity-induced genes in inhibitory and excitatory neurons.
We next asked whether Npas4 overexpression is sufficient to
induce the genes identified in the loss-of-function analysis in the
absence of membrane depolarization and, if so, whether Npas4
functions in a cell-type-specific manner. We overexpressed
Npas4 or GFP by lentiviral infections in MGE and CTX neurons,
silenced the cells with TTX and AP-5, and then assessed
the expression of genes found to be misregulated in the
absence of Npas4. qPCR analysis showed that infection with
the Npas4-expressing construct leads to a large increase in
Npas4 expression and to significantly increased levels of the
shared Npas4 targets Gpr3 and Nptx2 in both MGE and CTX
cultures (Figure 5K). Strikingly, Npas4 overexpression results
in significantly increased levels of the excitatory-specific
Npas4 targets Bdnf and Csrnp1 only in CTX cultures, whereas
the levels of the MGE-specific Npas4 targets Frmpd3 and
Rerg increase significantly upon Npas4 overexpression only in
MGE cultures (Figure 5K). These findings indicate that overexpressed Npas4 is sufficient to induce target gene expression
in a cell-type-specific manner in the absence of other activityregulated factors.
Npas4 regulates gene transcription by binding to the activitydependent enhancers and promoters of its target genes (Kim
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Figure 5. Npas4 Regulates a Cell-Type-Specific Activity-Induced Transcriptional Program in Inhibitory Neurons
(A-D) Microarray analysis of the depolarization-induced gene expression response in Npas4 WT or KO MGE and CTX cultures. Scatter plots show the fold change
of every expressed probe set in WT cultures against its fold change in KO cultures. Black line, unity; dotted lines, 2-fold changes in either direction. Probe sets
misregulated by more than 2-fold in the KO are labeled in red (the single strongly misregulated probe set in (A) and (C) represents Npas4). (A) Early response
(0–1 hr) in MGE cultures. (B) Late response (0–6 hr) in MGE cultures. (C) Early response (0–1 hr) in CTX cultures. (D) Late response (0–6 hr) in CTX cultures.
(E–J) Analysis of microarray experiments. Npas4 controls the activity-dependent induction of distinct sets of late-response genes in inhibitory and excitatory
neurons.
(E and F) Microarray-based line plots of genes regulated by Npas4 specifically in MGE neurons (E) or in both MGE and CTX neurons (F). Normalized expression is
plotted versus duration of stimulus, and data are normalized to WT MGE 0 hr and presented as mean ± SEM of two bioreps (WT, black; KO, red).
(G and H) Histograms of all probe sets induced in MGE (G) and CTX (H) cultures showing the misregulation in Npas4 KO cultures. Probe sets to the left of the
dotted lines are considered as Npas4 regulated.

(legend continued on next page)
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et al., 2010). We hypothesized that Npas4 might achieve celltype-specific activation of its target genes by binding to gene
regulatory regions that function in a cell-type-specific manner
in inhibitory and/or excitatory neurons. To test this idea, we identified cis-regulatory elements within 50 kb of Npas4 target genes
that are inducibly bound by Npas4 upon membrane depolarization and exhibit histone modifications indicative of enhancer or
promoter regions. ChIP-seq data sets (Kim et al., 2010) generated from mixed cortical cultures containing both excitatory
and inhibitory neurons using anti-Npas4, -CBP, -H3K4me1,
and -H3K4me3 antibodies revealed that most Npas4-regulated
genes are located near candidate regulatory elements (6 out of
9 genes regulated by Npas4 in MGE only, 9/9 regulated in
MGE + CTX, 31/34 regulated in CTX only; Figure S5D).
To test whether these elements are activated in a cell-typespecific manner upon membrane depolarization, we conducted
chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) experiments on nuclear
extracts from MGE and CTX cultures with antibodies to
acetylated lysine 27 of histone H3 (H3K27Ac), a histone mark
that demarcates transcriptionally active regulatory elements
(Creyghton et al., 2010). H3K27Ac enrichment at the regulatory
regions of Tbr1 (expressed only in CTX) and Sst (MGE-specific)
accurately tracks with the respective expression of these loci
in MGE and CTX cultures (Figure 5L). H3K27Ac levels also
increase significantly at the Npas4-bound gene regulatory
regions of JunB (an early-response gene induced in both cell
types) and Gpr3 (an Npas4 target in both cell types) in both
culture types after membrane depolarization. In contrast, membrane depolarization led to increased H3K27Ac levels at a
regulatory element associated with Bdnf (regulated by Npas4
specifically in excitatory neurons) only in CTX cultures, whereas
H3K27Ac levels at the regulatory region of Rerg (regulated by
Npas4 only in inhibitory neurons) increase following membrane
depolarization selectively in MGE cultures. These data suggest
that the transcriptional outcome of Npas4 induction in excitatory and inhibitory neurons is defined at least in part by the
cell-type-specific status of the regulatory elements of Npas4
target genes.
Npas4 Regulates an Experience-Induced Gene Program
in SST Neurons
Finally, we sought to identify Npas4-regulated genes in SST
neurons that might mediate the Npas4-dependent effects
on neuronal connectivity in these cells. We employed the

RiboTag-approach to immunopurify RNA from the visual cortex
of dark-housed and light-exposed mice that express the
RiboTag allele in either SST neurons (labeled by SST-Cre) or
excitatory neurons (labeled by Emx1-Cre). qPCR analysis for a
set of cell-type-specific control genes indicated that the RNA
immunopurified from SST-Cre-expressing neurons is highly enriched for Sst and Gad67 (Gad1) mRNA, whereas RNA immunopurified from Emx1-Cre-expressing neurons is enriched for
Vglut1 (Slc17a7) mRNA (Figure 6A). As expected, light exposure
results in a robust increase in the levels of the ribosome-associated mRNAs of the early-response genes Npas4 and Fos in both
Emx1- and SST-Cre-expressing neurons (Figure 6B). We then
examined 14 of the Npas4-regulated genes identified in MGE
cultures. mRNA corresponding to four of these loci (Frmpd3,
Slc25a36, Kcna1, Ddhd1) is significantly induced following light
exposure in SST neurons, but not in excitatory neurons, and
the levels of six more Npas4-regulated genes (Stac, Osgin2,
Nptx2, Ppm1h, Bach2, Gpr3) are increased upon light stimulation in both excitatory and SST neurons (Figures 6C and 6D;
Induction: 1, 3, 7.5 hr > 30% change from max 0 hr value). Levels
of the four remaining genes do not increase in response to light
exposure in SST neurons, suggesting that elements of the
Npas4-regulated gene program in MGE cultures may be specific
to other inhibitory neuron subtypes (Figure 6E).
To identify which of these activity-responsive genes are
dependent on Npas4 in vivo, we compared light-dependent induction of these genes in the visual cortex of dark-housed
wild-type and Npas4 KO mice (Figure 6F). qPCR analysis demonstrates that all four of the Npas4 targets induced by light exposure specifically in SST neurons show reduced upregulation in
Npas4 KO mice. In addition, three of the six Npas4-regulated
genes that are induced upon light exposure in both SST and
excitatory neurons are misregulated in Npas4 KO mice (Gpr3,
Nptx2, Osgin2). To begin to test whether Npas4 regulates the
expression of these genes specifically in SST neurons in vivo,
we immunolabeled brain sections of mice that lack Npas4 in
SST neurons with antibodies that recognize Narp, the protein
product of the Npas4 target Nptx2. Quantitative immunofluorescence analysis confirmed that the level of Narp is reduced in SST
neurons when Npas4 is deleted in these neurons (Figures 6G
and 6H). In summary, these results demonstrate that a distinct
Npas4-driven gene program is induced in SST neurons in
response to sensory experience. Intriguingly, several of these
Npas4 target genes in SST neurons have been reported to act

(I) Histogram showing the misregulation in Npas4 KO MGE cultures of all genes regulated by Npas4 in CTX cultures. Probe sets to the right of the dotted line are
considered as Npas4 regulated specifically in CTX neurons.
(J) Histogram showing the misregulation in Npas4 KO CTX cultures of all genes regulated by Npas4 in MGE cultures. Probe sets to the right of the dotted line are
considered as Npas4 regulated specifically in MGE neurons.
(K) Npas4 overexpression (OE) induces cell-type-specific Npas4 target gene expression in the absence of neuronal activity. qPCR analysis of expression levels of
cell-type-specific and shared Npas4 targets after Npas4-OE in CTX (red) or MGE (blue). The cultures were either not infected ( ) or infected at DIV4 with
constructs expressing GFP (C) or Npas4 (N4), quieted O.N. at DIV7, and harvested on DIV8. Data represent the mean + SEM of four bioreps; *, significantly
changed; p < 0.05, one-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparison correction.
(L) Cell-type-specific activation status of gene regulatory elements associated with Npas4 target genes reflects the cell-type-specific regulation by Npas4.
H3K27Ac ChIP on DNA isolated from CTX (red) and MGE cultures (blue) ± KCl depolarization. qPCR was done either on regulatory regions associated with control
genes or on Npas4-binding regulatory regions associated with genes regulated by Npas4. Data are presented as mean + SEM of fold enrichment above
background (dashed black line; n = 4 bioreps for CTX, n = 5 bioreps for MGE; *, significant change of H3K27Ac levels within a cell type; ***, significant difference of
H3K27Ac across CTX and MGE; *p and ***p < 0.05, one-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparison correction).
See also Figure S5.
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Figure 6. Npas4 Regulates a Cell-Type-Specific Set of Target Genes Induced by Sensory Stimulation in SST Neurons In Vivo
(A–E) Npas4 target genes identified in inhibitory neurons in vitro are induced by sensory experience in a cell-type-specific manner in vivo. Normalized expression
of ribosome-associated mRNA from the visual cortex of Emx1-Cre-expressing (red) or SST-Cre-expressing (blue) neurons in dark-housed mice (0 hr) and after
light exposure (1, 3, 7.5, hr). Data represent mean + SEM of three bioreps; *, induction defined as a mean >30% increase from the 0 hr time point. (A) Cell-typespecific marker genes. (B) Early-response genes. (C) Npas4 target genes induced selectively in SST neurons. (D) Npas4 target genes induced in both excitatory
and SST neurons. (E) Npas4 target genes that are not induced in SST neurons.
(F–H) Experience-induced Npas4 targets in SST neurons are misregulated in the absence of Npas4 in the visual cortex in vivo.
(F) Reduced induction of Npas4 targets in the visual cortex of Npas4-KO mice in response to sensory stimulation. KO and WT mice were dark housed and light
exposed, and qPCR analysis was performed on RNA isolated from the visual cortex. Data are represented as mean + SEM of the stimulus-induced fold change
in KO mice relative to the normalized fold change observed in WT mice. n = 3 animals per genotype and time point; *, significantly changed induction; p < 0.05,
two-tailed t test.
(G and H) The levels of Narp, the protein product of the Npas4 target gene Nptx2, are reduced in SST neurons lacking Npas4.
(G) Coronal sections from the visual cortex of P11 Npas4 WT and cKO mice lacking Npas4 specifically in SST neurons stained with antibodies directed against
Narp (green) and the pan-neuronal marker NeuN (blue) (scale bar, 10 mm).
(H) Quantification of the intensity of Narp immunostaining in SST neuron somata (arrows) in (G). Data are represented as mean + SEM of normalized intensity value
across all SST neurons imaged. *, significant difference; p < 0.005; Mann-Whitney U test).
See also Figure S6.

at postsynaptic sites of excitatory synapses (Nptx2, Kcna1)
(Hoffman et al., 1997; O’Brien et al., 1999) or are homologous
to related molecules (Frmpd3) (Lee et al., 2008), suggesting
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that the function of the Npas4-regulated gene program in SST
neurons is to promote excitatory synapse development onto
SST neurons.

gene expression analysis led to the finding that several of the
best-studied late-response genes in excitatory neurons—
including Bdnf, Homer1, and Cpg15/Nrn1—are not induced
by neuronal activity in inhibitory neurons. Accordingly, lateresponse genes that are induced specifically in inhibitory neurons—such as Igf1, Pthlh, or Cacng5—may serve previously
unappreciated roles in specifying how inhibitory neurons adjust
their synaptic inputs in response to sensory input.

Figure 7. Cell-Type-Specific Functions of Npas4 Are Part of a
Circuit-wide Homeostatic Logic to Restrict Excitation
Model demonstrating that the cell-type-specific activity-induced transcriptional programs controlled by Npas4 in excitatory and inhibitory neurons
function to regulate different types of synapses to achieve a common
homeostatic goal of restricting network activity. In excitatory neurons, Npas4
activates a transcriptional program that consists of late-response genes
selectively expressed in excitatory neurons (e.g., Bdnf, red) and commonly
induced in excitatory and inhibitory neurons (e.g., Nptx2, gray). These Npas4
targets function together to promote increased numbers of inhibitory synapses
onto excitatory neurons, thereby decreasing circuit activity. In inhibitory neurons, Npas4 activates a transcriptional program consisting of late-response
genes selectively expressed in inhibitory neurons (e.g., Frmpd3, blue) and
genes that are commonly induced by activity in both excitatory and inhibitory
neurons (e.g., Nptx2, gray). Together, Npas4-regulated late-response genes in
inhibitory neurons function to promote increased excitation onto inhibitory
neurons, thus increasing GABA release and lowering the overall levels of circuit
activity.

DISCUSSION
Activity-Induced Transcriptional Networks in Inhibitory
Neurons
Despite the importance of activity-dependent plasticity of inhibition for the development and function of cortical circuits, the
study of stimulus-induced events in cortical inhibitory neurons
has historically been difficult: widely used protocols for culturing
cortical neurons yield cultures that are composed mainly of
excitatory neurons, and more recent protocols that allow for
the specific isolation of fluorescently labeled inhibitory neurons
lack the temporal resolution that is necessary to accurately study
transient transcriptional events (Batista-Brito et al., 2008; Okaty
et al., 2009). By dissecting mouse embryos at an earlier developmental time point than that used for standard cortical cultures
(E14 instead of E16–E18) and by culturing neurons derived
from the MGE and from the nascent cortex separately over a prolonged period (10 days), we were able to circumvent previous
limitations and to establish separate cultures of inhibitory and
excitatory neurons that proved useful for an initial analysis of
acute stimulus-dependent processes in excitatory versus inhibitory neurons. Using this approach, we were able to identify a
large number of activity-regulated genes that are specifically
induced in inhibitory neurons. Additionally, by profiling of ribosome-associated RNAs, we were able to recapitulate these
findings in vivo, showing that many of these genes are activated
specifically in inhibitory neurons in response to sensory experience. It seems likely that these newly identified activity-regulated
genes underlie the molecular mechanisms by which inhibitory
neurons adapt to changes in neural activity. Strikingly, our

Npas4 Functions in a Cell-Type-Specific Manner
according to a Circuit-wide Homeostatic Logic
Our analysis of the activity-induced transcription factor Npas4 revealed that this factor is induced in both excitatory and inhibitory
neurons and that it functions in SST neurons to positively regulate
the function of excitatory, but not inhibitory, synapses on these
neurons. The effect of Npas4 on the development of excitation
onto SST neurons is the reciprocal of its role in excitatory
neurons, in which it positively regulates the number of inhibitory
synapses on excitatory neurons (Lin et al., 2008). The directionality of Npas4’s cell-type-specific functions can be understood
in the context of neuronal homeostasis (Figure 7): in response
to activity, Npas4 is induced in excitatory neurons, where it
promotes increased numbers of inhibitory synapses, thereby
reducing the activity level of the pyramidal neuron. In SST neurons, elevated activity also induces Npas4, which then acts to
promote increased excitation onto the SST neuron. In isolation,
this paradoxical form of homeostasis would result in continuously
increasing levels of excitation of SST neurons; however, from a
circuit-wide perspective, increased excitatory drive to inhibitory
neurons should promote increased GABA release and thereby
result in decreased net excitation within the local circuit. SST neurons largely receive excitatory input from local cortical afferents,
so levels of Npas4 in SST neurons may specifically reflect activity
levels in local cortical circuits and could potentially function to
fine-tune the amount of feedback inhibition broadcasted by
SST neurons throughout the local microcircuit (Silberberg and
Markram, 2007). The reciprocal nature of Npas4 function in excitatory and inhibitory neurons demonstrates that key elements
of activity-dependent transcriptional pathways are adapted to
reflect the distinct function of a particular type of neuron in a neural circuit. Our findings on Npas4 function in SST neurons are
consistent with previous reports of strengthening of excitatory
synapses onto inhibitory neurons in response to elevated levels
of circuit activity (Turrigiano, 2011), supporting the hypothesis
that increasing excitation to inhibitory neurons may be a general
principle governing the nervous system’s response to activity.
Npas4 Activates Cell-Type-Specific Transcriptional
Programs of Late-Response Genes
Our findings raise the question of how an activity-induced transcription factor that is ubiquitously expressed in neocortical neurons can activate distinct gene programs in a cell-type-specific
manner. The ability of overexpressed Npas4 to induce target
genes in a cell-type-specific manner in the absence of neuronal
activity indicates that cell-intrinsic mechanisms define the transcriptional outcome of Npas4 activation. Epigenetic chromatin
marks on enhancers and promoters have previously been shown
to contribute to cell-type-specific gene expression (Whyte et al.,
Cell 157, 1216–1229, May 22, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 1227

2013) and thus might also function to define the inducibility of
Npas4 target genes in excitatory and inhibitory neurons. Accordingly, while Npas4 acts as a ubiquitous detector of circuit activity, the transcriptional program regulated by Npas4 and thus
the specific synapses modulated by Npas4 may be determined
by the cohort of accessible regulatory elements in a specific
neuronal subtype.
Npas4-Regulated Genes Induced by Sensory
Experience in SST Neurons Can Modify Excitatory
Synapses
Despite the recent identification of molecules that shape the
synaptic connectivity of inhibitory neurons (Fazzari et al., 2010;
Sylwestrak and Ghosh, 2012), the molecular mechanisms underlying the plasticity of synaptic inputs to these neurons are still not
well understood. Intriguingly, three of the experience-induced
Npas4 targets in SST neurons are well suited to regulate excitatory inputs to these cells. Kcna1 encodes the shaker-like potassium channel Kv1.1, which is expressed in the somatodendritic
compartment of neurons and reinforces Hebbian plasticity of
excitatory inputs by regulating the electrical properties of dendrites (Hoffman et al., 1997). Frmpd3 is a yet uncharacterized
homolog of the scaffolding molecule Frmpd4 (i.e., Preso), which
associates with PSD-95 and regulates dendritic spine morphogenesis (Lee et al., 2008). Finally, Nptx2 is an experienceinduced Npas4 target gene in both SST neurons and excitatory
neurons, the protein product of which (Narp) is present at
excitatory synapses on SST neurons (Figure S6). Considering
Narp’s well-known role in promoting AMPA receptor accumulation and the stabilization of non-spiny excitatory synapses (Koch
and Ullian, 2010; O’Brien et al., 1999), these data suggest that
Npas4 executes its effect on excitatory synapses in SST neurons
at least in part via transcriptional induction of Nptx2.
In contrast to our finding that Nptx2/Narp is induced in SST
inhibitory neurons, a recent report indicates that Narp is not produced in Parvalbumin-expressing inhibitory neurons (Chang
et al., 2010). This suggests that the activity-induced gene expression programs may differ not only between excitatory and inhibitory neurons, but also between distinct subtypes of inhibitory
neurons. Supporting this idea, several genes that we identified
as activity induced in an Npas4-dependent manner in MGEderived cultures were not induced by sensory stimulation in
SST neurons in the visual cortex; a possible explanation for this
observation is that these genes are instead induced by activity
in inhibitory neuron subtypes that do not express somatostatin.
In conclusion, our findings indicate that, in excitatory and
inhibitory neurons, neuronal activity induces a common set of
transcriptional regulators and distinct sets of late-response
genes. The early-induced transcriptional regulator Npas4 controls activation of distinct sets of effector genes in inhibitory
and excitatory neurons to mediate plasticity responses that are
tailored to the specific function of a particular neuronal cell
type within a neural circuit. It is intriguing to speculate that this
cell-type-specific function of Npas4 may represent a general
principle by which common activity-induced transcription factors can activate unique transcriptional programs in different
neurons, thereby governing unique cell-type-specific plasticity
outcomes in response to activity.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Additional experimental procedures and mouse strains are detailed in the
Extended Experimental Procedures.
MGE and CTX Cultures
Cultures were established by dissecting the MGE and CTX of E14 mouse
embryos, plating the dissociated cells onto glass bottom dishes (Mattek,
Ashland, MA), and maintaining the cultures for 9–11 DIV.
Visual Stimulation
For ICC, P18–P20 mice reared in standard conditions were dark housed for
4 days and subsequently sacrificed either in the dark or after 2.5 hr of light
exposure. For RiboTag experiments, 6-week-old mice reared in standard conditions were dark housed for 2 weeks and subsequently sacrificed either in the
dark or after 1, 3, or 7.5 hr of light exposure.
RiboTag Analysis
For each time point and genotype, the dissected visual cortices of three
animals were pooled. Immunopurification of ribosome-associated RNA
was performed as described (Sanz et al., 2009) with minor modifications.
Purified RNA was amplified using the Ovation RNA Amplification System
V2 (NuGEN, San Carlos, CA), and the resulting cDNA was used for qPCR
analysis.
Electrophysiology
Coronal sections were cut from P10–P12 mouse visual cortex in choline
dissection media and incubated in artificial cerebral spinal fluid (ACSF).
Whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings were performed in ACSF at room temperature from tdTomato-labeled SST neurons identified under fluorescent
and DIC optics. mEPSCs were isolated by holding neurons at 70 mV and
exposing them to 0.5 mM tetrodotoxin, 50 mM picrotoxin, and 25 mM cyclothiazide and were blocked by application of 25 mM NBQX and 50 mM CPP. mIPSCs
were isolated by holding neurons at 0 mV and exposing them to 0.5 mM tetrodotoxin, 25 mM NBQX, and 50 mM CPP and were blocked by 50 mM picrotoxin.
Spontaneous EPSCs (sEPSC) were recorded by holding neurons at 70 mV
and exposing them to 50 mM picrotoxin, while sIPSCs were recorded by holding neurons at 0 mV and exposing them to 25 mM NBQX and 50 mM CPP. All
cells were allowed to stabilize for at least 3 min and were recorded from for
at least 25 min following stabilization.
Microarray Analysis and RNA-Seq
Total RNA was collected from MGE or E14 cortical cultures using Trizol reagent following the RNEasy Micro Kit’s procedure (QIAGEN, Valencia, CA),
and RNA quality was assessed on a 2100 BioAnalyzer (Agilent, Palo Alto,
CA). Two independent biological replicates were performed for each microarray experiment in this study. Arrays from all experimental conditions and
all replicates of a given condition were normalized to one another using the
robust multichip averaging method (RMA normalization) and analyzed using
the MATLAB bioinformatics toolbox.
ACCESSION NUMBERS
Microarray and RNA-seq data are available at NCBI GEO (GSE55591).
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Sensory experience regulates cortical inhibition by
inducing IGF1 in VIP neurons
A. R. Mardinly1*, I. Spiegel2*, A. Patrizi3, E. Centofante3, J. E. Bazinet2, C. P. Tzeng2, C. Mandel-Brehm2, D. A. Harmin2,
H. Adesnik1, M. Fagiolini3 & M. E. Greenberg2

Inhibitory neurons regulate the adaptation of neural circuits to
sensory experience1, but the molecular mechanisms by which
experience controls the connectivity between different types of
inhibitory neuron2,3 to regulate cortical plasticity are largely
unknown. Here we show that exposure of dark-housed mice to
light induces a gene program in cortical vasoactive intestinal
peptide (VIP)-expressing neurons that is markedly distinct from
that induced in excitatory neurons and other subtypes of inhibitory
neuron. We identify Igf1 as one of several activity-regulated genes
that are specific to VIP neurons, and demonstrate that IGF1
functions cell-autonomously in VIP neurons to increase inhibitory
synaptic input onto these neurons. Our findings further suggest that
in cortical VIP neurons, experience-dependent gene transcription
regulates visual acuity by activating the expression of IGF1, thus
promoting the inhibition of disinhibitory neurons3–5 and affecting
inhibition onto cortical pyramidal neurons.
To explore how sensory experience affects gene expression in VIP
neurons, we examined this process in the visual cortex of adult mice
that were housed in standard conditions, in complete darkness (that is,
dark-housed), or dark-housed and then exposed to light for increasing
amounts of time6,7 (Fig. 1a). Light deprivation for as little as 12 h drives
robust gene expression after light exposure, and increasing durations of
dark-housing accentuate the gene induction response (Extended Data
Fig. 1a) irrespective of the phase of the circadian rhythm (Extended
Data Fig. 1b). To purify RNA selectively from VIP-expressing and other
inhibitory neuron subtypes, we generated mice that were heterozygous
for alleles of either Vip-cre, Sst-cre or Pv-cre, and were also heterozygous
for the Rpl22-HA (RiboTag) allele8, which expresses a haemagglutinin
(HA)-tagged ribosomal protein specifically in Cre-expressing neurons
(Fig. 1a). For purposes of comparison, we also purified ribosomebound RNA from excitatory and inhibitory neurons, labelled by Emx1-cre
or Gad2-cre.
By quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR), we find that messenger RNAs
for cell-type-specific marker genes are highly enriched in the appropriate samples (Extended Data Fig. 1c) and that light exposure induces
the expression of early-response genes in each Cre line (Extended Data
Fig. 1d). To quantify experience-induced gene expression at a genomewide level, we performed RNA-seq on RNA isolated from the dark-housed/
light-exposed RiboTag-mice (Supplementary Table 1) (Fig. 1b, c and
Extended Data Fig. 2a, b). This analysis identified genes which exhibited reproducible changes in expression levels in response to visual
stimulation in at least one Cre line (n = 602; see Supplementary Table 2
and Methods) and thus allowed us to ask how levels of these experienceregulated genes are correlated across the different neuronal subtypes
compared to non-regulated genes (n = 13,678) (Fig. 1d–i). We found
that the expression of experience-regulated genes is remarkably dissimilar across different neuronal subtypes when compared to genes that
are not regulated by sensory experience (irrespective of differences in

the number or expression levels of experience-regulated genes; Fig. 1f–i
and Extended Data Fig. 3a–d). While unique subsets of experienceresponsive genes were identified in each neuronal subtype (Fig. 2a, b
and Extended Data Fig. 3e, f), VIP neurons are the most responsive
to sensory stimulation (Fig. 1d, e) and possess an experience-induced
gene expression program that is markedly distinct from the other neuronal subtypes analysed (Fig. 1h, i). This suggests that in VIP neurons
the experience-dependent gene program may have a unique function
in adapting the cortex’s neural circuits to sensory experience.
We hypothesized that experience-regulated genes that are specifically expressed and selectively regulated in VIP neurons are likely to
have important functions in regulating the synaptic connectivity onto
VIP neurons. Thus, we first identified the mRNAs that are specifically enriched in each subtype (Extended Data Fig. 4a; Methods) and
cross-referenced these genes with the list of experience-regulated genes
(Extended Data Fig. 4b). This analysis identified 31 genes that are both
cell-type-specific and experience-regulated, 11 of which are specific
to VIP neurons (Supplementary Table 4). Notably, secreted molecules
are significantly over-represented in this gene set (GO-term ‘Secreted’
P = 0.002) and each type of neuron has its own set of cell-type-specific
experience-regulated secreted factors, including four experienceinduced secreted molecules that are specific to VIP neurons (Igf1, Crh,
Prok2, Fbln2; Fig. 2b, Supplementary Table 4).
We next performed fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) on sections of visual cortices of dark-housed/light-exposed mice to quantify
the percentage of cells that co-express an inhibitory subtype marker and
the respective secreted factor (Fig. 2c–f). Of the four secreted factors,
Igf1 is the one factor that is expressed in the vast majority of VIP
neurons, and whose expression is highly enriched in these neurons
(Fig. 2d). We were unable to reliably identify Fbln2-expressing cells, and
Prok2 was expressed nearly exclusively in a sparse subpopulation of VIP
neurons (Fig. 2f), consistent with the low expression level of these genes
in the RiboTag-seq experiments (Extended Data Fig. 4c). While the
FISH analysis revealed that in the cortex Crh is highly enriched in VIP
neurons compared to PV and SST neurons (Fig. 2e), this gene is also
expressed in Pv-/Sst-/Vip-negative cortical interneurons9. Since IGF1 is
the sole experience-induced secreted factor that is selectively expressed
in most VIP neurons, we focused our subsequent analysis on IGF1.
Previous reports have suggested that IGF1 is synthesized in the
cortex10, but the function of cortical-derived IGF1 was unknown.
Global disruption of the Igf1 gene results in abnormally small animals
with smaller brains that contain smaller neurons with dendrites that are
less branched and contain fewer synapses11–13, and the effects of IGF1
on brain development and function are due at least in part to IGF1
that is produced by non-neural tissues and then enters the brain14. To
investigate specifically VIP neuron-derived IGF1, we crossed Vip-cre
mice to both IGF1 conditional-knockout mice15 and Cre reporter mice.
Disruption of Igf1 specifically in VIP neurons had no effect on the
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thickness of the cortical layers, on the number and layer distribution
of VIP neurons, or on the size of VIP neuron cell bodies at postnatal
day 21 (that is, P21) (Extended Data Fig. 5a–d). To test whether VIP
neuron-derived IGF1 affects excitatory and/or inhibitory inputs to VIP
neurons, we recorded miniature inhibitory or excitatory postsynaptic
currents (mIPSCs or mEPSCs) in VIP neurons in acute visual cortex
slices; we found that conditional deletion of Igf1 in VIP neurons leads to
a significant reduction in mIPSC frequency (Fig. 3a) but not amplitude
(Fig. 3b). Since conditional deletion of Igf1 had no effect on the frequency or amplitude of excitatory mEPSCs on VIP neurons (Fig. 3c, d),
these findings suggest that VIP-neuron-derived IGF1 specifically
enhances inhibitory synaptic input onto VIP neurons.
To test whether IGF1 functions cell-autonomously to regulate
inhibitory input onto the cell from which it is expressed, we used a
virus-based approach to acutely knockdown Igf1 expression in only
a few VIP neurons. We generated short hairpin RNA (shRNA) constructs against Igf1 (Extended Data Fig. 6a, b), injected low titre AAVs
expressing the shRNA and Cre-dependent enhanced green fluorescent

protein (eGFP) into the visual cortex of P14–15 Vip-cre mice, and
recorded mIPSCs and mEPSCs one week later (P20–P22) in eGFPpositive VIP neurons that are surrounded by non-infected VIP neurons
(Fig. 3e). This sparse and acute knockdown of Igf1 in VIP neurons
using either of two distinct shRNAs against Igf1 resulted in a marked
reduction in mIPSC frequency and amplitude as compared to VIP neurons infected with a control shRNA (Fig. 3f, g), but had no significant
effect on mEPSCs (Fig. 3h, i). These effects are not due to altered VIP
neuron morphology (Fig. 3j and Extended Data Fig. 6c), indicating
that VIP-neuron-derived IGF1 acutely promotes inhibition onto VIP
neurons in a cell-autonomous manner.
To determine if VIP-neuron-derived IGF1 regulates inhibitory inputs
onto other types of cortical neurons, we adopted a protocol that leads to
widespread infection of neurons in the cortex (see Methods). Injecting
AAVs into Vip-, Pv- or Sst-cre mice to label these cells with eGFP while
knocking down Igf1 in VIP neurons, we recorded mIPSCs from each
cell type and found that early knockdown of Igf1 in the cortex decreases
mIPSCs frequency in VIP neurons, but does not affect mIPSCs onto
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PV, SST, or pyramidal neurons (Extended Data Fig. 6e–l). Furthermore,
ELISA-based analysis of IGF1 levels in the blood of mice whose cortices
were injected with these viruses demonstrated that removing IGF1 from
VIP neurons did not alter the level of serum-derived IGF1 (Extended
Data Fig. 6d). While we formally cannot exclude that serum-derived
IGF1 contributes to inhibition onto VIP neurons, this finding indicates that the decrease in mIPSCs in VIP neurons that express Igf1
shRNAs is due at least in part to reduced Igf1 expression in VIP neurons. Thus, VIP-neuron-derived IGF1 regulates the inhibitory inputs
onto the VIP neuron in which it is produced, probably via local release
from VIP neurons. Consistent with this idea, we find that the Igf1
splice variant expressed by VIP neurons encodes an isoform of IGF1
containing a heparin binding domain (Igf1.4; Extended Data Fig. 7a)
that may limit the diffusion of IGF1 and facilitate its local action16.
We next overexpressed IGF1 in VIP neurons by injecting Vip-cre mice
with an AAV construct that drives expression of an epitope-tagged version of IGF1 together with EGFP in a Cre-dependent manner (Fig. 3k
and Extended Data Fig. 7b, c) and assessed the effect on mIPSCs and
mEPSCs (Fig. 3l–o). We find that when overexpressed in VIP neurons,
IGF1 selectively promotes inhibition onto VIP neurons, as it has no
effect on mEPSCs in these cells. Likewise, ectopic expression of IGF1
in SST and excitatory neurons (by intracortical injections into Sst- or
Emx1-cre mice, respectively; Extended Data Fig. 7d–g) leads to a similar increase in mIPSC frequency in these cells. These findings raise
the possibility that the selective expression of Igf1 in VIP neurons is
required for the proper organization and function of cortical circuits,
as aberrant IGF1 expression could enhance inhibition indiscriminately
within cortical circuits by signalling through IGF1 receptors that are
ubiquitously expressed in these neurons (Extended Data Fig. 7h–j).
The change in mIPSC frequency upon Igf1 knockdown in VIP neurons could reflect a change in the presynaptic probability of release
and/or a reduction in inhibitory synapse number and/or strength. By
paired-pulse stimulation we find that Igf1 knockdown in VIP neurons does not significantly alter the probability of release of vesicles
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from either inhibitory (Fig. 4a) or excitatory (Extended Data Fig. 7k)
terminals that synapse onto VIP neurons. To test evoked inhibition, we
co-injected Vip-cre mice with either Igf1 or control shRNA AAVs and
an AAV encoding the excitatory light-activated ion channel ReachR17.
Performing paired voltage clamp recordings from eGFP-positive VIP
neurons and neighbouring pyramidal cells to control for variation in
stimulation intensity, we found that the strength of light-evoked inhibition onto VIP neurons is decreased when Igf1 expression is knocked
down in VIP neurons (Fig. 4b). These experiments suggest that the primary site of IGF1 action is post-synaptic and indicate that experiencedependent activation of Igf1 expression increases the number and/or
strength of functional inhibitory synapses that form on VIP neurons. To
test whether this IGF1-dependent decrease in inhibition alters the frequency of action potentials in these neurons, we performed cell-attached
recordings from eGFP-labelled VIP neurons expressing control or Igf1
shRNAs. We find that VIP neurons lacking IGF1 fire action potentials
at a significantly higher rate than controls (Fig. 4c). Given that VIP
neurons disinhibit cortical circuits, it seems likely that this decreased
firing of VIP neurons might alter how the cortex responds to sensory
experience. To begin to investigate this possibility, we next assessed the
effect of knocking down Igf1 expression on visual cortex plasticity.
Cortical inhibition regulates ocular dominance (OD) plasticity1,18
and visual acuity19, and hyper-activation of VIP neurons drives a form
of adult cortical plasticity20. To determine whether knocking down Igf1
expression in VIP neurons affects visual cortex function, we injected
control or Igf1 shRNA AAVs into the binocular zone of visual cortices
of P18 Vip-cre mice and recorded visual-evoked potentials between
P28 and P32 (Fig. 4d and Extended Data Fig. 8a). Stimulation of the
contralateral or ipsilateral eye with gratings at low spatial frequency
elicited robust visual-evoked potentials both under control and Igf1knockdown conditions (Extended Data Fig. 8b–d). Furthermore, the
ratio between the contralateral and ipsilateral eye’s response (C:I ratio)
was similar in the presence or absence of Igf1 (Extended Data Fig. 8e),
indicating that basic visual cortex function is not obviously disrupted
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Figure 3 | IGF1 promotes inhibitory inputs to VIP neurons in a cellautonomous manner. a–d, Bar graph and cumulative distribution of the
frequency and inter-event intervals of mIPSCs or mEPSCs recorded from
Igf1 wild-type (WT) or conditional-knockout (cKO) VIP neurons (mIPSC
frequency, P = 0.046; amplitude, P = 0.3; mEPSC frequency, P = 0.44;
amplitude, P = 0.9, Mann–Whitney U-test). e, Example image of sparsely
infected VIP neurons upon injection of AAV-shRNA-hUbc-Flex-eGFP
into mice expressing tdTomato in all VIP neurons (white box indicates the
magnified area; arrows indicate infected VIP neurons; arrowheads indicate
non-infected VIP neurons; scale bars, 100 μm in main image; 50 μm in
magnification). f–i, Bar graph and cumulative distribution of mIPSC/
mEPSC frequency, inter-event interval and amplitude recorded from
VIP neurons sparsely infected with control or Igf1 shRNAs (mIPSC
frequency: shRNA 1, P = 0.05; shRNA 2, P = 0.042; mIPSC amplitude:
shRNA 1, P = 0.004; shRNA 2, P = 0.001; mEPSC frequency, shRNA 1,

P = 0.13; shRNA 2, P = 0.07; mEPSC amplitude: shRNA 1, P = 0.77;
shRNA 2, P = 0.44. Mann–Whitney U-test). j, Sholl analyses of VIP
neurons infected with control or Igf1 shRNA (P = 0.76, two-way repeatedmeasures ANOVA). k, Expression of epitope-tagged IGF1.4 in VIPneurons. Cortices of P3 Vip-cre/+ mice were injected with AAVs driving
Cre-dependent expression of SSHA-IGF1.4-Myc-F2A-eGFP (top) or
F2A–eGFP (bottom) and stained at P20 for HA (red) and eGFP (green)
(Scale bar, 10 μm). l–o, Bar graphs and cumulative distribution plots
showing mIPSC/mEPSC amplitude and frequency/inter-event interval
in VIP neurons infected with a control AAV or an AAV over-expressing
(OE) IGF1. mIPSC: amplitude, P = 0.05; frequency, P = 0.02; mEPSC:
amplitude, P = 0.55; frequency, P = 0.86. Mann–Whitney U-test.
a–d, f–j, l–o, Numbers inside bars indicate the number of cells recorded;
*P < 0.05 by Mann–Whitney U-test.

upon Igf1 knockdown. Remarkably, when we assessed visual acuity of
the contralateral eye by increasing the spatial frequency of the gratings
presented, the mice injected with AAVs expressing Igf1 shRNA exhibited significantly increased visual acuity as compared to mice injected
with control AAVs (Fig. 4g).
To test whether the effect of Igf1 knockdown is experience-dependent,
we next monocularly deprived mice for a brief period of time, beginning at the peak time of ocular dominance plasticity (that is, at P26–28,
Fig. 4d). After four days of monocular deprivation, we recorded visualevoked potentials from the visual cortex contralateral to the deprived
eye and quantified the C:I ratio upon stimulation at low spatial
frequency as well as the visual acuity upon stimulation of the deprived
eye. Brief monocular deprivation led to a reduction in the C:I ratio
in mice injected with AAVs expressing either control or Igf1 shRNA;
this is a consequence of the reduction in the contralateral response

(Extended Data Fig. 8b–e)18. Notably, when we tested visual acuity after
brief monocular deprivation, both Igf1 and control shRNA injected
mice exhibited similar levels of amblyopia (that is, loss of visual acuity)
in the deprived eye (Fig. 4e–g), despite the higher visual acuity in
the Igf1 shRNA injected mice that were not monocularly deprived
(Fig. 4e–g). These findings indicate that VIP neuron-derived IGF1
regulates visual acuity in an experience-dependent manner and may
function as a sensory-dependent brake on cortical plasticity. The
observation that in response to sensory experience IGF1 in VIP neurons controls inhibition, taken together with the previous finding that
experience induces BDNF in excitatory neurons to regulate excitatory–
inhibitory balance21,22, suggests a model in which each type of neuron
within a cortical circuit expresses a unique set of experience-induced
secreted factors that control specific synaptic inputs onto the neuron
and plasticity within a neural circuit6,23.
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Figure 4 | VIP-neuron-derived IGF1 regulates VIP neuron function and
regulates visual acuity in an experience-dependent manner. a, Paired-pulse
recordings from VIP neurons infected with control or Igf1 shRNA (P = 0.96,
two-way ANOVA). b, Left, average traces of light-evoked IPSCs (eIPSC) from
paired recordings of VIP neurons infected with control or Igf1 shRNA (green
traces) and neighbouring pyramidal neurons (Pyr., black traces). Right,
quantification of eIPSC amplitude of the VIP neuron after infection with
AAVs expressing control or Igf1 shRNA, normalized to the eIPSC amplitude
of the paired pyramidal neuron (P = 0.01, Mann–Whitney U-test). c, Average
firing rate of VIP neurons infected with Igf1 or control shRNA (P = 0.04,
Mann–Whitney U-test). b, c, Numbers inside bars indicate the number of

cells recorded. d, Schematic of the schedule for monocular deprivation (MD)
experiments. e, f, Representative traces of visually evoked potential (VEP)
amplitude as a function of spatial frequency (cycles per degree (c.p.d.)) in
the contralateral visual cortex of mice that received bilateral injections of
AAVs expressing Igf1 or control shRNA into their visual cortices and were
subjected to monocular deprivation or not. g, VIP-neuron-derived IGF1
restricts visual acuity in an experience-dependent manner. Visual acuity in
mice injected with AAVs expressing Igf1 or control shRNA with or without
monocular deprivation (P24 – P28; control shRNA no MD, n = 5; control
shRNA MD, n = 5; Igf1 shRNA no MD, n = 5; Igf1 shRNA MD, n = 7; *P < 0.05;
***P < 0.0001; NS, not significant; one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc test).
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METHODS

No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample size.
Visual stimulation. For calibrating the duration of the dark housing period before
light exposure, C57Bl6 wild-type mice were housed in a standard light cycle until
they were placed in constant darkness for varying amounts of time before analysis at postnatal day 56. At P56, all mice were either sacrificed in the dark (darkhoused condition) or light-exposed for 1, 3, or 7.5 h before being sacrificed. The
eyes of all animals were enucleated (for the dark-housed condition, enucleation was
performed in the dark) before dissection of the visual cortex in the light.
For RiboTag-experiments, mice were reared in a standard light cycle and then
housed in constant darkness for two weeks starting from P42; at P56, all mice were
either sacrificed in the dark (dark-housed condition) or light-exposed for 1, 3, or
7.5 h before being sacrificed. Additional cohorts of mice for the ‘standard’ condition
were housed in a standard light cycle until P56 when they were euthanized. The
eyes of all animals were enucleated (for the dark-housed condition, enucleation was
performed in the dark) before dissection of the visual cortex in the light.
RNA isolation, reverse transcription, qPCR analysis. Total RNA was extracted
with TRIzol reagent (Sigma) according to the manufacturer’s instructions, and
RNA quality was assessed on a 2100 BioAnalyzer (Agilent); all RNAs were treated
with DNaseI (Invitrogen) before reverse transcription. For the cloning of riboprobes, total RNA was extracted from whole adult C57Bl6 wild-type mouse brains
and cDNA was prepared using SuperScript II kit (Life Technologies). For realtime quantitative PCR experiments aimed at calibrating the duration of the dark
housing period, total RNA was extracted for each sample from the visual cortices
of one animal. For real-time quantitative PCR experiments aimed at testing the
efficacy of shRNA constructs directed against Igf1, total RNA was isolated from
two pooled 24 wells of cultured cortical neurons for each condition. For qPCR
experiments, RNA was reverse-transcribed with the High Capacity cDNA Reverse
Transcription kit (Life Technologies). Real-time quantitative PCR reactions were
performed on the LightCycler 480 system (Roche) with LightCycler 480 SYBR
Green I Master. Reactions were run in duplicates, triplicates or quadruplicates, and
β-actin (Actb) or β3-tubulin (Tubb3) levels were used as an endogenous control for
normalization using the ΔΔCt method24. Real-time PCR primers were designed
using the Universal ProbeLibrary (Roche) as exon-spanning whenever possible and
answered the following criteria: linear amplification over three orders of magnitude
of target concentration, no amplification product in control samples that were not
reverse-transcribed (that is, control for contamination with genomic DNA), no
amplification product in control samples where no template was added (that is,
control for primer dimers), amplification of one singular product as determined
by melt-curve analysis and analysis of the product in agarose gel electrophoresis
and sequencing of the PCR product. The qPCR primers used in this study are listed
in Supplementary Table 6.
For analysis of light-induced gene expression in wild-type mice, the gene
expression levels were analysed in four mice (two males and two females) at
each time point. The data were calculated as fold change relative to the average
of the overnight dark-housed condition and normalized to the average of the
maximally induced time point. Data in figures represent the mean and s.e.m.
of four mice.
For assessing Igf1 levels in cortical cultures infected with shRNA-expressing lentiviral constructs, qPCRs were performed in quadruplicates for each condition and
fold changes were calculated relative to the non-infected non-stimulated cultures.
Data were normalized to the maximally induced condition in each biological replicate, and data in figures represent the mean and s.e.m. of three biological replicates.
RiboTag-purifications, RiboTag-qPCR and RiboTag-seq. Immunoprecipitation
and purification of ribosome associated RNA was performed essentially as
described6,8, with minor modifications: lysis of the samples was performed in
the presence 10 mM Ribonucleoside Vanadyl Complex (NEB, Ipswich, MA), and
immunoprecipitation was performed with a different anti-HA antibody (HA-7, 12 μg
per immunoprecipitation, Sigma). In brief, the visual cortices were dissected,
flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and then kept at −80 °C until further processing.
Visual cortices from three individual animals (each sample contained both male
and female animals) were pooled for each biological replicate, and three biological
replicates were performed. After lysis of the tissues and before immunopurification, a small fraction of lysate of each sample (that is, ‘input’) was set aside
and total RNA was extracted with TRIzol reagent followed by the RNEasy Micro
Kit’s procedure (Qiagen, Valencia, California). After immunopurification of the
ribosome-associated RNAs, RNA quality was assessed on a 2100 BioAnalyzer
(Agilent, Palo Alto, California) and RNA amounts were quantified using the Qubit
2.0 Fluorometer (Life Technologies). Only samples with RIN numbers above 8.0
were considered for analysis by qPCR and RNA-seq. For all RNA samples of
sufficient integrity, 5–10 ng of RNA were SPIA-amplified with the Ovation RNA
Amplification System V2 (NuGEN, San Carlos, California), yielding typically
5–8 μg of cDNA per sample.

Quantitative RT–PCR was performed as described above and relative expression
levels were determined in every experiment by normalizing the Ct-values to those
of beta-Actin (ActB) from the 0 h input using the ΔΔCt method24. To determine
the fold-enrichment (IP/Input), the actin-normalized expression levels for every
time point of every biological replicate were averaged, and the grand averages from
the IP and Input were divided to find the IP/Input ratio. To calculate fold-induction
for each biological replicate, each time point was divided by the maximal value
occurring in that biological replicate, such that the maximal value was set to 1 in
each biological replicate. The mean and standard error were calculated at each time
point from these normalized values. All samples were analysed by qPCR for purity
and light-induced gene expression before analysis by high throughput sequencing.
RNA-seq and analysis. SPIA-amplified samples from RiboTagimmunoprecipitated fractions for each of the five stimulus conditions and each
of the five Cre lines were prepared as described above and processed in triplicate
(75 samples total). For preparing sequencing libraries, 2 μg of each amplified cDNA
were fragmented to a length of 200–400 bp using a Covaris S2 sonicator (Acoustic
Wave Instruments) using the following parameters: duty cycle: 10%, intensity:
5, cycles per burst: 200, time: 60 s, total time: 5 min. After validating the fragment length of the sonicated cDNA using a 2100 BioAnalyzer (Agilent, Palo Alto,
California), 2 μg of the fragmented cDNA were used for sequencing library preparation using the PrepX DNA kit on an Apollo 324 robot (IntegenX). The quality of
completed sequencing libraries was assessed using a 2100 BioAnalyzer (Agilent,
Palo Alto, California) and the completed libraries were sequenced on an Illumina
HiSeq 2000 instrument, following the manufacturer’s standard protocols for
single-end 50 bp sequencing with single index reads. Sequencing typically yielded
30–80 million usable non-strand-specific reads per IP sample. Reads were mapped
to the mm9 genome using TopHat (v.2.0.13) and Bowtie (2.1.0.0)25. On average,
~70% of mapped IP reads were uniquely mapped to the mm9 genome allowing
for 0 mismatches and were therefore assignable to genic features (one RiboTag-seq
library (Sst-cre, standard-housing, biological replicate 2) was excluded from analysis due to low mappability). Values from all IP libraries were normalized using
Cufform (v.2.2.1), and values from the Cuffnorm output file ‘genes-Count_Table’
(normalized reads) were taken as a proxy for gene expression. P values were generated for each Cre line for each dark–light conditions using Cuffdiff (v.2.2.1) using
the time series (-T) flag based on three biological replicates.
Identification and classification of experience-regulated transcripts. To identify
transcripts regulated by visual experience, for each biological replicate of each Cre
line, the fold change in normalized reads was calculated for each gene at every
time point (dark-housed/standard-housed, 1 h light/dark-housed, 3 h light/
dark-housed; 7.5 h light/dark-housed). Genes were flagged as experience-regulated
in a given Cre line if they met the following conditions in at least one sample: (1)
P value <0.005, (2) mean fold change of twofold or greater, (3) fold changes of
2 or higher in 2 of 3 biological replicates, (4) the mean expression value in at least
one sample must be above absolute expression threshold (set at the 40th percentile
of all observed values).
To determine in which Cre lines genes were regulated by experience, genes
were simply classified according to the above criteria. However, for this analysis
we excluded the Gad2-cre line, since Pv-, Sst- and Vip-cre all label subsets of the
neurons labelled by Gad2-cre. However, we did detect genes regulated solely in
Gad2-cre, but no other Cre lines; we reasoned that these genes are probably regulated by experience in a population of 5HT3aR+/VIP− neurons that are contained
in Gad2-cre but none of the other Cre lines.
We classified the set of experience-regulated genes into categories ‘early’, ‘late’,
and ‘long-term’ based on the fastest kinetics observed. When genes were found
to be elevated and/or suppressed at multiple time points, we assigned them to the
categories based on the most rapid observed change. For example, while Fos levels
are elevated over dark housing at 1, 3 and 7.5 h of light exposure and suppressed
after two weeks of dark housing, Fos is classified as ‘early-up’ because it is elevated
at 1 h after light exposure.
Linkage analysis. All linkage analysis was performed using the ‘single’ method and
‘Cityblock’ metric using Matlab’s linkage function. To determine the branch-order
significance of the cladogram resulting from clustering of the 602 experienceregulated genes, we generated 1,000 cladograms from 602 sets of random expressed
genes (including experience-regulated genes, with replacement) and asked how
often we generated a cladogram with an identical branch order at the level of the
Cre lines. Only 11 sets of 1,000 random genes sets generated an identical tree. For
the purposes of this analysis, we only compared the branches above the level of
the individual Cre line.
Identification of cell-type-specific transcripts. To identify cell-type-enriched
transcripts, an enrichment score was calculated for every transcript in every
Cre line for each biological replicate. This enrichment score was calculated by
dividing the maximum expression value observed in a given Cre line by the
maximum expression value observed across all conditions for all other Cre lines
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(GABAergic subtypes were not required to be enriched above Gad2-cre). The
enrichment scores for a set of known cell-type-specific genes were evaluated (Vglut1,
Tbr1, Pvalb, Sst, Vip), and our threshold was set at the enrichment score of the
cell-type-specific gene with the lowest score (Slc17a7/Vglut1, at 5.5-fold-enriched
in Emx1-cre). Transcripts were considered to be expressed in a cell-type-specific
manner (or ‘highly enriched’) in a given Cre line if their mean enrichment score
was above this threshold and if the enrichment score exceeded this threshold in
2 out of 3 biological replicates.
Cloning of riboprobes, knockdown and expression constructs. Cloning of all
constructs was done using standard cloning techniques, and the integrity of all
cloned constructs was validated by DNA sequencing. Templates for the riboprobes
for Igf1, Gad1, Pvalb, Sst and Vip were prepared by PCR-amplification of cDNA
fragments generated from total RNA isolated from adult C57Bl6 mouse brains (see
Supplementary Table 7 for primer sequences) and cloning of the respective PCR
fragments into the pBlueScript II vector (Agilent Technologies).
Lentiviral shRNA constructs were generated by cloning shRNA stem loop
sequences against Igf1 (Igf1 shRNA 1: GGTGGATGCTCTTCAGTTC; Igf1
shRNA 2: TGAGGAGACTGGAGATGTA) and Luciferase (Luc, control:
ACTTACGCTGAGTACTTCG) into a modified version of pLentiLox3.726 in
which the CMV promoter driving the expression of eGFP was replaced with an
hUbc promoter and in which the loxP sites surrounding the hUbc-eGFP cassette
were removed. The loop sequence used in these shRNA constructs is based on
miR-25 (CCTCTCAACACTGG)27. shRNA-expressing AAV-constructs (pAAVU6-shRNA-hUbc-Flex-eGFP) were made by first replacing the Flex-GFP-Gephyrin
cassette in pAAV-Flex-GFP-Gephyrin22 with a Flex-eGFP cassette (resulting in
pAAV-hUbc-Flex-eGFP) and then transferring the U6-shRNA cassettes from the
pLentiLox constructs to pAAV-hUbc-Flex-eGFP.
AAV constructs for the Cre-conditional co-expression of epitope-tagged IGF1.4
and eGFP or of eGFP alone were cloned by synthesizing the gBlocks (Integrated
DNA Technologies) and using the gBlocks as templates for PCR amplification;
the respective PCR products were then cloned into the pAAV-hUbc-Flex-eGFP
(see above) by replacing the EGFP with the respective insert. This strategy
yielded plasmids termed pAAV-hUbc-Flex-SSHA-IGF1.4-Myc-F2A-eGFP and
pAAV-hUbc-Flex-F2A-eGFP, whereby the Cre-dependent inserts were driven
by a human ubiquitin promoter (hUbc). The sequence for Igf1.4 was based on
NM_001111275 (base pairs 277–752) and was modified in the following way: an
HA epitope (TATCCtTATGATGTTCCAGATTATGCT) was inserted in frame
between the Igf1.4 signal sequence and the beginning of the coding sequencing
(cds) of Igf1.4, Igf1.4 was rendered resistant to the shRNA against Igf1 by
introducing silent mutations into the target sequences specified above (sh1:
TGTTGACGCGCTCCAATTT; sh2: TACGCCGGTTAGAAATGTA) and the
followings tags were inserted in frame 3′ to the Igf1.4 coding sequencing: Myc
epitope (GAACAAAAACTCATCTCAGAAGAGGATCTG), Furin cleavage site
(CGGGCCAAGCGG) and a 2A peptide (GGCAGTGGAGAGGGCAGAGGA
AGTCTTCTAACATGCGGTGACGTGGAGGAGAATCCCGGCCCT). The
sequence for eGFP was based of the published sequence of eGFP. For pAAVhUbc-Flex-F2A-eGFP a gBlock was synthesized containing the Furin cleavage site
followed by the 2A site and eGFP. Detailed sequences are available upon request.
Double-fluorescent ISH. For double-fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH),
wild-type C57Bl6 mice were dark-housed and light-exposed for 7.5 h as described
above. After light exposure, the brains were dissected and fresh frozen in TissueTek Cryo-OCT compound (Fisher Scientific) on dry ice and stored at −80 °C
until use.
FISH for Igf1 was essentially done as described28,29: riboprobes were prepared by
in vitro transcription of linearized plasmids containing the template of the respective probe. Riboprobes for Igf1 were labelled with UTP-11-Digoxigenin, while the
riboprobes for the subtype markers (Gad1, Pvalb, Sst, Vip) were labelled with UTP12-Fluorescein (Roche); all riboprobes were hydrolyzed to lengths of 200–400 bp
after synthesis and validated for labelling with Dioxigenin or Fluorescein. For
in situ hybridization, coronal sections (20 μm thick) of the visual cortex were cut on
a cryostat and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 min. Endogenous peroxidases
were inactivated by treating the sections for 15 min in 0.3% H2O2 in PBS, and
acetylation was performed as described. Pre-hybridization was done overnight at
room temperature, and hybridization was performed under stringent conditions
at 71.5 °C. Following hybridization, stringency washes in SSC were performed
as described at 65 °C. For immunological detection of the first probe (Igf1), the
tissue was first treated with a blocking step for 1 h in blocking buffer (B2) at room
temperature before the anti-Digoxigenin-POD antibody (Roche) was applied at a
concentration of 1:1000 in blocking buffer for 1 h at room temperature. Following
three washes in buffer B1 and an additional wash in buffer TNT (0.1 M Tris-HCl
pH 7.5, 0.15 M NaCl, 0.05% Tween20), the Igf1 probe was detected by exposing
the sections at room temperature in the dark for 20 min to TSA Plus Cy3 reagent
(Perkin Elmer) diluted 1:100 in TSA working solution, after which the sections

were washed three times in TNT buffer. Before the immunological detection of
the second probe, the peroxidases for detecting the first probe were inactivated by
treating the sections for 30 min with 3% H2O2, followed by three washes in PBS.
After an additional blocking step in blocking buffer for 1 h at room temperature,
the anti-fluorescein-POD antibody (Roche) was applied at a concentration of
1:1000 in blocking buffer overnight at 4 °C. Following three washes in buffer B1 and
an additional wash in buffer TNT, the probes of the subtype markers were detected
by exposing the sections at room temperature in the dark for 15 min to TSA Plus
Cy5 reagent (Perkin Elmer) diluted 1:100 in TSA working solution, after which
the sections were washed three times in TNT buffer. Finally, the sections were
counterstained with DAPI (4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, Molecular Probes) and
mounted using Fluoromount-G (Southern Biotech). In each experiment, controls
for hybridization specificity were included (sense probe for Igf1) as well as controls
for ensuring the specificity of the immunological detection of the digoxigenin- and
fluorescein-labelled riboprobes.
FISH for Crh, Prok2 and Fbln2 was done using the RNAscope system (Advanced
Cell Diagnostic); this was necessary since no reliable signal could be detected
with the method described above for Igf1 FISH using DIG-labelled riboprobes.
RNAscope probes for all genes were synthesized by ACD and all experiments were
done according to the ACD’s protocol for fresh frozen brain sections.
For quantifying of the expression pattern of all genes of interest (GOI, that is,
Igf1, Crh and Prok2; Fbln2 could not be detected reliably), the visual cortices in each
section were imaged on a Zeiss Axio Imager microscope with a 10× objective and
3 × 5 fields-of-view were ‘stitched’ into one compound image; in all cases, image
exposures were kept constant throughout a given experiment for each channel.
Compound images of each visual cortex were then imported to Photoshop, and
additional layers were created for each probe (that is, one layer for the GOI and
one layer for the subtype marker in each compound image). The cells positive
for each probe were then marked with a dot in the new respective layer by two
independent investigators in a blinded manner (one investigator marking GOIpositive cells and the other investigator marking subtype-marker-positive cells).
Finally, the layers containing the dots of the identified positive cells were compiled
into a separate image file together with the DAPI-layer and imported into ImageJ.
In ImageJ, the images were analysed in a blinded manner by defining the visual
cortex and its layers as regions of interest (ROI) based on the DAPI staining and
quantifying the number of cells positive for either one or both markers per ROI.
For each combination of probes (GOI together with each of the subtype markers),
two visual cortices from four animals were analysed (a total of eight visual cortices
for each combination).
Virus production and neuronal cultures. Concentrated lentiviral stocks were
prepared and titrated essentially as described30. AAV stocks were prepared at the
University of North Carolina (UNC) Vector Core and at the Children’s Hospital
Boston Vector Core; see also Supplementary Table 8 for further details on AAV
stocks.
Primary cultures of cortical neurons were prepared from E16.5 mouse embryos
as described6. In brief, 3 × 105 neurons per well were plated in 24-well dishes coated
with poly-d-lysine (20 μg ml−1) and laminin (3.4 μg ml−1). Cultures were maintained
in neurobasal medium supplemented with B27 (Invitrogen), 1 mM l-glutamine,
and 100 U ml−1 penicillin/streptomycin, and one-third of the media in each well
was replaced every other day. For testing of viral shRNA constructs, the cultures
were infected at DIV 3 with concentrated viral stocks for 5 h at an MOI of 6. After
infection, the cultures were washed twice in plain neurobasal medium after which
the conditioned medium was returned to the dish and the cultures were continued
to be maintained as described. At DIV 7, neuronal cultures were treated overnight
with 1 μM TTX and 100 μM AP-5 to silence spontaneous activity before the cultures
were depolarized at DIV 8 with 55 mM extracellular KCl as described6 and lysed
in TRIzol after 6 h of stimulation.
Western blot for testing of IGF1 constructs and ELISA for determining serum
IGF1 levels. HEK293T cells were used for testing the expression and the biological
activity of the epitope-tagged IGF1.4 constructs. HEK293T cells were cultured in
DMEM (Life Sciences) containing 10% FCS and penicillin/streptomycin. Cells were
transfected using lipofectamine (Life Technologies) and 18 h post transfection,
the medium was replaced with DMEM containing 0.1% FCS; 42 h post transfection,
the conditioned media were collected, spun down to remove cell debris and used
immediately for stimulating non-transfected HEK293T that were serum starved
for 3 days in DMEM containing 0.1% FCS. The conditioned media were applied
to the serum starved cells for 15 min at 37 °C after which the cells were lysed in
boiling SDS sample buffer and subjected to Western blot analysis essentially as
described6,31. For detecting the (phosphorylated) IGF1-receptor, the following
antibodies were used: anti-IGF1-receptor-β (D23H3) XP Rabbit mAb (#9750, Cell
Signaling, 1:1000) and anti-phospho-IGF1-receptor-β (Tyr1135/1136)/Insulin
Receptor β (Tyr1150/1151) (19H7) Rabbit mAb (#3024, Cell Signaling, 1:1000).
For determining serum IGF1 levels, we used the IGF1 Quantikine ELISA kit (R&D
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Systems), following the manufacturer’s instructions (P3 Vip-cre heterozygous pups
were injected intracortically with the respective AAV and bled at P20).
Perfusions, immunohistochemistry and morphological analysis of IGF1 cKO
visual cortices. Mice were anaesthetized with 10% ketamine and 1% xylazine in
PBS by intraperitoneal injection. When fully anaesthetized, the animals were transcardially perfused with ice-cold PBS for 5 minutes followed by 15 minutes of cold
4% PFA in PBS. Brains were dissected and post-fixed for one hour at 4 °C in 4%
PFA, followed by three washes (each for 30 min) in cold PBS, and cryoprotection
overnight in 20% sucrose in PBS at 4 °C. The following day, brains were placed in
Tissue-Tek Cryo-OCT compound (Fisher Scientific), frozen on dry ice and stored
at −80 °C. Coronal sections (20 μm thick) of the visual cortices were subsequently
cut using a Leica CM1950 cryostat and used for subsequent experiments.
For immunolabelling, the slides were blocked for 1 h with PBS containing 5%
normal goat serum and 0.1% Triton X-100 (blocking solution). The samples were
incubated overnight with different primary antibodies diluted in blocking solution,
washed three times with PBS and then incubated for 45 min at room temperature
with secondary antibodies and/or Hoechst stain (ThermoFisher Scientific). Slides
were mounted in FluoromountG (Southern Biotech) and imaged on a Zeiss Axio
Imager microscope. The following antibodies were used: mouse anti-HA (HA-7,
Sigma; 1:1000), chicken anti-GFP (GFP-1020, Aves labs ; 1:1500), goat anti-mouse
IgG (H+L) Alexa Fluor 488 (Highly Cross-Adsorbed, Life Technologies; 1:1,000),
goat anti-chicken IgY (H+L) Alexa Fluor 488 (Life Technologies; 1:1,000).
For analysing the brains of Igf1 Vip-cre WT and cKO mice, brains of three-weekold WT and cKO littermates were placed on the same slide to minimize variation. After cryosectioning, the slides were either counterstained immediately or
stored at −20 °C before they were counterstained and imaged. Counterstaining
was done with DAPI (4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, Molecular Probes) in PBS
for 15–30 min at room temperature, after which the sections were washed once in
PBS and mounted in Fluoromount-G (SouthernBiotech). For cell counting experi
ments, coronal visual cortex sections were imaged using a Zeiss Axio Imager
microscope with a 10× objective and typically, 3 × 5 fields-of-view were ‘stitched’
into one compound image. In all cases, image exposures were kept constant
throughout a given experiment for each channel. Custom ImageJ and MATLAB
macros were used to quantify the area of each cortical layer, the number tdTomatopositive cells per layer, and the size of tdTomato-postive cells. Briefly, regions of
interest (ROI) encompassing the visual cortex and its layers were defined based
on the DAPI counterstaining. While the width of these ROIs was kept constant
throughout the analysis of all sections, the height of the ROIs was adjusted in each
image according to the DAPI counterstaining in each section and the areas of each
layer in each section were recorded. For analysing the number and soma size of
tdTomato-postive cells in each layer, a threshold for each channel was determined
based on multiple user-defined negative regions. Channels were thresholded and
binarized, and a mask of each channel was created. The number of tdTomatopositive cells was determined by taking the logical AND of the DAPI and tdTomato
channel masks and counting the number of components greater than 4 pixels in
size in the double overlap of the masks of the two channels in each layer ROI. The
soma size was calculated as the area of these double-overlapping components.
Three animals per genotype and 4–6 visual cortex sections per animal were analysed, and these data were used to determine the mean and s.e.m. of the values
reported for each genotype.
Stereotaxically guided surgery and intra-cortical injections of AAV constructs.
All surgeries were performed according to protocols approved by the Harvard
University Standing Committee on Animal Care and were in accordance with
federal guidelines. Surgeries were performed on mice between P14 and P15.
Animals were deeply anaesthetized by inhalation of isoflurane (initially 3–5%
in O2, maintained with 1–2%) and secured in the stereotaxic apparatus (Kopf).
Animal temperature was maintained at 37 °C. The fur was shaved and scalp cleaned
with betadine and 100% ethanol three times before an incision was made to expose
the skull. Injections into the visual cortex were made by drilling a ~0.5 mm burr
hole (approximately 2.7 mm lateral, 0.5 mm anterior to lambda) through the skull,
inserting a glass pipette to a depth of 200–400 μm and injecting 250 nl of the respective AAV construct at a rate of 100 nl min−1. Five minutes post-injection, the glass
pipette was retracted, the scalp sutured and the mouse returned to its home cage.
All animals were monitored for at least one hour post-surgery and at 12 h intervals for the next 5 days. Post-operatively, analgesic (flunixin, 2.5 mg per kg) was
administered at 12 h intervals for 72 h.
For neonatal injections, pups post-natal day 3–5 were anaesthetized on ice for
2–3 min, and secured to a stage where their head was supported using a clay mould
using standard lab tape. A bevelled glass pipette was lowered into visual cortex
(approximately 2 mm lateral, 0.2 mm anterior to lambda), and 50 nl of the respective AAV virus was injected at a rate of 23 nl sec−1. Injections were made into eight
sites (four on each hemisphere), and the mouse was then allowed to recover on a
37 °C warm plate before being returned to the home cage.

For bilateral stereotaxic intra-cortical injections of AAV constructs for visual
plasticity experiments, surgeries were performed on mice between P18 and P20.
Animals were anaesthetized with isofluorane gas (1–2% in O2), and body temperature was maintained at around 37 °C with a heating pad during surgery. The
head was held in place by standard mouse stereotaxic frame. The fur was shaved
and scalp cleaned with betadine and 100% ethanol three times before an incision
was made to expose the skull. Burr holes were drilled into the skull at the point
of injection guided by stereotaxic coordinates and blood vessel patterns (approximately 2 mm and 2.7 mm lateral, 0.5 mm anterior to lamba) on both hemispheres.
A 28-gauge Hamilton syringe (701RN) was inserted to a depth of 200–300 μm
and 250 nl of the respective AAV construct was injected at the rate of 50 ml min−1.
Five minutes post-injection, the Hamilton syringe was retracted, the scalp sutured
and the mouse returned to its home cage. All animals were monitored for at least
one hour post-surgery. Post-operatively, analgesic (meloxicam, 5–10 mg kg−1) was
administered every 24 h for 2 days.
Electrophysiology. Coronal sections (300 μm thick) containing the primary visual
cortex were cut from P19-P21 mice using a Leica VT1000S vibratome in ice-cold
choline dissection media (25 mM NaHCO3, 1.25 mM NaH2PO4, 2.5 mM KCl, 7 mM
MgCl2, 25 mM glucose, 0.5 mM CaCl2, 110 mM choline chloride, 11.6 mM ascorbic
acid, 3.1 mM pyruvic acid). Slices were incubated in artificial cerebral spinal fluid
(ACSF, contains 127 mM NaCl, 25 mM NaHCO3, 1.25 mM NaH2PO4, 2.5 mM KCl,
2.5 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, 25 mM glucose) at 32 °C for 30 min immediately
after cutting, and subsequently at room temperature. All solutions were saturated
with 95% O2/5% CO2, and slices were used within 6 h of preparation. Whole-cell
voltage-clamp recordings were performed in ACSF at room temperature from
neurons in primary visual cortex that were identified under fluorescent and DIC
optics. Recording pipettes were pulled from borosilicate glass capillary tubing with
filaments using a P-1000 micropipette puller (Sutter Instruments) and yielded
tips of 2–5.5 MΩ resistance. All experiments were recorded with pipettes filled
with 135 mM caesium methanesulfonate, 15 mM HEPES, 0.5 mM EGTA, 5 mM
TEA-Cl, 1 mM MgCl2, 0.16 mM CaCl2, 2 mM Mg-ATP, 0.3 mM Na-GTP, 10 mM
phosphocreatine (Tris), and 2 mM QX-314-Cl. Osmolarity and pH were adjusted
to 310 mOsm and 7.3 with Millipore water and CsOH, respectively. Recordings
were sampled at 20 kHz and filtered at 2 kHz. mEPSCs were isolated by holding
neurons at −70 mV and exposing them to 0.5 μM tetrodotoxin, 50 μM picrotoxin
and 25 μM cyclothiazide and were blocked by application of 25 μM NBQX and
50 μM CPP. mIPSCs were isolated by holding neurons at 0 mV and exposing
them to 0.5 μM tetrodotoxin, 25 μM NBQX, and 50 μM CPP and were blocked by
50 μM picrotoxin. Data were acquired using either Clampex10 or custom MATLAB
software, using either an Axopatch 200B or Multiclamp 700B amplifier, and
digitized with a DigiData 1440 data acquisition board (Axon Instruments) or a
PCIe-6323 (National Instruments). For measuring miniature postsynaptic currents
(minis), cells were allowed to stabilize for at least two minutes.
For paired pulse experiments, no drugs were used in the ACSF. A stimulating
electrode (ISO-Flex, A.M.P.I.) was positioned approximately 100 μm below the cell,
and 0.1 ms electrical pulses were given while adjusting the stimulus intensity and
electrode position until the first pulse was between 100 and 500 pA. Inter-stimulus
interval was varied and 10 s elapsed between each sweep. Pulse amplitudes were
obtained from average sweeps of at least ten trials. Cells were held at 0 mV to record
IPSCs and −70 mV to record EPSCs.
For evoked IPSCs, no drugs were used in the ACSF. Simultaneous paired whole-cell
recordings were obtained from an eGFP-expressing VIP neuron and a morphologically identified pyramidal neuron located not more than five cell bodies away
from the VIP neuron. Both cells were held at 0 mV, and a 5 ms light pulse from a
blue LED (Thorlabs) was used to evoke IPSCs. Light intensity and the objective
position were varied until the VIP neuron IPSC amplitude was between 200 and
500 pA. Average light power at 470 nm varied from between 0.3 and 0.7 mW over
the course of the experiment. Reported ratios were obtained by dividing IPSC
amplitudes obtained from an average trace of at least ten trials.
For electrophysiology experiments, n was set to min n = 10 to detect 20% effect
size with power 0.95. For experiments to determine average firing rate of VIP neurons, a modified ACSF that promotes increased action potential firing was used
containing, 3.5 mM KCl and 0.8 mM CaCl2. Cell-attached patch recordings were
obtained from eGFP-positive cells. Cells that did not fire an action potential in the
first 30 s of recording were discarded, and recordings were maintained for at least
30 ten-second sweeps. Average firing rate was determined from the first sweep to
the last recorded sweep in which an action potential occurred.
Miniature IPSC and EPSC data were analysed using Axograph X. Events were
identified using a variable amplitude template-based strategy. Templates for each
event type were defined as follows: mEPSC: 0.25 ms rise time, 3 ms decay τ, amplitude threshold of −3 × s.d. local noise; mIPSC: 1 ms rise time, 50 ms decay τ, amplitude threshold of 2.5 × s.d. local noise. Local noise was determined by calculating
the standard deviation of the current in a 5 ms window before event rise onset.
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Templates lengths extended 25 ms after rise onset in the case of mEPSCs and 50 ms
after rise onset in the case of mIPSCs. Events were discarded if they had a rise time
outside the range of 0–3 ms. Statistical significance for all recorded parameters
between genotypes was evaluated using a Mann–Whitney U-test on the mean
values from individual neurons in a given experiment.
Minis were additionally evaluated for significance using both a Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test (KS test) and Monte Carlo test. For these tests, 50 random minis were
sampled from each neuron in each condition to obtain a continuous distribution
for each condition that equally weighted each cell in that condition: these distributions are the data shown in the cumulative distribution graphs. One hundred
random events were randomly sampled from these distributions for a KS test;
and for Monte Carlo tests, 100 random events were randomly sampled from each
distribution 1,000 times (with replacement), and the means were compared. All
significant differences in mini amplitude and frequency were found to be significant by Monte Carlo test, KS test, and Mann–Whitney U-test of cell means.
Since the Mann–Whitney test was found to be the most stringent test, the P values
from Mann–Whitney tests are reported. All data was analysed blind to genotype
or experimental condition. In all conditions, series resistance, holding potential,
cell capacitance, and input resistance were recorded and were not found to be
significantly different except where noted. Statistical tests were performed using
Graphpad Prism and MATLAB.
Sholl analysis. VIP neurons were filled with a patch pipette containing 1% Alexa
647 Hydrazide and the internal solution was allowed to dialyze for at least 30 min
before slices were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 1 h at room temperature.
Slices were then washed three times for 30 min in PBS before slices were mounted
in Fluormount-G (Southern Biotech). Images were acquired using a Zeiss Axio
Imager microscope with a 20× objective with the use of an Apotome (Zeiss).
Neurons were reconstructed using NeuronJ (ImageJ), and Sholl analysis was
performed using a custom script in MATLAB.
Monocular deprivation (MD) procedure. Eyelids were trimmed and sutured
under isoflurane anaesthesia (1–2% in O2) as previously described31. The integrity
of the suture was checked daily and mice were used only if the eyelids remained
closed throughout the duration of the deprivation period. One eye was closed for
4 days starting between P26 to P28. The eyelids were reopened immediately before
recording, and the pupil was checked for clarity.
Mouse visual-evoked potential (VEP). VEPs were recorded from anaesthetized
mice (50 mg kg−1 Nembutal and 0.12 mg chlorprothixene) using standard techniques described previously32. The contra- and the ipsilateral eye of the mouse were
presented with horizontal black and white sinusoidal bars that alternated contrast
(100%) at 2 Hz. A tungsten electrode was inserted into the binocular visual cortex
at 2.8 mm from the midline where the visual receptive field was approximately
20° from the vertical meridian. VEPs were recorded by filtering the signal from
0.1–100 Hz and amplifying 10,000 times. VEPs were measured at the cortical depth
where the largest amplitude signal was obtained in response to a 0.05 c.p.d. stimulus
(400–600 μm); 3–4 repetitions of 20 trials each were averaged in synchrony with
the abrupt contrast reversal. The signal was baseline corrected to the mean voltage
of the first 50 ms post-stimulus-onset. VEP amplitude was calculated by finding
the minimum voltage (negative peak) within a 50–150 ms post-stimulus-onset
time window. Acuity was calculated only from the deprived eye. For each different
spatial frequency, 3–4 repetitions of 20 trials each were averaged in synchrony
with the abrupt contrast reversal. VEP amplitude was plotted against the log of

the different spatial frequency, and the threshold of visual acuity was determined
by linear extrapolation to 0 μV.
Animal husbandry and colony management. Igf1 conditional knockout mice15,
Ai9 tdTomato reporter mice33, Emx1-cre34, Pv-cre35, Gad2-cre, Sst-cre, Vip-cre36
and RiboTag mice8 are available from The Jackson Laboratory.
For routine experimentation, animals were genotyped using a PCR-based strategy; PCR primer sequences are available at the The Jackson Laboratory’s website.
For RiboTag experiments, mice homozygous for the RiboTag allele were crossed
to mice homozygous for the cre allele and all experiments were performed with
mice double heterozygous for both the RiboTag and the cre alleles. For Igf1 cKO
experiments, mice heterozygous for the Igf1 conditional allele (Igf1fl/WT) and
homozygous for the Vip-cre allele were crossed to mice heterozygous for the Igf1
conditional allele and homozygous for the tdTomato reporter allele. Resulting
littermates all had one copy of the Vip-cre transgene and the tdTomato Cre reporter
and yielded Igf1WT/WT and Igf1fl/fl littermates for experimentation. For injections
of AAV constructs in the visual cortices of Cre mice (Vip-, Pv-, Sst-, or Emx1-cre),
mice homozygous for the cre allele were crossed to wild-type C57Bl6 mice and
offspring heterozygous for the cre allele were used for experiments. The use of
animals was approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of Harvard Medical
School and/or the University of California Berkeley.
24. Livak, K. J. & Schmittgen, T. D. Analysis of relative gene expression data using
real-time quantitative PCR and the 2−ΔΔCT method. Methods 25, 402–408
(2001).
25. Trapnell, C. et al. Differential gene and transcript expression analysis of
RNA-seq experiments with TopHat and Cufflinks. Nature Protocols 7, 562–578
(2012).
26. Rubinson, D. A. et al. A lentivirus-based system to functionally silence genes in
primary mammalian cells, stem cells and transgenic mice by RNA
interference. Nature Genet. 33, 401–406 (2003).
27. Schopman, N. C. T., Liu, Y. P., Konstantinova, P., ter Brake, O. & Berkhout, B.
Optimization of shRNA inhibitors by variation of the terminal loop sequence.
Antiviral Res. 86, 204–211 (2010).
28. Spiegel, I. et al. A central role for Necl4 (SynCAM4) in Schwann cell-axon
interaction and myelination. Nature Neurosci. 10, 861–869 (2007).
29. Schaeren-Wiemers, N. & Gerfin-Moser, A. A single protocol to detect transcripts
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Extended Data Figure 1 | Validation of the sensory stimulation protocol
and the RiboTag-based cell-type-specific purification of mRNA.
a, Quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) for known experience-regulated
genes on RNA isolated from the visual cortex of mice that were darkhoused for varying durations (overnight, 3 days, 7 days or 14 days) and
then either euthanized in the dark or exposed to light for 1, 3 or 7.5 h, and
then euthanized. Data are normalized to the maximal value in each data
set and represent the mean and standard error of four biological replicates.
b, qPCR for known experience-regulated genes on RNA isolated from the
visual cortex of mice that were dark-housed for 14 days and then either
exposed to light for 1, 3 or 7.5 h (dark + light, black) or kept in the dark

during these hours (dark + dark, red). All mice of a given time point
were dissected in very close temporal proximity. Data are normalized to
the maximal value in each data set and represent the mean and standard
error of four biological replicates. c, qPCR for known cell-type-specific
marker genes on RNA isolated from RiboTag mice expressing Cre in
distinct neuronal subtypes. Data are normalized to the maximal value in
each data set and represent the mean and standard error of three biological
replicates. d, qPCR for known early-induced transcription factors on RNA
isolated from RiboTag mice expressing Cre in distinct neuronal subtypes.
Data are normalized to the maximal value in each data set and represent
the mean and standard error of three biological replicates.
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Extended Data Figure 2 | Validation of the RiboTag-seq approach.
a, Matrix of Spearman correlation coefficients between biological
replicates across all samples (scale of correlation coefficients extends from
0.7 to 1, see colour bar) (S, standard housing; 0, dark-housed only; 1/3/7.5,
1/3/7.5 h of light exposure after dark housing, respectively). b, Line plots
of RNA-seq data showing the expression values (normalized reads across

all exons of a gene) for cell-type-specific marker genes and ubiquitously
expressed house-keeping genes in different Cre lines (Emx1-cre, red;
Gad2-cre, blue; Pv-cre, brown; Sst-cre, green; Vip-cre, purple) across all
time points of the experiment. Data represent the mean and standard error
of three biological replicates.
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Extended Data Figure 3 | Characterization of the experience-induced
gene programs in subtypes of cortical neurons. a, Average matrix of
Spearman correlation coefficients computed from the expression values of
1000 random sets of 602 genes (including experience-regulated genes, with
replacement). b, Matrix of the Spearman correlation coefficients computed
from the expression levels of control transcripts that match the expression
distribution of experience-regulated genes (n = 602). c, Cladogram
resulting from hierarchical clustering of all samples (except samples from
Gad2-cre). Cladograms were computed using the mean expression values
(that is, normalized reads across all exons of a gene) for all expressed
transcripts (n = 14,280). d, Cladogram resulting from hierarchical
clustering of the mean expression values of a set of control transcripts that
match the expression distribution of experience-regulated genes (n = 602).

e, Pie charts showing the subdivision of experience-regulated genes on
the basis of kinetics in each set of Cre lines (red, rapidly induced; grey,
induced with delayed kinetics; orange, induced only after two weeks of
dark housing; green, rapidly suppressed; magenta, suppressed with delayed
kinetics; blue, suppressed only after two weeks of dark housing). f, Left,
matrix of Spearman correlation coefficients between Cre lines computed
using the mean expression values (normalized reads across all exons of a
gene) of early-induced genes one hour after light exposure. Right, matrix
of Spearman correlation coefficients between Cre lines computed using
the mean expression values of late-induced genes 7.5 h after light exposure.
For each matrix, the correlations upon permuting the expression values
are also shown (colour scale at right, scale begins at zero.)
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Extended Data Figure 4 | Characterization of cell-type-specific and
experience-induced genes in subtypes of cortical neurons. a, Scatter
plots showing the log10 expression values for each expressed gene in a
given Cre line (x axis) plotted against the maximum log10 expression
values for that gene found in all other Cre lines (y axis). Black line denotes
unity, and the red line is the 5.5-fold enrichment threshold set to include
Vglut1 as a cell-type-specific gene in Emx1-cre. Data represent the mean
values of three biological replicates. b, Scatter plots of all expressed genes,

for each Cre line plotting the mean log2 fold enrichment in that Cre line
(x axis) against the mean log2 of the absolute value of the maximum fold
change observed in that Cre line. Data represent the mean values of three
biological replicates. Genes that pass both enrichment and induction
thresholds in 3 of 3 biological replicates are shown in red. c, Bar graph
showing the maximum expression value (in normalized reads) for
VIP-neuron-specific experience-regulated genes.
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Extended Data Figure 5 | Conditional knockout of Igf1 in VIP neurons
does not affect cortical morphology or gross morphology of VIP
neurons. a, Example image of cortices from Igf1 wild-type (WT)
(Vip-cre/+, LSL-tdTomato/+, Igf1WT/WT) or conditional-knockout (cKO)
(Vip-cre/+, LSL-tdTomato/+, Igf1fl/fl) mice. VIP neurons are labelled in
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Extended Data Figure 6 | Igf1 knockdown in VIP neurons affects
inhibitory inputs onto VIP neurons but not onto neighbouring
neurons. a, AAV shRNA constructs. shRNA cassettes against Igf1 or a
control gene (Luc) were cloned downstream of the U6 promoter into
an AAV vector that drives Cre-dependent expression of eGFP. b, qPCR
validation of the efficacy of Igf1 shRNA constructs. Cultured cortical
neurons were infected with lentiviral constructs either expressing no
shRNA (vector only), a control shRNA (against Luc) or shRNAs against
Igf1. Four days post-infection the cultures were quieted overnight with
TTX and AP-5 and then harvested either before or after being depolarized
with 55 mM KCl for 6 h; RNA was then isolated and qPCR was performed.
Data are normalized to the maximal value in each replicate and represent
the mean and standard error of three biological replicates. c, Bar graph
showing normalized soma size of P21 visual cortex VIP neurons infected
with control shRNA or shRNA targeting Igf1 (shRNA control, n = 103;
shRNA Igf1, n = 174; P = 0.41, Mann–Whitney U-test). d, Bar graphs

showing the levels of IGF1 in the serum of P20 mice that were injected
intracortically with AAVs driving the expression of control shRNA (black)
or Igf1 shRNA. Data represent the mean and s.e.m. of the serum IGF1
levels of four mice per group. e–l, Bar graphs and cumulative distribution
plots showing mIPSC amplitudes and frequency/inter-event interval upon
early widespread knockdown of Igf1 in VIP (e, f), SST (g, h), PV (i, j) and
excitatory (k, l) neurons after injection of AAVs into P3 cortices of the
respective Cre mice. VIP neurons (identified as eGFP-positive cells in
Vip-cre mice): control and Igf1 shRNA, amplitude P = 0.96, frequency
P = 0.04. SST neurons (identified as eGFP-positive cells in Sst-cre mice):
control and Igf1 shRNA, amplitude P = 0.89, frequency P = 0.55. PV
neurons (identified as eGFP-positive cells in Pv-cre mice): control and
Igf1 shRNA, amplitude P = 0.084, frequency P = 0.93. Pyramidal neurons
(identified by morphology): control and Igf1 shRNA, amplitude P = 0.84,
frequency P = 0.15). All P values are derived from Mann–Whitney U-tests;
numbers inside bars indicate the number of cells recorded.
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Extended Data Figure 7 | See next page for caption.
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Extended Data Figure 7 | Effects of IGF1 overexpression in excitatory
and SST-positive neurons. a, RiboTag-seq identifies Igf1.4 as the
major Igf1 isoform expressed in VIP neurons. Representative tracks of
histograms of the RNA-seq reads in each Cre line across the Igf1 genomic
locus. Data are from the 7.5 h light exposure RiboTag-seq data sets.
b, AAV constructs for the Cre-dependent expression of HA-/Myc-tagged
IGF1 (Igf1.4) and eGFP (that is, IGF1-OE, top) or of eGFP alone (that is,
control, bottom). F2A, Furin cleavage site followed by the 2A peptide;
black and white triangles represent a Cre-dependent Flex-switch.
c, Western blot analysis of IGF1-receptor activation status in lysates of
serum starved HEK293T cells that were stimulated with conditioned
media (CM) containing epitope-tagged isoforms of IGF1. CM was
produced by transfecting HEK293T cells with the respective construct and
collecting the culture media. IGF1-receptor is detected with antibodies
against either activated IGF1 receptor (anti-IGF1R pTyr1136/1138) or total
IGF1 receptor (anti-IGF1R total). Molecular weight markers are on the
right and the arrow indicates the band of the IGF1 receptor. d, e, Bar
graphs and cumulative distribution plots showing mIPSC frequency/

inter-event interval (d) and amplitude (e) of mIPSCs recorded from eGFPpositive neurons in P20 Sst-cre mice that were intracortically injected with
AAVs driving the expression of control (C) or IGF1-OE (OE) constructs
(amplitude, P = 0.16; frequency, P = 0.01; Mann–Whitney U-test; numbers
inside bars indicate the number of cells recorded). f, g, Bar graphs and
cumulative distribution plots showing mIPSC frequency/inter-event
interval (f) and amplitude (g) of mIPSCs recorded from eGFP-positive
neurons in P20 Emx1-cre mice that were intracortically injected with
AAVs driving the expression of control (black, n = 20) or IGF1-OE AAVs
(red, n = 20). Amplitude, P = 0.99; frequency, P = 0.01, Mann–Whitney
U-test. h–j, Scatter plots of IGF1-interacting proteins showing the log10
normalized mean expression values in Vip-cre neurons versus each of
the other Cre lines (Emx1 (h), Pv (i), Sst (j)). k, Quantification of EPSC
paired-pulse recordings from VIP neurons infected with control shRNA(black n = 9) or Igf1 shRNA- (red n = 11) expressing AAVs. The ratio of
the second EPSC amplitude divided by the first EPSC amplitude is plotted
against inter-stimulus interval (P = 0.1, two-way ANOVA).
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Extended Data Figure 8 | VIP neuron-derived IGF1 does not disrupt
ocular dominance plasticity. a, Widespread infection of VIP neurons
by AAV-shRNA-hUbc-Flex-eGFP. High-titre injection of AAVs into the
visual cortex of P18–20 Vip-cre/+ mice leads to infection of the majority
VIP neurons (green, eGFP; red, anti-VIP; blue, DAPI; arrowheads,
infected VIP neurons; scale bars, 150 μm, 20 μm in the inlet). b, c, Average
of VEP traces recorded in the visual cortices of mice that were injected
with AAVs expressing control shRNA (black/grey) or shRNA against
Igf1 (red/pink) shRNA and that were (grey, pink) or were not (black,
red) subjected to monocular deprivation in the eye contralateral to the
recording site (MD versus NoMD, respectively). d, Monocular deprivation
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induces a significant reduction in the VEP amplitude in response to low
spatial frequency stimulation in mice that had AAVs expressing control
shRNA and Igf1 shRNA injected into their visual cortices (control shRNA
NoMD, n = 5 mice; control shRNA MD, n = 7 mice; Igf1 shRNA NoMD,
n = 5; Igf1 shRNA MD, n = 8. *P < 0.05, Mann–Whitney U-test). e, Mice
that had AAVs expressing control shRNA (black) and Igf1 shRNA (red)
injected into their visual cortices display normal ocular dominance
plasticity as monocular deprivation (MD) induces a shift to the ispilateral
eye in both groups (control shRNA NoMD, n = 5 mice; control shRNA
MD, n = 7; Igf1 shRNA NoMD, n = 5 ; Igf1 shRNA MD, n = 8 mice.
**P < 0.0001, one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc test).
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